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Notations

In this document we use the following conventions for every equation and mathematical notation.

- \( \mathcal{F}_w \) refers to an orthonormal frame.
- \( \mathbf{a} \) refers to a column vector.
- \( \mathbf{a}^\top \) refers to a row vector, written as the transpose of column vector \( \mathbf{a} \).
- \( [\mathbf{a}]_\times \) refers the skew-symmetric matrix of the 3-vector \( \mathbf{a} \) defined by \( [\mathbf{a}]_\times \mathbf{b} = \mathbf{a} \times \mathbf{b} \).
- \( \mathbf{A} \) refers to a matrix.
- \( \mathbf{A}^{-1} \) refers to the inverse of matrix \( \mathbf{A} \).
- \( \mathbf{A}^\top \) refers to the transpose of matrix \( \mathbf{A} \).
- \( A_{ij} \) refers to the value of the \( i^{th} \) row and \( j^{th} \) column of matrix \( \mathbf{A} \).
- \( \mathbf{x} \) refers to an image point coordinates expressed as \( \mathbf{x} = (x, y)^\top \).
- \( \bar{\mathbf{x}} \) refers to an image point homogeneous coordinates expressed as \( \bar{\mathbf{x}} = (x, y, 1)^\top \).
- \( \mathbf{X} \) refers to a 3D point coordinates expressed as \( \mathbf{X} = (X, Y, Z)^\top \).
- \( \bar{\mathbf{X}} \) refers to a 3D point homogeneous coordinates expressed as \( \bar{\mathbf{X}} = (X, Y, Z, 1)^\top \).
- \( w^\mathbf{X} \) refers to point \( \mathbf{X} \) which 3D coordinates are expressed in frame \( \mathcal{F}_w \).
- \( i^\mathbf{M}_j \) refers to the homogeneous transformation matrix from \( \mathcal{F}_j \) to \( \mathcal{F}_i \).
- \( i^\mathbf{R}_j \) refers to the rotation matrix from frame \( \mathcal{F}_j \) to frame \( \mathcal{F}_i \).
- \( i^\mathbf{t}_j \) refers to the translation vector from frame \( \mathcal{F}_j \) to frame \( \mathcal{F}_i \).
Introduction

This PhD thesis is entitled “Contribution to the Study of Projection-based Systems for Industrial Applications in Mixed Reality”. This work has been carried out in an industrial context and aimed at improving the usage of mixed reality projection-based systems for industrial applications.

This thesis belongs to the field of Mixed Reality (MR). Mixed Reality was introduced by Milgram et al. [1995] as a concept that combines several immersive technologies. These technologies are placed along a virtual continuum (Figure 1.1) that takes the human from a real environment into a virtual one, better known today as Virtual Reality (VR).

Several definitions of VR have been proposed in the literature and, in this manuscript, we refer to the one proposed by Arnaldi et al. [2003]:

“Virtual Reality is a technical and scientific area making use of computer science and behavioral interfaces in order to simulate 3D entities behavior in a virtual world that interact in real time among themselves and with the user in pseudo-natural immersion through sensory-motor channels.”

Regarding Augmented Reality (AR), we refer to the definition from Azuma [1997], revised by Azuma et al. [2001] and supported by the recent book from Schmalstieg and Hollerer [2016]. This definition describes AR as:

“[...] any system that has the following three characteristics:
- combines real and virtual objects in a real environment;
- runs interactively, and in real time; and
- registers (aligns) real and virtual objects with each other.”

Still displayed in this continuum, Augmented Virtuality (AV) consists in enhancing a virtual world with objects of the real world. For example Bruder et al. [2009] used AV to display the physical hands of the user over the virtual environment. Augmented
Virtuality will not be taken into account within this thesis. In the following we will only consider VR and AR systems and their applications.

Different MR systems have been developed for either AR or VR applications. We can classify these systems into three main categories: near-eye displays, screen displays and projection-based displays (as depicted in Figure 1.2).

These categories are detailed as follows:

- **Near-eye displays** are systems that “place the image directly in front of the user’s eye using one or two small screens” [Bowman et al., 2004]. Near-eye displays, which are commonly head-mounted (or head-worn), have been popularized recently with VR systems such as the HTC/Vive or the Oculus rift and AR systems such as the Microsoft Hololens (see Figure 1.3-left).

- **Screen displays** use standard screens to provide MR environment. For VR applications, any 3D screen can be used as a display. Holobenches are more advanced technologies that are composed of two 3D screens that are placed in right angle as depicted in Figure 1.3-middle. Regarding AR, using a tablet or smartphone is the most popular way to enhance reality with virtual objects.

- **Projection-Based Systems (PBS)** use projectors to display virtual content. For VR applications, Cruz-Neira et al. [1993] introduced one of the first immersive PBS, the CAVE display. This display consists of 4 screens on which 3D content is front- or rear-projected (see Figure 1.3-right). Regarding AR, projection-based AR systems project virtual content directly over physical objects or flat surfaces.

Within the scope of this thesis we focus mainly on Projection-Based Systems (PBS) for industrial usage in MR.

This PhD thesis has been conducted within the frame of a CIFRE\textsuperscript{1} industrial partnership with Realyz. Realyz is a french company that is specialized in the design of VR and AR Projection-Based Systems for the industry. Although the industry has been one

\textsuperscript{1}Conventions Insdutrielles de Formation par la Recherche (Industrial agreements for training through research) - http://www.enseignementsup-recherche.gouv.fr/cid22130/les-cifre.html
of the first actors to be attracted by MR technologies [Schmalstieg and Hollerer, 2016], many industrial facilities are not yet familiar with them. Indeed these technologies are recent and one of the goals of Realyz is to popularize the immersive technologies within the Small and Medium Businesses (SMB). In fact, even for SMB, Mixed Reality proposes an alternative and faster way to dynamically visualize, modify and validate the design of many projects [Mourtzis et al., 2014]. For example mixed reality applications can help visualizing the design of an engine or validating the arrangements and dispositions inside a factory as depicted in Figure 1.4. MR also makes it possible to train or assist operators on a specific task or on maintenance/repair procedures with lower expenditures [Nee et al., 2012]. Nevertheless, in order to attract the smallest industrial actors, cost-effective systems should be proposed. Thus, Realyz aimed at exploring different ways of improving the user experience and the usage of projection-based systems for industrial applications in order to make PBS a competitive alternative to near-eye head-mounted displays.

Even though several industrial actors have already adopted near-eye Head-Mounted Displays (HMD) (e.g., the Hololens, the HTC/Vive) there is still an increasing demand for immersive Projection-Based Systems (PBS) such as CAVE displays. Indeed one main benefit of immersive PBS for industrial purposes is that, in addition to providing adequate immersion for the main user, projective displays generally also enable to visu-
alize the virtual environment from an external point of view. Such configuration makes it possible for several external persons to straightforwardly share the experience and collaborate with the main user (e.g., by directly pointing virtual objects). Moreover, using near-eye HMD raises ethical and sanitary issues. Such issues induce cumbersome processes like cleaning the device area that is in contact with the skin after each use. Thus, the industrial structures that are not familiar with MR technologies are commonly reluctant to the idea of sharing a HMD compared to sharing stereoscopic glasses.

Challenges of projection-based systems

Figure 1.5 depicts the standard framework of Mixed Reality (MR) applications using Projection-Based Systems (PBS). As illustrated in Figure 1.5, the tracking system captures the motion of user. The tracking data is then interpreted by the interaction techniques that send commands to update the application. Then the MR application modifies the interaction state and is displayed on the projective screen. Finally, the projective screen provides visual feedback to the user. Figure 1.5 also displays the three research axes of this PhD thesis that are detailed in the next section.

![Figure 1.5 – Global framework of a mixed reality PBS that is considered in this work. The two main challenges of the PhD thesis are: (A) improving the technical components of PBS and (B) improving the user experience when using PBS. The three research axes are: (1) Improving the tracking systems used in PBS, (2) Proposing a novel paradigm for PBS and (3) Increasing the user perception and experience in immersive PBS.](image)

This thesis will focus on two main challenges that still need to be addressed to make PBS an alternative to near-eye HMD: (A) A techno-centered challenge: improving the technical components of PBS and (B) A user-centered challenge: improving the user experience when using PBS.

(A) Improving the technical components of projection-based systems

The first challenge is a techno-centered challenge that aims at improving the technical components of Mixed Reality (MR) Projection-Based Systems (PBS). According to the
framework presented in Figure 1.5 we consider two technical components (depicted in red): the tracking system and the projective display.

Regarding the tracking systems, they have been widely used to track movement and objects in several fields such as surgery [Taylor et al., 1994], virtual reality [Pintaric and Kaufmann, 2007] or Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) localization [Mustafah et al., 2012]. To provide an optimal tracking system for MR several requirements should be addressed. As stated by Welch and Foxlin [2002] an optimal tracking system should be: tiny, self-contained, complete (6DoF), accurate, fast, immune to occlusion, robust, tenacious, wireless and cheap. Lots of work has been carried out to fulfill as many requirements as possible, but, as Welch and Foxlin [2002] said: there is still “no silver bullet, but a respectable arsenal” of tracking technologies. Hence, there is a need to optimize and adapt the tracking systems and performances to the application requirements, in our case, to industrial applications in mixed reality projection-based systems.

Regarding the projective displays, one of the main limitations of Projection-Based Systems (PBS) is that using projectors is generally cumbersome and that the system is generally static. When using projectors there is a compromise between the projection area, the spatial resolution of the images and the projection distance. In fact, high resolution projectors are generally bulky and projecting a large image (for immersive systems for example) generally requires a long distance between the projectors and the screens. Solutions to overcome such limitations, like using high-resolution short-throw pico-projector, are generally expensive and the technologies are not yet easily available. Moreover these limitations prevent the usage of these systems in a wearable way, like head-mounted PBS. Thus there is a need to study ways to compact such systems and propose wearable and mobile PBS in MR.

(B) Improving the user experience and interaction techniques when using projection-based systems

The second challenge is a user-centered challenge. When using Projection-Based Systems (PBS) the users are generally aware of their own body and of the real environment that surrounds them. Therefore, unlike Virtual Reality (VR) HMD, it is difficult to make the user embody a virtual character in PBS. Indeed avatars cannot be straightforwardly introduced in the virtual environment due to the physical presence of the user’s body. Finally, immersive PBS are generally less immersive than HMD since they do not propose a 360° Field-of-Regard (FoR). Regarding the 3D interaction techniques, the industrial fields generally require the interaction to be adapted to the real task and to simulate it as faithfully as possible. Therefore there is still a need to propose novel immersive techniques and interaction paradigms to improve the user experience when using PBS.
Chapter 1. Introduction

Research axes

This PhD thesis focuses on studying and adapting projection-based system to industrial requirements when using mixed reality applications. We considered three main axes of research: (1) Improving the tracking systems used in projection-based systems, (2) Proposing a novel paradigm for MR projection-based systems and (3) Increasing the user perception and experience in immersive projection-based systems. These three axes of research led to three main contributions that are illustrated in Figure 1.5 and 1.6 and are detailed in the following.

![Figure 1.6 – The three contributions of this PhD thesis. Standard projection-based VR systems are illustrated in (0). Contribution (1) aimed at improving optical tracking systems to increase the workspace, notably by using controlled cameras. Contribution (2) aimed at proposing a novel paradigm for mobile spatial augmented reality. Contribution (3) aimed at improving the user perception and experience in projection-based systems by introducing virtual shadows.](image)

(1) Improving the tracking systems used in projection-based systems: Toward an increased workspace

In this axis of research (illustrated in Figure 1.6-top-right) we do not claim to have found the “silver bullet” tracking system (as defined by Welch and Foxlin [2002]) but we chose to address some tracking requirements. Regarding PBS, having a tiny, self-contained and wireless tracking system might not be a priority since PBS are generally cumbersome and already involve having wired connections. Nevertheless for MR ap-
Applications the tracking system has to be fast, accurate, complete, robust, and as much as possible, immune to occlusions. Also the tracking system should adapt itself to the range of interactions proposed by the application. Therefore, the tracking system needs to be tenacious and, if needed, it should be able to follow the objects as far as possible. Finally, when considering industrial applications, the tracking system should be as cost-effective as possible. Hence our first objective is to propose an optical tracking system that fulfills as many requirements as possible from the ones selected above. Among other things we propose an approach to increase the workspace and reduce the occlusion issues of optical tracking systems in PBS for VR and AR applications.

(2) Proposing novel paradigms for projection-based systems: Toward mobile spatial augmented reality

As mentioned before, industrial actors often require to be able to collaborate directly with the main user and Projection-Based Systems (PBS) can be a good candidate for such applications. Nevertheless PBS generally require to have large room to work at their optimal performance (e.g., large field of projection) and are generally static systems. These constraints generally prevent from using PBS for mobile applications for example. However several industrial applications may require to use a MR system over large areas (or large objects) and mobility can be a fundamental requirement for such use cases. These use cases are generally related to augmented reality applications that require to enhance sparse or large physical 3D objects with virtual content. To overcome this mobility limitation, near-eye displays (like Optical See-Through (OST) or Video See-Through (VST) HMD) can be used but these displays can limit straightforward collaboration compared to PBS. Therefore, in this contribution (illustrated in Figure 1.6-bottom-left) we propose to design a novel approach for mobile spatial augmented reality on tangible objects.

(3) Increasing the user perception and experience in immersive projection-based systems: Toward users virtual shadows

When using Immersive Projection-based Systems (IPS) the users are generally aware of the real environments and in particular they are aware of their own body. In some cases this awareness can be an asset (e.g., having a real reference, reducing motion sickness). However the awareness of the real environment can, in some cases, reduce the immersion and the user experience. Even though the interaction techniques designed for HMD are generally compatible with IPS, the compatibility is not straightforward regarding virtual embodiment. The full immersion provided by HMD enables to create virtual body ownership illusions and virtual embodiment thanks to virtual avatars [Kilteni et al., 2012]. But is it possible to embody someone else in an IPS even though the users are aware of their own body? In this contribution (illustrated in Figure 1.6-bottom-right) we propose to address this issue by introducing a virtual shadow of the user. This virtual shadow represents the virtual projection of the user in the virtual environment. This approach is expected to improve the user experience when using IPS.
Chapter 1. Introduction

Outline

This manuscript is composed of 6 chapters that are summarized as follows.

In Chapter 2 we present an overview of related work on the main components of Mixed Reality (MR) systems. First we present the different mixed reality displays together with their main drawbacks and benefits. Then MR tracking technologies are described including a close-up of optical tracking techniques. Finally we present the main industrial applications that can benefit from MR systems.

In Chapter 3 we present a pilot study that aims at defining guidelines for designing and deploying Projection-Based Systems (PBS) better adapted to the end-use industrial application. The study was conducted in “out-of-the-lab” conditions during a professional construction industry exhibition. We recorded users’ interactions as well as head and hand motions. 3D motion data was analyzed in order to extract the users’ behavior which could be used afterwards to improve the configuration of the PBS system. The proposed methodology could also be used to analyze other PBS and application scenarios in order to extract the user behavior and optimize them accordingly.

In Chapter 4 we propose an approach which intends to maximize the workspace of optical tracking systems used in PBS and overcome some occlusion problems. As such, since adding sensors can be expensive and is not always possible due to the lack of space, we propose not to use additional cameras. Our approach is based on two complementary methods. As a first method, when the tracked target becomes no longer visible by at least 2 cameras (e.g., due to occlusions, or when moving outside the stereo workspace), we occasionally enable switching to a monocular tracking mode using 2D-3D registration algorithms (MonSterTrack method). Then we propose to use controlled cameras mounted on automated motors that follow the tracked objects through the workspace (CoCaTrack method). Thus, the stereo registration can be achieved as much as possible using the moving cameras.

In Chapter 5 we promote an alternative approach for head-mounted spatial augmented reality which enables mobile and direct 3D interactions with real tangible objects, in single or collaborative scenarios. Our novel approach, called MoSART (for Mobile Spatial Augmented Reality on Tangible objects) is based on an “all-in-one” headset gathering all the necessary AR equipment (projection and tracking systems) with a set of tangible objects and interaction tools. The tangible objects and tools are tracked thanks to an embedded optical tracking. The user can walk around, grasp and manipulate the tangible objects and tools that are augmented with projection mapping techniques. The experience can be shared with other users thanks to direct projection/interaction. In a nutshell, our approach is the first one which enables direct 3D interaction with tangible objects, mobility, multi-user experiences, in addition to a wider field-of-view and low latency in AR.

In Chapter 6 we introduce the use of virtual shadows in PBS. The virtual shadows make it possible to provide a virtual representation of the user which differs from their own physical body even though they are still able to see it. We carried out an experiment in order to assess the user’s virtual embodiment and the user’s perception
in presence of the virtual shadows. In particular, we study how the users appropriate different virtual shadows (male and female shadow) and how does the virtual shadow affects the user behavior when performing a 3D positioning task.

Finally, **Chapter 7** concludes the manuscript and discusses short-term future work for each of our contributions as well as long-term perspectives regarding the futuristic mixed reality projection-based systems.
This chapter presents an overview of previous work that relates to mixed reality systems. First an overview and classification of the existing Mixed Reality (MR) visual displays is proposed. Next the different tracking systems are presented. We discuss to what extend each technology is promising and we make a close-up on optical tracking. Finally we present different usages of mixed reality systems for industrial application together with concrete examples in different industrial fields of activity.

2.1 Visual displays for mixed reality

Mixed Reality (MR) originally proposes to stimulate the visual sense of the users by modifying their current visual perception of the reality. Later, MR systems also focused on stimulating other senses such as the haptic, auditory or olfactory ones. In the following we focus on the visual sense and present the visual displays that are used for either Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR).

MR systems are evaluated according to the user experience when using the application. For example, having a system that provides a realistic environment while being comfortable and immersive is generally appreciated. Different characteristics of MR systems have to be considered to optimize the user experience. According to LaViola Jr. et al. [2017] some of these characteristics are the following ones:
- **Stereoscopy**: The systems can display either monocular or stereoscopic images. Monocular images are the standard images, displayed by standard TV screens. Stereoscopic (or binocular) displays take into account the human binocular vision and display different images for each eye to create a stereoscopic effect.

- **Field-of-View (FoV)**: Maximum number of degrees of visual angle that can be seen instantaneously on a display horizontally (HFoV) and vertically (VFoV). Human eye HFoV is of around 200°-220° and VFoV of around 120°.

- **Field-of-Regard (FoR)**: Amount of physical space surrounding the user in which images are displayed. FoV and FoR are not linked since some displays can, for example, provide large FoR and small FoV.

- **Spatial resolution**: Ratio between the number of pixels that are displayed and the size of the screen. It is considered as a measure of visual quality. Two display with the same pixel resolution may not have the same spatial resolution.

- **Screen geometry**: Geometry of the display. It can be rectangular, hemispherical, L-shaped, etc. Different geometries can lead to different visual quality due to the distortions of the images for example.

- **Refresh rate**: Speed with which a visual display refreshes the displayed images. It is generally expressed in Hertz (Hz). The refresh rate of the display is different from the frames per second (fps) of the application. The fps is the rate with which the images are rendered by the application. It can be faster than the refresh rate of the display.

Other characteristics can be considered, e.g., the number of depth cues, the ergonomics or the production cost.

A classification of AR visual displays has been proposed by Bimber and Raskar [2005] and Schmalstieg and Hollerer [2016] according to the distance between the display and the user. The different displays are classified as follows: near eye displays, handheld displays, stationary displays and projection-based displays.

![Classification of MR visual displays](image)

**Figure 2.1** – Classification of MR visual displays according to the distance between the display and the user’s eye, inspired from Bimber and Raskar [2005] and Schmalstieg and Hollerer [2016]
In the following we present an overview of MR visual displays by following the same classification as depicted in Figure 2.1. We adapted the classification by introducing the VR displays into the different categories.

### 2.1.1 Non-projection-based visual displays

#### 2.1.1.1 Near-eye displays

Near-eye displays are devices that “place the image directly in front of the user’s eye using one or two small screens” [Bowman et al., 2004]. Nowadays near-eye displays are generally head-mounted (or head-worn [LaViola Jr. et al., 2017]). Wearing a device on the head involves complex designs in order to make the device unobtrusive and comfortable [Rolland and Cakmakci, 2009]. Thereby, the first Head-Mounted Display (HMD), the “Sword of Damocles”, invented by Sutherland [1968] (illustrated in Figure 2.4-left) was suspended from the ceiling. Since then, miniaturizing HMD and reducing their weight has been achieved. Different technologies are available to design near-eye displays: non see-through, optical see-through and video see-through. These technologies are presented in the following.

**Non see-through HMD**

Non see-through HMD are the most common near-eye displays used for VR applications. These displays are completely opaque and do not enable to see any piece of the real world. Therefore, non see-through HMD provide complete immersion in the Virtual Environment (VE). Nowadays some of the major companies have developed their own non see-through HMD like HTC, Oculus or Samsung (see Figure 2.2). These devices use either two small LCD (or OLED) retinal screens or a smartphone combined with optical lenses that redirect the images in either the right or left eye. Generally the devices that use smartphones are limited by the smartphone performances and it is common to have more latency and a lower refresh rate.

*Figure 2.2 — Examples of non see-through HMD used for VR applications: the HTC Vive (left), the Oculus Rift (middle) and the Samsung Gear VR which relies on a smartphone (right).*
Video see-through HMD

Video See-Through (VST) Head-Mounted Displays (HMD) are commonly used for AR applications by enhancing virtual content over regular video streams [Mohring et al., 2004] (see Figure 2.3-left). One straightforward way to design VST-HMD is by using the front camera of a smartphone to capture the real environment (see Figure 2.2-right). Then the virtual content is added over the video stream and displayed on the smartphone screen. The smartphone is then embedded on a case which is mounted on the user’s head. As for non see-through HMD using smartphones generally involves a higher latency. An alternative to smartphones is the design of HMD with embedded cameras, generally two, that are responsible of capturing the real environment in front of the user. Nevertheless since the captured video stream generally has a lower resolution than the user’s eye, VST technologies present a limitation in terms of content resolution.

Optical see-through HMD

Optical See-Through (OST) Head-Mounted Displays (HMD) enable to directly see the real environment though a half-silvered mirror (or optical combiners) on which virtual content is displayed (see Figure 2.3-right). The first HMD was in fact an OST-HMD [Sutherland, 1968] (see Figure 2.4-left). The main advantage of this technology is that it provides a direct view of the real environment. Nevertheless, nowadays, OST devices generally provide a restricted FoV for displaying virtual content, hardly more than $40^\circ \times 20^\circ$ (HFoV×VFoV). Work from Cheng et al. [2009] introduced a technology to provide a higher FoV by using a free-form prism. Later, Zheng et al. [2010] designed an off-axis optical system using polynomial surfaces for OST-HMD. Work has also been done in order to miniaturize and lighten OST-HMD while increasing their technical performance [Kiyokawa et al., 2003; Maimone et al., 2014; Olwal et al., 2005; Sutherland, 1968]. Recently, OST-HMD, particularly the Microsoft Hololens (see Figure 2.4-right), have been democratized and are used in many AR industrial applications.

Benefits and drawbacks of near-eye displays

In general near-eye displays are portable and, apart from wearing a large but light enough display on the head, the user does not have many constraints. Some near-
eye displays still require to have a computer to render the image. This computer can be carried on a backpack to overcome the issues aroused by the wired connections (particularly when using non see-through HMD since the user is not aware of the position of the wires). Near-eye displays relying on smartphones can compute the virtual content on the embedded phone unit. Compared to other displays, there is no viewpoint problem when using near-eye displays and the images do not need to be rendered depending on who is looking at them. Indeed the rendering is made only for the main user. Regarding the immersion, Non see-through HMD can be a good candidate for VR applications since the virtual environment is displayed within a 360° FoR and generally no piece of the real world is visible.

However, the usage of near-eye displays is most of the time limited to one user and there is no straightforward way to collaborate with an external group of persons. Also, the lack of real landmark when using non see-through HMD can create more motion sickness that other visual displays. As of today, near-eye HMD can sometimes involve viewing discomfort due to either the vergence-accommodation conflict described by Kramida [2016] or the variable inter-ocular distance between users as noted by Speranza et al. [2006]. Finally the FoV of most near-eye displays is reduced which can lead to a biased perception of the environment [Knapp and Loomis, 2004]. Also, their spatial resolution is smaller than the one of surround-screen displays for example (see section 2.1.2).

### 2.1.1.2 Handheld displays

Handheld displays are one of the first democratized displays that provide Augmented Reality (AR) environments. Indeed handheld display are mainly tablets or smartphones that can be held on the hand. For AR purposes, the real environment is captured thanks to the back camera of the device and is displayed on its main screen where virtual content is added (see Figure 2.5). Using such approach generally limits the point of view of the user to the one of the camera of the device.

Recent work has been proposed to provide the users with a coherent viewpoint when using handheld devices [Baricevic et al., 2012; Hill et al., 2011]. Such approaches are more expensive but enable tracking the user head (e.g., thanks to the front camera of the device) and reconstructing the view of the back camera (see Figure 2.5).

Even though handheld displays are well-known for AR purposes, these devices gen-
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Generally do not propose stereoscopic viewing. The absence of stereoscopic effect involves that no immersion can be provided by these systems. Therefore handheld devices are not commonly used for VR applications.

![Figure 2.5 – Handheld displays are mainly used for AR purposes. Devices have been proposed by Hill et al. [2011] (left) and Baricevic et al. [2012] (right) to display a coherent viewpoint when using handheld displays.](image)

Benefits and drawbacks of handheld displays

Handheld devices propose a fast and efficient way to enhance the reality with accessible and cheap hardware like handheld tablets and smartphones. Nevertheless one main drawback of such technology is that it generally requires to hold the display with one or both hands which limits the interaction possibilities and the comfort when using the device. Holding the display on the hand facing toward the area of interest can lead to a fatigue in the arms after a rather short period [LaViola Jr. et al., 2017]. Many handheld displays are not equipped with stereoscopic rendering and therefore they provide less depth cue than stereoscopic displays. Moreover, like for Video See-Through (VST) Head-Mounted Displays (HMD), the real environment is captured thanks to the cameras of the handheld device which generally involves higher latency and lower quality than other displays. Finally handheld devices are commonly small what makes them very portable but does not make them immersive.

2.1.1.3 Stationary displays

Desktop screens

One of the easiest way to provide visual feedback for either AR or VR applications is by using desktop displays. As for handheld displays like tablets, desktop displays provide a straightforward AR device. By using a webcam, the real world can be captured and augmented in the desktop screen. Nevertheless contrary to handheld devices these systems are commonly stationary which restricts their workspace. As for tablets, when using AR, stereoscopy is generally not available on desktop screens. Indeed, reconstructing the stereoscopic view of the real environment is not straightforward [Baricevic et al., 2012].
For VR purposes, stereoscopic desktop screens can be used with stereo glasses to display the virtual environment. Either passive or active glasses can be used. Passive stereo glasses can either work on the spectral emission (spectral multiplexing) of the light or on its polarity (polarization multiplexing). When using spectral multiplexing the stereo glasses are equipped with colored filters and are commonly called anaglyphic glasses (Figure 2.6-left). Classical anaglyphic glasses are built with a cyan and a red filter so that one eye filters cyan and the other red. These devices are very inexpensive but present a color limitation. Using the polarity of the image is another technique that uses two opposite polarized filters (Figure 2.6-middle) to filter the images. Classical examples are the horizontal polarized and the vertical polarized filters that enable the images going through either the left or right eye. Active stereoscopic glasses (Figure 2.6-right) are generally considered as the best solution in terms of quality for providing stereoscopic effect [LaViola Jr. et al., 2017]. Active glasses work by sequentially opening and closing a shutter at the same refresh rate as the display (temporal multiplexing). Thus when the screen displays the image destined for the right eye, the left shutter closes and the right opens and so on. Using temporal multiplexing generally involves that the screen has to have a refresh rate twice bigger than the intended refresh rate. For example if a VR application is required to run at 60Hz then the display needs to have a 120Hz refresh rate.

Figure 2.6 – Examples of stereoscopic glasses: Anaglyphic stereo glasses that use spectral filters (left), polarized stereo glasses that use polarized filters (middle) and active stereo glasses that work with shutters (right).

Some desktop displays, called auostereoscopic displays, do not require to wear stereo glasses to have a stereoscopic effect. The survey from Holliman et al. [2011] provides an overview of existing autostereoscopic techniques and the one from Wetzstein et al. [2012] introduces light-field screens for stereoscopic rendering.

**Workbench displays**

The workbench displays “were designed to model and augment interaction that take place on desks, tables and workbenches” [Bowman et al., 2004]. Workbenches use projectors or LCD screens to display stereoscopic images over surfaces that are entirely reachable by arm length. The users need to wear active or passive stereoscopic glasses (see above) and their point of view is tracked.

The first workbench display, the Responsive Workbench, was introduced by Krüger et al. [1995]. This system was designed after analyzing the working environment of physicians, engineers, architects, etc. The display is made of a projector, a mirror and a glass surface as depicted in Figure 2.7-left. The display is placed horizontally to simulate an interactive table. Inspired from the Responsive Workbench, Czernuszenko et al. [1997] designed the Immersadesk. The Immersadesk is made of wood in order to
use a magnetic tracking systems and not interfere with a stain structure. Moreover, to ease its usage, the Immersadesk is composed of one screen that is no more horizontal but is almost vertical (see Figure 2.7-middle). Smaller versions of workbench displays have been designed to provide some portability. Infinite Z company has developed the zSpace which is a portable monitor-sized workbench.

A main variation of the workbench is the holobench which is commonly used in many industrial applications. The holobench is composed of two screen in right angle (one vertical and one horizontal (see Figure 2.7-right) and provides a holographic perception of the objects that are visualized or manipulated.

![Figure 2.7 – Examples of workbench displays: the Responsive Workbench [Krüger et al., 1995] (left), the Immersadesk [Czernuszenko et al., 1997] (middle) and a Holobench from PSA Peugeot Citroën (right).]

**Benefits and drawbacks of stationary displays**

Workbench displays provide higher spatial resolution than surround-screen displays because of their reduced size, which leads to a better visual quality. Furthermore, if they are equipped with an appropriate tracking and stereoscopic rendering, they can provide the same depth cue as other displays. Many workbench displays offer the possibility to rotate the screen and adapt it to different application, e.g., horizontal for surgical training and slightly tilted for 3D drawing.

However as for surround-screen displays there is a viewpoint problem when using workbench displays with more than one user. This issue can be solved using techniques similar to the one proposed by Agrawala et al. [1997] that involve displaying enough images for each eye of each user. Nowadays the technology only allows two user to have stereoscopic rendering with these displays. Another limitation of these displays is that the user motion is restricted. Indeed, the displays are not attached to head and are generally quite small and static. The size of the stationary displays involves that the FoV and FoR are limited and that immersion is not always achieved.

In terms of interaction, the stationary displays are generally well suited for selection techniques because the user’s arm can reach all the surface without moving. Moreover these devices have been designed to fit with the common workstations of, e.g., physicians or architects and are adapted to object manipulation. However they are less suited for physical navigation techniques than other displays because of the lack of space the users can move in.
2.1. Visual displays for mixed reality

2.1.2 Projection-based displays

Projection-based displays rely on projectors that display images over real objects, flat surfaces or reflective screens (as depicted in Figure 2.8).

![Figure 2.8 – Projection-based display technology: the virtual content is directly projected over the real environment or on reflective screens.]

Surround-screen displays

Surround-Screen Displays (SSD) are defined as a “visual output device that has three or more large projection-based screens that surround the human participant” [Bowman et al., 2004]. They are generally stationary but since most of them are projection-based we chose to place them in the “projection-based” category in Figure 2.1.

The most common surround-screen displays are the ones made of several wall-sized screens. Projectors are used to display the virtual content on the screens. The images can be front-projected or rear-projected to prevent the real shadow of the user to be cast on the screens. One of the most famous surround-screen displays was developed by Cruz-Neira et al. [1993] and called the CAVE. The original CAVE had four screens (three walls and the floor) (see Figure 2.9). Four projectors were used to project immersive content over the screens. The users generally wear stereoscopic glasses to perceive a stereoscopic environment. Most of the current systems use active-shutter glasses for better rendering but polarized glasses or polarized lenses can also be used. With active shutter glasses the projectors have to display alternatively the right and left image and thus are required to have a high refresh rate.

Extensions to the original CAVE have been made by adding one or two screens (back screen and/or ceiling screen), allowing the user to be completely surrounded by the virtual environment. Indeed Febretti et al. [2013] designed the CAVE2 by using several LCD screens that can be disposed in different circular dispositions. Other variations in the structure have been designed such as the Computer-driven Upper Body Environment (CUBE) from the Entertainment Technology Center. The CUBE is a 360° FOR display composed of 4 screens that are suspended from the ceiling and turn around the user. The screens go from the head to the waist of the user.
A different approach for surround-screen displays consists in using spherical environments. Some examples of spherical environments are the Allosphere from Amatriain et al. [2009] of the University of California, the TORE display that has been developed by Antycip Simulation¹ (see Figure 2.9) or the Cybersphere from Fernandes et al. [2003]. The Cybersphere is made of a large, hollow, translucent sphere and the images are rear-projected on 5 segments of the outer sphere. It has been made to allow the user to navigate more naturally in the environment. Indeed, like in a hamster ball, when the user walks the sphere rotates and its rotation is measured in order to render the images accordingly. Spherical displays present a main limitation in terms of image quality due to the image distortion corrections that need to be applied in some cases.

![Figure 2.9 – Examples of surround-screen displays: the Immersia CAVE-like display from Inria Rennes-Bretagne Atlantique and IRISA (left), the Cybersphere [Fernandes et al., 2003] (middle) and the TORE Simulator from Antycip Simulation (right).](image)

Spatial augmented reality

Projection-based AR systems are commonly associated with Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) systems. Nevertheless SAR designate a more generic concept. In fact according to Raskar et al. [1998], with SAR “the users physical environment is augmented with images that are integrated directly in the users environment, not simply in their visual field” which do not necessary involve using projectors. Even so, SAR environments are generally achieved by using projection-based systems (see Figure 2.10 for examples of SAR) and we chose to merge both terms.

Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) systems are generally used to project textures and augment stationary objects [Aliaga et al., 2012; Siegl et al., 2015]. Projecting on stationary objects with a stationary system gives good performances once everything is correctly calibrated. Nevertheless the use cases of such systems can be limited and few mobility or direct interactions can be considered. Thus more dynamic systems were designed to augment movable [Zhou et al., 2016] or deformable [Punpongsanon et al., 2015] objects. Work from Hochreiter et al. [2016] introduces multi-touch detection for interacting on augmented stationary objects directly with the fingers. Benko et al. [2012] proposed the Miragetable: a dynamic spatial AR system with projection on a curved surface (see Figure 2.10-left). These systems widen the possibilities of interaction since the real environment and the user motions are taken into account. However, since the projection is made on a stationary screen (or object) the usable workspace is rather limited. To overcome such limitation several spatial AR system were designed to project
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Figure 2.10 – Examples of spatial augmented reality displays: The Mirage Table from Benko et al. [2012] (left), the Lumipen from Okumura et al. [2012] (middle) and the Pmomo approach from Zhou et al. [2016] (right).

on movable 3D objects. The Lumipen, designed by Okumura et al. [2012], provides projection mapping for high-speed or high-frequency objects thanks to an high-speed vision sensor and a projector with an high-speed optical gaze controller. The Lumipen works well on simple 3D objects such as spheres and balls due to the insignificance of their rotation (Figure 2.10-middle). In more recent work, Sueishi et al. [2015] proposed an improvement of the Lumipen. Nevertheless their system is far too cumbersome and is still used on simple geometries. Such limitations do not provide an ideal environment for tangible interaction. Zhou et al. [2016] proposed the Pmomo: a projection mapping system on movable objects (Figure 2.10-right). The Pmomo handles more complex geometries with acceptable tracking performances. Even though the system is lighter than the previous approaches it is still stationary and is not designed to be portable or embedded. Moreover the current version of the system does not enable tracking several objects which can be inconvenient in many interaction scenarios. To compensate the limitations of a stationary projector, Benko et al. [2015] propose to combine it with Optical See-Through (OST) AR and provide more freedom to the user with a larger field of view induced by the projection. Nevertheless this approach is interesting whenever the user is in the workspace of the projector. Indeed outside of this workspace the field of view becomes limited again by the OST system. To overcome stationary displays a french company, Diota$^2$, proposes a SAR device that is able to move without being held in the hand or mounted on the head. This solution is based on robotic arms that move the projectors around the objects. Nevertheless such solution is not designed to be portable or to be used in small indoor environments.

Handheld projectors

A first approach to overcome stationary Projection-Based Systems (PBS) is to design handheld projectors. With handheld devices the projector needs to have knowledge of the geometry of the scene since it needs to be aware of its localization at each instant. Work from Raskar et al. [2006] introduces the iLamps (see Figure 2.11-left), geometrically aware projector. The approach is illustrated with a handheld projector and single-user applications. Handheld projectors have been studied in several posterior works. In 2007, Cao et al. [2007] introduced multi-user interactions with two projectors

---

that are tracked with feature-based tracking (see Figure 2.11-right). The users can
interact by moving the projectors in the workspace with a visual feedback projected on
a flat wall. Still, the interactions are limited to planar objects and no 3D objects are
considered. Ni et al. [2011] introduced handheld projection in medical applications to
improve doctor-patient communications. With such system the doctor is able to project
anatomical information directly over the patient body. Nevertheless the authors pointed
out that the proposed system was more usable when projecting on a wall. More recent
work has been proposed based on same approach with the SideBySide system [Willis
et al., 2011]. The SideBySide system tracks several projectors that project fiducial
markers on a wall but the system is not adapted to tracking 3D tangible objects. Even
though handheld SAR devices provide more mobility than stationary SAR systems they
are not always adapted to direct interactions since the user’s hands are not free.

![Figure 2.11 – Examples of handheld projector displays: The iLamps, one of the first
handheld projector displays [Raskar et al., 2006] (left) and an application of multi-user
interaction with two handheld projectors [Cao et al., 2007] (right).]

**Projection-based HMD**

Since holding the projector in the hand is not always satisfying, work has been done to
project from the head or the shoulder. Nevertheless mounting a projector on the head
(or shoulder) can be more complicated due to the weight it induces. One of the first
work going in that direction has been carried out by Karitsuka and Sato [2003]. They
propose a shoulder-mounted projection system to augment a planar target. Then the
users are able to interact with the augmented planar target by using their fingers. Bolas
and Krum [2010] introduced head-mounted projection on reflective surfaces. Neverthe-
less they do not introduce interaction techniques for augmented reality and they only
project informative content that cannot be modified. CastAR\(^3\), a start-up company,
implemented an industrial product based on head-mounted spatial augmented reality
(see Figure 2.12). Their system projects 3D images over reflective surfaces that can
have different predefined simple shapes and enables the users to interact with the envi-
ronment. The prototype proposed by CastAR gets close to a virtual reality projective
holobench system and they do not propose any augmentation of tangible 3D objects.

Unfortunately, CastAR closed their doors in 2017 due to a lack of interest for this technology in the industry they were targeting. Work from Akşit et al. [2014] also proposes an approach to project on planar surfaces from an head-worn mixed reality system based on a laser pico-projector and a smartphone. Unlike CastAR the authors chose to focus on motion capture applications. Thus, the system has been prototyped to work in a larger and non-friendly infra-red environment. However the projection over 3D tangibles objects is still not considered and no tracking system is required other than the smartphone sensors. More recent work from Harrison et al. [2011] introduces a shoulder-mounted system implementing direct hand interaction techniques. Indeed mounting the projector on the shoulder also leaves the hands free to interact. They proposed a tactile interaction on simple surfaces and body parts. The projection over these surfaces is still planar and the geometry of tangible objects is not taken into account.

**Figure 2.12** – Examples of head-mounted projector displays: head-mounted projector for planar reflective surfaces from Bolas and Krum [2010] (left) and the CastAR prototype of head-mounted projection glasses (right).

### Benefits and drawbacks of projection-based displays

One of the main benefits of Surround-Screen Displays (SSD) is that, if needed, the user can naturally walk within the display. Also, since the user is not cut off the real world, real objects can be mixed with the virtual environment. However there are depth cues problems when mixing real and virtual object because the user is unable to put a real object behind a virtual one that is projected on the screens. SSD provide a large FoV, which is generally almost equal to the human FoV and a large enough FoR, even though it does not reach 360°. Moreover the users have a world landmark that can reduce the effects of motion sickness, e.g., by looking at their own body.

All Projection-Based Systems (PBS) (including both Virtual Reality (VR) SSD and Augmented Reality (AR) PBS) generally present the possibility for external persons to partially share the experience with the main user. Indeed, since the images are displayed in the environment (relatively far from the user’s eye) external persons have a similar visual feedback as the one provided to the main user, even though this feedback generally lacks of stereoscopic effect. Nevertheless one main disadvantage of PBS is that these systems generally require large physical space to be built and are often expensive. Such bulk can prevent the usage of these system for mobility use cases.
projectors overcome these issue by providing mobility. But holding the display in the hand can limit the range of interactions and therefore the range of applications. Finally head-mounted PBS relieve the user from holding the device in the hand. Still, head-mounted projection-based displays present a main challenge in reducing the weight and optimizing the ergonomics of the device that is mounted (or worn) on the head.

To sum up, compared to other displays, Projection-Based Systems (PBS) generally provide a greater spatial resolution, a faster refresh rate and a wider FoV. However they are, in some cases, less efficient in terms of FoR and ergonomics. But they, sometimes, enable sharing the experience with external persons.

Conclusion

Mixed Reality (MR) systems are composed, among others, of a visual display that provides visual feedback to the user about the current state of the MR applications. Visual displays are also generally responsible of the user’s immersion and contribute to increase the user experience and comfort. In this section we have discussed several MR visual displays that can be classified according to the distance between the screens and the user’s eye as follows: near-eye displays, handheld displays, sattionary displays and projection-based displays. Even though several visual display technologies exist, each of them has its own benefits and drawbacks. According to the use cases and applications one or another visual display can be better adapted and provide an optimal experience.

Even though visual displays represent a main and indispensable component of a MR system, they are closely related to the tracking systems. Both systems (the displays and the tracking) provide a complete and usable MR system. In the following we propose an overview of research work that relate to the different tracking technologies and we make a close-up on the optical tracking technologies that are commonly used for VR and AR applications.

2.2 Tracking systems for mixed reality

Based on the definition of Ribo et al. [2001],

“In Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR), tracking denotes the process of tracing the scene coordinates of moving objects in real-time.”

In their survey Welch and Foxlin [2002] presents several purposes of tracking systems:

- **View-control**: Tracking systems allow to control the position and orientation of the viewpoint to make the rendering coherent to a first person point of view.

- **Interactions**: Tracking systems help the user navigating in the Virtual Environment (VE) and selecting and manipulating virtual objects.

- **Instrument tracking**: Instruments can be tracked so that their virtual representation matches their real position and orientation (co-localization).

- **Avatar animation**: Perhaps one of the most common use of tracking systems has been the animation of virtual characters through full body motion capture.
Nevertheless Welch and Foxlin [2002] also affirm that "there is no silver bullet", meaning that none of the tracking systems presented below fulfills all the tracking requirements, namely: tiny, self-contained, complete, accurate, fast, immune to occlusion, robust, tenacious, wireless and cheap. Several tracking technologies are briefly introduced in the next section. Optical tracking, which is the most common tracking technology used in MR applications, will be discussed largely in section 2.2.2.

### 2.2.1 Non-optical tracking systems

In the early 1990s, mechanical, acoustic and magnetic tracking technologies were proposed. Later, inertial tracking was introduced in mobile devices and is nowadays used combined with other technologies. In this section we present an overview of the mentioned tracking technologies.

**Mechanical tracking devices**

Mechanical systems track the end-effector of an articulated arm composed of several limbs. The joints between the different limbs can have up to 3 Degrees of Freedom (DoF) in rotation which is measured from rotary encoders or potentiometers. Then knowing the length of every limb of the articulated arm a kinematic chain can be used to determine the position and orientation of the end-effector. Mechanical systems are commonly used for haptic and robotics purposes like the commercialized Novint Falcon characterized by Martin and Hillier [2009]. Mechanical tracking systems can also be built as exoskeletons that enable tracking the user’s limb. As an example the Gypsy exoskeleton (Figure 2.13-left) enables tracking the upper body of a user. Similar techniques are used for hand tracking using mechanical hand exoskeletons like the HEXOTRAC [Sarakoglou et al., 2016] (Figure 2.13-right) that can also be used as haptic devices.

![Figure 2.13](image URL) – Examples of mechanical tracking systems: Gypsy’s upper body exoskeleton (left) and the HEXOTRAC hand mechanical exoskeleton [Sarakoglou et al., 2016] (right).

Mechanical trackers provide good precision and fast update rate. Nevertheless they require a cumbersome calibration process to determine the extend of every limb and
the angles of every joint. Moreover such systems generally limit the workspace of interaction to the range of action of the articulated arm. Thus they are commonly used in very restricted workspace. On top of that these systems generally require to have a large room to be installed and they can be quite obtrusive.

**Acoustic tracking devices**

Acoustic systems use sound waves to determine the position and orientation (pose) of an object. All known commercial acoustic ranging systems operate by timing the flight duration of a brief ultrasonic pulse but one of the first implemented method was the phase-coherent method. Sutherland [1968] built a continuous carrier-phase acoustic tracking system to supplement his mechanical system. This system used a continuous-wave source and determined range by measuring the phase shift between the transmitted signal and the signal detected at a microphone. One of the main limitations of the phase-coherent method is that it can only measure relative distance changes within a cycle [Meyer et al., 1992]. To measure absolute distance, one needs to know the starting distance and then keep track of the number of accumulated cycles.

The acoustic time-of-flight method operates by timing the flight duration of a brief ultrasonic pulse. Commercial devices such as the hybrid acousto-inertial system InterSense IS-900 [Foxlin et al., 1998] use this method. Pulsed time-of-flight acoustic systems can overcome most multipath reflection problems by waiting for the first pulse to arrive. The first pulse will arrive via the direct path unless the signal is blocked. This method works better for acoustic systems than for radio frequency or optical systems because the sound travels relatively slowly, allowing a significant time difference between the arrival of the direct path pulse and the first reflection.

According to Welch and Foxlin [2002] the speed of sound changes about 0.1 percent per degree Fahrenheit of temperature differential. This corresponds to about a one millimeter error per degree Fahrenheit at one meter. Thus the accuracy of the acoustic systems is affected by environmental conditions such as humidity, wind and temperature. Furthermore, their update rate is affected by reverberations (echoes). It may be necessary, depending on the system, to wait for up to 100ms (10Hz update rate) to allow echoes from the previous measurement to die before initiating a new one.

Acoustic systems require a line of sight between the emitters and the receivers, but they are somewhat more tolerant to occlusions than optical trackers (which we discuss later) because sound can find its way through and around obstacles more easily.

**Magnetic tracking devices**

Magnetic tracking systems measure the local magnetic field vector and its absolute value. The sensors measure a quasi-static direct current fields or a changing magnetic field produced by an active source. The magnetic field vector indicate the orientation of the object relatively to the excitation. To measure the orientation and the position, three orthogonal triaxial coils are used at both the transmitter and receiver [Bishop et al., 2001]. A method was proposed by Paperno et al. [2001] to increase the speed of magnetic tracking and to simplify the computation algorithm. This method is based on a magnetic field that rotates continuously by using a pair of excitation coils that are in space and phase quadrature.
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Well-known devices such as the Polhemus magnetic tracker [Raab et al., 1979] or the Sixense Razer Hydra use magnetic technology to track position and orientation of an object. Some research and commercial products are illustrated in Figure 2.14.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 2.14** – Examples of magnetic tracking systems: the Sixense Razer Hydra (left), the Polhemus G4 wireless tracker (middle) and the Ascension flock of birds magnetic tracking system (right).

According to Welch and Foxlin [2002] and Bishop et al. [2001] one of the main limitations of magnetic systems is that ferromagnetic and conductive material in the environment can affect the magnetic field’s shape. With alternative sensors, such as current sensors, eddy currents can be induced in conducting materials by the magnetic field. These currents produce a magnetic field around the material which creates interference. To overcome these problems, every conducting material should be removed from the working space and thus, have structures made of wood or plastic for example. Another disadvantage of this magnetic systems is that the performance of the tracking decreases with the distance from the emitter, limiting the operating range between 1 and 3 meters.

However magnetic tracking systems do not require a line of sight since magnetic waves can go through objects. Also, they can track several users and they are cheap wireless devices.

**Inertial tracking devices**

Inertial tracking technologies were often used around 1950, embedded in ships, airplanes or submarines. However the technologies were too heavy to be attached to a person’s body. Around 1990, with the advent of MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS), inertial technologies for body tracking began to be used.

Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) are composed of accelerometers, gyroscopes and often a magnetometer. Nowadays the IMU are built on MEMS and are often composed of three accelerometers to compute the position according to the $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ axes and of three gyroscope to compute the orientation around the three axes (roll, pitch and yaw). The accelerometers are used to measure the acceleration of an object in order to compute its position using the Newton’s second law of motion $F = ma$. The gyroscopes are used to measure the Coriolis force of a vibrating object and to obtain the rotational velocity of the object. Acceleration and rotational velocity are integrated to obtain the position and the orientation of the tracked objects. Figure 2.15 illustrates the process of computing the position and orientation of an object from the IMU measurement.

As referenced by Welch and Foxlin [2002], inertial systems are the closest thing to the “silver-bullet”. Indeed inertial tracking systems are self-contained and thus do not require the use of emitters and do not need to have a line of sight. Moreover there are
no wires and no physical limit on the tracked volume. They have very low latency and low jitter.

Inertial tracking systems present a limitation due to the drift they generally involve. This drift is caused by the error measurements that are propagated through the double integration process that is required to compute the position from acceleration measurements. Indeed, if one of the accelerometers has a bias error of just 1 milli-g, the reported position output would diverge from the true position with an acceleration of $0.0098 \, m.s^{-2}$. After barely 30 seconds, the estimates would have drifted by 4.5 meters [Welch and Foxlin, 2002].

However the advantages of inertial technologies make them a good candidate for hybrid tracking systems. By combining inertial tracking with another technology the drift can be periodically corrected [Bishop et al., 2001].

**Hybrid tracking devices**

Hybrid tracking devices combine different tracking technologies in one system. Inertial systems are good candidates to complement other technologies. Indeed they have many advantage but need to be corrected over time. Coupling them with another tracking technique can improve the overall tracker performance.

The Intersense IS-900 implements inertial tracking which is assisted by acoustic technologies as presented by Foxlin et al. [1998] (Figure 2.16-left).

Both You et al. [1999] and Foxlin et al. [2003] present inertial and optical tracking hybridization. These systems track slow movements with optical system and fast ones with the inertial unit. The fusion of the data from the two streams can be achieved with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [Julier and Uhlmann, 2004]. Similar work has been carried out by Jiang et al. [2004] to provide tracking to outdoor Augmented Reality (AR) applications. The system (depicted in Figure 2.16-middle) is based on gyroscopes and line-based optical tracking that corrects gyroscopes’ drift.

Inertial and magnetic tracking has been implemented for human motion tracking by Zhu and Zhou [2004]. Their system is built with sensors that are composed of tri-axis microelectromechanical accelerometers, rate gyroscopes, and magnetometers. Moreover a Kalman-based fusion algorithm is applied to obtain dynamic orientations and further positions of segments of the user’s body. Also, HRL Laboratories developed an inertial and magnetic tracking system that is, in addition, provided with GPS data.
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2.2.1 Optical tracking systems

Optical tracking is based on the sensing of light waves to compute the position and orientation of visual features. Optical tracking systems are composed of one or multiple cameras and use computer vision algorithms. Optical tracking technologies are well known because of their usage in the animation and film making industry through motion capture [Moeslund and Granum, 2001]. Moreover optical tracking has also been widely used in different fields of applications such as robotics [Mustafah et al., 2012], medical applications [Taylor et al., 1994] or video surveillance [Cohen and Medioni, 1999]. Nowadays optical tracking is also commonly used in Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) [Pintaric and Kaufmann, 2007]. It enables to compute the pose (position and orientation) of the cameras, the 3D objects or the users.

Being the more common and promising tracking technique we go deeper into optical tracking technologies. In the following we present different components of these systems and the main workflow of optical tracking based on rigid body features.

2.2.2.1 Spatial arrangements

When using multiple optical sensors, one must consider whether to put the light sources on the moving target and the sensors in the environment, or vice versa. Figure 2.17 illustrates both configurations, that are called Inside-out and Outside-in.

**Inside-Looking-Out**

The Inside-Out spatial arrangement means that the camera is attached to the tracked object (the head of the user for example). The position and orientation are then given by the localization of static markers placed on the floor or on the ceiling like for the HiBall device proposed by Welch et al. [2001]. Figure 2.17 depicts an Inside-Out configuration compared to an Outside-In one. A more recent study from Hutson and Reiners [2011] also proposed an inside-out tracking with detection of fiducial markers.
in a CAVE environment. The fiducial markers are displayed on the screen behind the user and the camera (attached to the user’s head) is facing backwards.

### Outside-Looking-In

The Outside-In spatial arrangement consists in having static cameras positioned in the environment looking to markers that are positioned on the tracked objects. Most of the industrial actors, such as Vicon, OptiTrack or ARTracking use this configuration. Research work is also focused on outside-in configurations with devices like the iotracker [Pintaric and Kaufmann, 2007] because of the ergonomics of outside-in compared to the inside-out. Indeed it can be inconvenient and cumbersome to have a camera fixed on the user’s hand to track its movements.

#### 2.2.2.2 Visual features

Optical tracking technologies need to detect some interest or key points in the images. These interest points define the objects that are tracked. When using optical tracking technologies for VR application it is generally require to add visual markers over the tracked objects. Even though natural features can be used for optical tracking, they are generally not adapted to track independent objects which shape is unknown. However natural features are used to compute the position of the camera in the real world (the real scene). Thus natural features are not generally used in VR applications but are common in AR contexts [Martin et al., 2014] even though using markers can also be a good solution for many AR applications [Wagner et al., 2008]. Since almost every VR application requires to compute the position of at least one unknown object (e.g., the user’s head) then markers are generally added over this unknown object.

In the following we present both natural-feature-based and marker-based tracking techniques.
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Natural features

Natural features can be detected in the images without adding any marker. They are directly extracted from the video stream of the camera. Thus the captured images need to have a good resolution and quality. Within the images, interest or key points are detected. These points generally require to be salient in the images and to be static according to the objects of the scene. Several techniques enable extracting key points such as Harris detector [Harris and Stephens, 1988], SUSAN [Smith and Brady, 1997], SIFT [Lowe, 2004] or FAST [Rosten et al., 2010] (see Figure 2.18). Even though the extraction of natural features works well on dense and irregular textures it generally does not provide good results on homogeneous images. In such cases, edges features can be used as natural features to enable target detection.

![Figure 2.18 – Natural features used as interest points for the Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) approach [Klein and Murray, 2007].](image)

Marker features

Optical tracking based on markers detection has been studied in several previous work such as the one from Pintaric and Kaufmann [2007], Mathieu [2005], Welch et al. [2001] or Ribo et al. [2001].

Marker-based optical tracking computes the position and orientation of several pre-defined markers. The markers can either be active or passive markers. As opposed to passive markers, active markers generate an illumination that can be captured by the optical sensors (e.g., cameras). Regarding the sensors, they can either work on the visible or on the infrared light bandwidth. In the case of infrared light the sensors are filtered so that they are only able to capture infrared light [Pintaric and Kaufmann, 2007]. Therefore active markers emit infrared light and passive markers are lighten with an infrared lighting rig [Ribo et al., 2001]. If the system works on visible light, active markers can be colored such as in the PSMove device from Sony. Common passive markers that work on visible light are the fiducial markers that can either be squared [Hutson and Reiners, 2011] or circular [Foxlin et al., 2003]. Squared fiducials enable to straightforwardly compute the pose of the object while circular fiducials have to be
used in group with a known disposition. Figure 2.19 shows examples of markers that can be used with optical tracking devices.

![Example of markers used in optical tracking devices](image)

**Figure 2.19** – Examples of markers used in optical tracking devices: passive markers used by Pintaric and Kaufmann [2007] (left), active colored markers used in the PSMove device from Sony (middle) and a squared fiducial marker [Hutson and Reiners, 2011] (right).

### 2.2.2.3 Rigid body optical tracking

Marker-based optical tracking technologies are well adapted to Virtual Reality (VR) purposes. These techniques provide accurate, robust and fast pose estimation for several targets. Among the marker-based techniques, using constellations is one of the most common techniques used for VR [Mathieu, 2005; Pintaric and Kaufmann, 2007; Ribo et al., 2001]. A constellation is defined as a set of markers that are rigidly attached together and that form a rigid structure that is called a rigid body. Tracking rigid bodies can also be used in AR applications [Dorfmüller, 1999; Wang et al., 2008] even though it requires to add several markers over the real objects; markers that can be visible through the AR system.

Three steps are needed to perform accurate rigid body optical tracking (see Figure 2.20): (1) rigid body construction, (2) system calibration and (3) tracking.

![Overall rigid body tracking workflow](image)

**Figure 2.20** – Overall rigid body tracking workflow

(1) Rigid body construction

An essential step of using rigid bodies to track objects is to define and build a convenient rigid body that will be attached to the tracked object [Steinicke et al., 2007]. This process is made by the user beforehand. When using rigid constellations, the structure
of the different constellations has to be defined in order to distinguish and identify the different tracked objects. Figure 2.21 shows the design of a constellation made by Pintaric and Kaufmann [2007]. This design allows to identify each constellation thanks to the distance between each marker. Every distance has to be unique and the different markers should be non co-planar. This non-coplanarity cannot be achieved with only 3 markers and it is recommended to use at least 4 markers to avoid having many solutions when estimating the pose of the objects. Indeed using only 3 markers provides 4 solutions to the pose estimation problem and ambiguities need to be handled [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003].

(2) Calibration

To fully calibrate an optical system, the intrinsic parameters of each camera and the extrinsic parameters of the system have to be computed. The intrinsic parameters define the geometry of the camera (e.g., focal length, distortion coefficients) and the extrinsic parameters define the respective transformation between the different cameras of the system.

The intrinsic parameters can be computed by capturing several views of a known grid (see Figure 2.22). Once these parameters are computed the external parameters can be found by collecting, from the different cameras, several points in the workspace. These points can be collected by using passive or active markers.
The different algorithms and the calibration processes used for either intrinsic and extrinsic calibration are detailed in section 4.3.1.

(3) Tracking

Once the calibration is done and the structure defined, the tracking can be performed. Within the tracking process several operations are consecutively executed as follow:

- **Feature detection**: Detecting the markers in the camera frames is the first step of optical tracking. The goal of this step is to obtain the image coordinates of the projection of the 3D markers in the different cameras frame.

- **Feature correction**: The correction step undistorts the projected points according to the intrinsic parameters of the cameras.

- **Feature correlation**: The correlation matches the projected points from one image with the projected points in another image. The matched points are the projection of the same 3D point in the different images.

- **Triangulation**: Once the correlation is done, the triangulation recovers the 3D points from their projection in several cameras. A 3D point cloud of reconstructed points is obtained.

- **Model matching**: This step associates the 3D points from the 3D point cloud to one or another rigid body. In their work, Kurihara et al. [2002] proposed a polyhedra search algorithm for real-time matching. Later work from Pintaric and Kaufmann [2007] introduced a step by step process for designing rigid bodies that aimed at optimizing the matching process.

- **Registration**: When the rigid bodies have been identified in the 3D point cloud, the registration consist in estimating the pose of the tracked objects (see section 4.3.2).

Once every step has been carried out, the pose of every tracked object is accessible and can be sent to any MR application.

2.2.2.4 Benefits and drawbacks of optical tracking systems

The main limitation of optical tracking systems is that they are sensitive to occlusion and require a clear line of sight to be used. If multiple cameras are used, the tracking is simplified by using stereoscopic techniques but it can go berserk if the features are only visible by one camera. This issue generally forces the users to stay into the overlapping Field-of-View (FoV) of at least 2 cameras which can reduce the working volume of the end-use application. Moreover, optical tracking systems require image processing and computer vision which can increase the computational time. This computational time can be particularly challenging when using natural features since the extraction of these features generally consumes a lot of resources.

However optical techniques are barely sensitive to environment conditions (although lighting conditions can affect the tracking performance). Moreover, in some cases, they
only require the placement of markers on the user or on objects which is a light and wireless technique. Marker-based tracking makes it possible to track accurately several targets and proposes robust and fast registration which is a main requirement for many real-time applications.

### 2.2.3 Discussion on optical tracking systems for projection-based displays

One of the most common tracking technologies used in Virtual Reality (VR) Projection-Based Systems (PBS) is the optical one. As defined by Pintaric and Kaufmann [2007] this technology uses multiple cameras and active or passive markers that form a rigid body or constellation (as presented in the previous section). Industrial implementation of optical tracking systems have been made by VICON, Optitrack or ART Tracking. Even though these systems present many advantages like their accuracy, speed or lightness (they only require wearing light markers) they still present a limitation in terms of working volume. Indeed these systems generally require to have a stereo configuration to be able to localize an object. Such configuration involves that the tracked targets need to be visible by at least two cameras which reduces the working volume to the overlapping of the cameras.

As discussed in section 2.2.2.1 inside-out tracking configuration can be an alternative to standard outside-in tracking. Inside-out tracking has been introduced in surround-screen displays with the JanusVF from Hutson and Reiners [2011]. The JanusVF tracking uses fiducial markers that are directly displayed on the screen that is behind the user (see Figure 2.23). Then the fiducial markers are captured with a camera that is worn on the user’s head. However such tracking technique requires to continually have a screen behind the user to be able to display the markers. Moreover, since it is an inside-out tracking, the camera is worn on the user’s head which generally reduces the comfort when using the VR application.

![Figure 2.23 – Examples of tracking techniques used in surround screen displays environments: JanusVF Inside-out tracking [Hutson and Reiners, 2011] (left) and an outside-in infrared optical tracking from Realyz (right).](image)

Regarding Augmented Reality (AR) Projection-Based Systems (PBS) several technologies have been used to track real objects that are augmented. As a first example,
Zhou et al. [2016] combined inertial tracking with optical tracking to localize 3D objects on which virtual information is projected. The optical tracking is used to correct the inertial measurements by localizing the 3D model of the object in the images.

A summary of constraints and requirements of the tracking system according to the PBS it addresses is proposed in Table 2.1 and explained hereafter.

Table 2.1 – Requirements of the optical tracking systems according to the projection-based displays. (♦: Acceptable, ♦♦: High, ♦♦♦: Very High, Small: Up to $6m^3$, Large: Up to $100m^3$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Surround-screen</th>
<th>SAR</th>
<th>Handheld projector</th>
<th>HMPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working volume</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>♦</td>
<td>♦♦♦</td>
<td>♦♦♦</td>
<td>♦♦♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td>♦♦</td>
<td>♦♦♦</td>
<td>♦♦♦</td>
<td>♦♦♦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Speed (Hz)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoF</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Working volume

Many SAR systems are static which involves that their workspace can be rather limited. Indeed the tracking systems only requires to track around the projection area. When moving the projector (e.g., handheld projector or head-mounted projection displays) the tracking system should cover a larger workspace. Regarding Virtual Reality (VR) Surround-Screen Displays (SSD), depending on the display, the working volume can be very large and, since the user should be able to move around this volume, the tracking system should cover a large workspace.

Accuracy

Compared to Virtual Reality HMD that do not enable seeing the real environment, the PBS require to have a higher accuracy. Indeed the users will be more sensitive to accuracy errors since they have a real reference. For example when projecting a texture over a 3D object, the tracking error will propagate to the location of the texture according to the object. In a similar way, when users are immersed in SSD they can use their hand as reference to evaluate if the object they manipulate is correctly co-localized with their hand. Nevertheless we believe that users will in general be less sensitive to accuracy errors when using VR content than AR content.

Robustness

In terms of robustness, when considering VR, every tracking drop-out has an influence on the rendering of the virtual environment. Since the users are generally fully immersed, an inconsistency in the rendering can generate nasty sensations that can lead to motion sickness. Also, if the tracking fails the interactions that are being carried out have no more meaning. AR systems present the same requirements regarding the interaction. However, when using AR the users are generally not fully immersed in a virtual environment and despite the tracking failing they will generally be less affected
in terms of feelings and sensations. In any case, having a tacking that is not robust leads to a discomfort and decreases the user experience and appreciation.

**Speed**

From the study of Wells and Venturino [1990], voluntary head movements may have accelerations up to thousand degrees per second squared. Thus Velger [1998] and Merhav and Velger [1991] have recommended to compute the head position and orientation at a rate of 120 to 240 Hz. When considering SSD or head-mounted projector the users head movements are taken into account and the speed of the tracking system should be of 120Hz, as recommended. However, since SAR and handheld projector do not always require to track the users head, we estimate that a slower tracking (60Hz) can be acceptable for these applications. It is noteworthy that the movement of the head is also related to the user’s role-playing and to the interaction techniques used.

**Degrees of freedom**

Most of the Mixed Reality (MR) applications enable the users to move freely in the real environment. Therefore the tracking system should be able to provide 6 Degrees of Freedom (DoF) positioning data (3 for the position and 3 for the translation) whatever the MR system, even Projection-Based Systems (PBS).

**Conclusion**

Several techniques have been proposed to localize an object in a 3D space. Acoustic, magnetic, mechanical, inertial and optical tracking systems are present in the literature. The tracking systems need to fulfill many requirements and there is still no technology that can outperform the others. Depending on the final use case, the tracking technique can be chosen to better suit the application.

Regarding Mixed Reality (MR), the most common tracking technology is the optical one, that uses visual sensors (commonly cameras) to recover the position and orientation of visual markers. The high update rate and accuracy of such systems coupled with their ergonomics make them one of the most promising tracking technologies whenever there is a clear line of sight between the sensors and the target.

However, optical tracking techniques still present a limitations in terms of outdoor usage. In fact the usability of optical techniques can be affected by direct sunlight exposure. Moreover, to cover a large workspace optical tracking systems commonly use numerous sensors which requires to have enough room and can considerably increase the price of the overall tracking system. Optimizing the number of cameras and increasing the workspace represents a main challenge for optical tracking devices.

**2.3 Industrial applications of mixed reality**

Industrial pipelines and processes generally involve large expenditures and the consumption of many resources and energy. Moreover these processes become more complex with the uprising of versatile products that are addressed to mass consumption
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[Ong et al., 2008]. According to the definition from Chung [2003], “Simulation modeling and analysis is the process of creating and experimenting with a computerised mathematical model of a physical system”. Simulating processes and operations can be of great value in several industrial domains since it enables designing, experimenting and validating products, operations and systems [Mourtzis et al., 2014].

The manufacturing industries (e.g., aerospace, automotive) can be a good example to illustrate both the need for simulation and the main challenges of product design and process optimization. Thus, this section focuses mainly on the manufacturing industry but several applications can be transposed to other industrial domains such as: military, medical, construction, architecture or retail (Figure 2.24). According to Chryssolouris [2013] manufacturing is defined as “the transformation of materials and information into goods for the satisfaction of human needs”. With the recent advances of information technology, digital manufacturing has been considered to reduce product development times and cost. Digital manufacturing also addresses the need for customization, increased quality and fast mass distribution [Chryssolouris et al., 2009].

Mixed Reality (MR) techniques and applications seem to be a good solution to help visualize, validate and assist the conception of manufacturing processes before they are carried out. According to the early study from Lu et al. [1999], in the automotive industry MR technologies could help reduce the production time from 2 years to 8 months. The work carried out at DaimlerChrysler [Baratoff and Regenbrecht, 2004] is commonly cited as the reference in terms of AR applications in the automotive industry that could benefit to the product realization processes [Nee et al., 2012]. The survey from Ong et al. [2008] presents several Mixed Reality solutions and demonstrations in both manufacturing and other fields such as medical, military, maintenance and
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entertainment. A more specific survey from Mujber et al. [2004] gives an overview of the different virtual reality applications in manufacturing process. They also detail the added value of using VR and its benefits in manufacturing applications.

Inspired by Mourtzis et al. [2014] and Seth et al. [2011] we propose to classify the MR industrial applications in four different categories:

- training applications
- assistance applications
- design applications
- planning and validation applications

In the following we present previous work and systems that have been proposed for the different industrial applications.

### 2.3.1 Training applications

Training applications in Mixed Reality present several advantages compared to standard training session in real environments. According to Lourdeaux [2001] they enable:

- Executing task without risks.
- Making mistakes without having an impact on security.
- Reconfiguring the environment (terrain, meteorology).
- Modeling inaccessible training field (space, enemy field, frequented railways).
- Simulating scenarios that cannot be simulated in reality (technical incidents).
- Being free of time constraints and other necessities.
- Using a limited space (the MR system volume).
- Using the same system for different training applications.

An alternative to MR training could be the 2D training. Nevertheless an early study from Boud et al. [1999] proved that training operators with VR or AR systems improves their performances. Indeed, when performing assembly task, the task completion time was smaller for users that were trained using MR technologies compared to the ones trained with 2D training.

Due to its previously mentioned potential, MR training has been adopted in several industrial field either for maintenance or operation training. In the automotive industry PSA Citroën introduced a projection-based VR driving simulator (see Figure 2.25-left). Other simulators have been developed for driving purposes such as the Simu Cabine PL truck driving simulator from Thales (Figure 2.25-middle). Even though VR is commonly more used for simulating driving scenarios, work from Regenbrecht et al. [2005] proposed an AR-based driver safety training application. The applications is based on two video-see through HMD that are used in a real car by both the trainer
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and the driver. Results showed that the driver reacted in a very similar way compared to real scenes. Simulators have also been introduced in other industrial domains such as aerospace and military. Regarding aerospace, simulators are generally flight simulators. For space flights Osterlund and Lawrence [2012] developed a training simulator to estimate ergonomic risks and evaluate spacecraft flight systems. In the military industry simulators are used to train infantry, navy, or air-force. VirTra proposed a projection-based VR application for police training (Figure 2.25-right). The officers are immersed in real life conditions and the instructors are able to modify the environment and the avatars behavior depending on the situation.

![Figure 2.25 – Mixed Reality training applications for the industry: the PSA Citröen projection-based VR driving simulator (left), the Thales truck driving simulator (middle) and the VirTra simulator for police officer training in real life conditions (right).](image)

Apart from real conditions simulators, MR training applications can also be used to train operators to maintenance and/or operation tasks. Li et al. [2003] designed a low-cost VR desktop system for maintenance training and illustrated its usage with a training on the maintenance of a centrifugal pump system. The results showed the potential of VR training for reducing the cost of maintenance tasks. Several VR training solutions have been proposed for medical [Albani and Lee, 2007; Basdogan et al., 2004; Gosselin et al., 2010], military [Shu et al., 2010], maintenance [Buriol et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2010; Schwal and De Laval, 2003], and assembly training [Brough et al., 2007].

Regarding AR several training applications have been developed for the aeronautic and aerospace industries. In 2004, Macchiarella and Vincenzi [2004] proposed an AR application based on a video-see through desktop display as a learning paradigm for maintenance training. The approach was then transposed to mobile AR [Haritos and Macchiarella, 2005] for aerospace maintenance training. They evaluated the learning effects on long term memory. Results showed that the operators did not recall more information but they recalled a greater percentage of what they learned. Following these results Rios et al. [2011] developed a laptop based AR application for aeronautic maintenance and training. They demonstrate that, with simple AR training devices, the performance of the workers when performing complex tasks is increased. Similar work has been carried out in the military [Brown et al., 2006] and medical industry [Yeo et al., 2011].

2.3.2 Assistance applications

Assisting operators with guidance tools is commonly done in several manual tasks such as assembling or disassembling objects. One straight forward way to provide assistance
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is by using classical textbooks that can be used as a construction guide. In order to continuously increase the workers production new techniques have been explored to guide the operators through maintenance and assembly tasks. For this purpose, MR technologies have been introduced in several industrial fields.

Within the Boeing company, Mizell [2001] aimed at using AR for guiding operators in an electrical wire bundle assembly task with HMD technologies. Even though they did not found any productivity improvements with their approach they supported the idea that AR could improve the productivity of the workers. Recent studies from Büttner et al. [2016] and Funk et al. [2016] confirmed the results found by Mizell [2001]. They compared the effects of displaying the guiding information either on a paper, an AR HMD or with in-situ projection. Both results showed that using a paper or in-situ projection provides better guiding information in terms of task completion time and average errors compared to HMD. Büttner et al. [2016] also carried out subjective tests on the participants and the results endorsed the fact that being guided by in-situ projection or paper was more helpful, joyful and easy to use than HMD techniques. The weak results of the HMD is explained by Büttner et al. [2016] by their lack of robustness under bright light and their restricted field of view.

Regarding MR assistance applications that do not use HMD, Echtler et al. [2004] introduced the Intelligent Welding Gun (Figure 2.26-left) that helped users shooting studs with high precision on prototype vehicles. The Intelligent Welding Gun was conceive with an instrument-based approach with a rendering display attached to the gun to give feedback on the performed task. An ART infrared tracker was used to track the gun and the components. Since 2009 Diota4, a french company, conceives and distributes projection-based AR systems to different industrial fields. Their products are based on projectors that display 2D information over industrial part to assist the operators in assembly and maintenance operation (Figure 2.26-middle).

Medical operations can be critical and involve heavy responsibilities on the operator. Therefore computer-aided techniques have been developed to assist surgeons. As an example, Gavaghan et al. [2011] designed a portable handheld-navigated projection device. The device is based on a laser projector that projects information over the surface of the liver for assisting surgery operations (Figure 2.26-right).

---


2.3.3 Design applications

Design processes can step in at different stage of a product life-time cycle [Mourtzis et al., 2014]. Mixed reality application have been widely used in product design. In particular VR has proven to provide adequate interactions to designers during the product design phase [Nee et al., 2012]. Early VR systems have been developed for design purposes [Butterworth et al., 1992; Chapin et al., 1994; Dani and Gadh, 1997]. The 3DM was designed in 1992 to adapt Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and drawing programs to VR Head-Mounted Displays (HMD). The DesignSpace [Chapin et al., 1994] was introduced in 1994 to enable conceptual design and assembly planning using voice and gesture in a virtual environment. The COVIRDS system [Dani and Gadh, 1997] (first implemented with a desktop display) brings together the CAD modeling, the user interface design and VR technologies.

Based on these works, several MR design applications have been proposed. The Spacedesign [Fiorentino et al., 2002] introduces a complete design process using both AR and VR. It proposes tools for creating and editing 3D curves and surfaces. For early conceptual design, Israel et al. [2009] and Stark et al. [2010] introduced 3D sketching techniques (Figure 2.27-left) and carried out a study with experts and users on the efficiency of 3D sketching compared to 2D paper sketching. Regarding 3D sketching, later work from De Araújo et al. [2012] proposes bi-manual interaction techniques for sketching and designing objects over planar surfaces such as workbenches. Nevertheless workbench systems propose limited immersion and are adapted to design objects at a reduced scale. For designing large objects at scale one the users can be immersed in large projection-based systems. Therefore Hughes et al. [2013] proposed CaveCAD (Figure 2.27), a VR architectural design application for immersive environments displayed on a CAVE. They implemented interaction techniques and several features that enable modifying the geometry of the objects. Their preliminary study suggested that an arm fatigue appears for manipulating the control device in mid air for a long period of time compared to desktop displays. Similarly to the CaveCAD, the SculptUp system [Ponto et al., 2013] proposes an alternative way of designing objects in VR CAVE systems.

![Figure 2.27](image-url) – Design applications of Mixed Reality in the industry: Early conceptual 3D sketching [Israel et al., 2009] (left), the Mockup Builder for modeling on workbenches [De Araújo et al., 2012] (middle) and architectural design and modeling in a CAVE environment [Hughes et al., 2013] (right).

Regarding AR design applications, Xin et al. [2008] introduced Napkin Sketch, a tablet-based system for supporting artistic sketching in 3D. Nevertheless the users
seem to have adopted the technique in a similar way as paper and pencil rather than 3D modeling techniques. Tablet-based AR limits the interaction to a one-hand interaction since the tablet is generally hold in the other hand. Therefore an alternative to these techniques that free both hands can be projection-based AR (other than handheld projectors). Saakes and Stappers [2009] proposed SKIN: a tangible design tool for sketching materials over products. By projecting computer generated texture they enable designers to better appreciate the 3D shape of the objects. They made a proof-of-concept on a ceramic design use case and suggested its introduction to industrial practical uses.

2.3.4 Planning and validation applications

Among the different MR systems, VR systems have been widely used for factory layout planning. Iqbal and Hashmi [2001] were one of the first to use virtual environments for factory layout planning and to propose alternative layouts solutions. Similar work from Calderon et al. [2003] proposed an on-line layout planning that can help the users in exploring alternative planning solutions. Nevertheless these approaches do not propose to insert the virtual environment into immersive displays. Work from Menck et al. [2012] and Menck et al. [2013] introduced collaborative virtual environments for factory layout planning tasks. They proposed an approach enabling to simultaneously visualize, investigate and analyze factory plans.

Regarding assembly planning, an early comparative study was carried out to evaluate the potential of using virtual environments for supporting assembly planning [Ye et al., 1999]. The study aimed at comparing three environments: traditional engineering, non-immersive VR, and CAVE VR. The results showed that participants performed better in VR environments for tasks related to assembly planning. Following these results several applications in CAVE environments have been designed for layout planning and validation. Regarding AR, Doil et al. [2003] used AR systems to plan the layout of factories by displaying virtual content over the actual factory floor thanks to tracked fiducial markers (Figure 2.28-left). For planning complex manufacturing systems, Dangelmaier et al. [2005] proposed a system that uses both AR and VR technologies. The CAVE VR systems enables several people of a project team to study and validate the planned manufacturing system (Figure 2.28-left). In the other hand the AR system enables editing the layout and model other plans similarly to the approach proposed by Doil et al. [2003]. Work from Medeiros et al. [2013] introduced a 3D interaction tablet-based tool within a CAVE system. The tool was evaluated on both a gas factory and a photo-voltaic solar plant for investigating and validating the final layout (Figure 2.28-right).

Regarding validation, De Sa and Zachmann [1999] introduced VR tools for reviewing and verifying assembly and maintenance task using Head-Mounted Displays (HMD) in the automotive industry. They carried out a user survey which results promote the use of VR for virtual prototyping in the automotive industry. Still in the automotive industry, the virtual center from PSA Peugeot Citroën is equipped with a CAVE display where a project team can interactively validate the design and plan the assembly of cars [Arnaldi et al., 2006]. Regarding AR validation, Caruso and Re [2010] developed an AR design review system. The system is based on a Video See-Through (VST) HMD
Figure 2.28 – Planning applications of Mixed Reality in the industry: an AR planning application for factory layout [Doil et al., 2003] (left), a project team validating the planned manufacturing system [Dangelmaier et al., 2005] (middle) and the validation of a solar plant in a CAVE environment [Medeiros et al., 2013] (right).

that helps visualizing and interacting in AR with a virtual object during the virtual prototyping review process.

Conclusion

The need for simulating most of the industrial operations has promoted the use of Mixed Reality (MR) technologies in many industrial applications. Immersive environments such as Virtual Reality (VR) are a good candidate to propose simulations in training context. Simulating training operations in MR enables to put the trainees in “almost” real conditions without putting them or other persons in danger. Moreover studies have proven that training in VR environment increases the performances of the operators compared to standard training sessions. VR environments are also appropriate to designing objects or processes thanks to imported CAD models and 3D drawing interaction paradigms. In terms of planning and validations VR Projection-Based Systems (PBS), like the CAVE system, present an advantage since they enable a complete project team to interactively plan and validate products and operations.

Regarding AR even though it is used for several operations, it is mainly used for assisting the operators in their task. Even though HMD technologies have proven to be less efficient than standard textbooks for guiding operators, in-situ AR projection is at least as efficient. Moreover in-situ projection is visible by other operators which can give better performances regarding multi-user tasks. Since in-situ projection has not overcome textbook performances, a challenge remains on improving the use of projection-based AR systems.

2.4 Conclusion

Mixed Reality (MR) systems encompass several components, namely: the visual display, the tracking and the application. In this chapter we have made an overview of MR systems and their usage in industrial applications.

Regarding the MR visual displays, four main categories are referenced: near-eye displays, handheld displays, stationary displays and projection-based systems. The
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near-eye systems display virtual content directly in front of the user’s eyes and are generally head-mounted. They generally present a restricted field-of-view but are wearable and mobile systems that can provide full immersion. Handheld systems are held on one or both hands and are generally video-based. They do not provide immersion but are a portable and straightforward way to propose MR applications. Stationary displays generally require to wear stereoscopic glasses. These systems are not portable and hardly movable but they propose adapted environments for interacting at arm length. Finally Projection-Based Systems (PBS) are large environments that can also be stationary and can enable several persons to visualize the environment. Even though PBS propose more immersion than handheld and stationary displays, they do not overcome near-eye displays.

The different MR systems require a tacking to at least display consistent stereoscopic rendering. Several tracking techniques have been reported: mechanical, acoustic, magnetic, inertial and optical. Nevertheless “there is no silver bullet” [Welch and Foxlin, 2002] and tracking technologies can be coupled to give different performances. Nevertheless a challenge still needs to be addressed in order to design an optimal tracking system or, at least, to increase the performance of the existing ones. The optical tracking is commonly used for both Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) applications. Optical tracking requires to have visual feature that are identified by the sensors. Generally the optical tracking systems used in VR require to add physical markers over the objects while most of the AR applications use natural features. Nevertheless optical tracking techniques still present some limitations in terms of robustness to lighting and workspace covering. Optical tracking systems generally require for the target to be visible by at least two cameras.

Both visual displays and tracking systems define a MR system that can be used for many industrial applications. Indeed the need for simulating most of the industrial operations has legitimized the use of MR for simulation purposes. Several applications have been developed to increase overall productivity and ease complex and expensive industrial task. For instance training, assistance, design and validation applications have developed in several industrial domains such as aerospace, automotive, construction, architecture, military and retail. Regarding the performance of the MR systems several studies have proven that the use of near-eye displays such as HMD does not have a positive impact on the operators productivity compared to in-situ projection for assembly or maintenance task for example. Moreover several projection-based VR systems, like the CAVE, are used to validate and review projects in team since they enable several users to visualize the virtual environment.

Even though we are not yet be able to propose a “silver bullet” tracking nor an optimal visual display, several systems have been developed to fulfill, in an acceptable way, the needs of industrial actors. A variety of visual displays and tracking systems can offer a large selection of MR systems for different industrial applications. Nevertheless the studies have still not proven the efficiency of using MR in the industry. Therefore work is still required to adapt these systems and propose alternatives ways of using MR for industrial applications.
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Every VR system presents a different set of properties and characteristics in terms of space occupation and user experience. The tracking systems, that provides the application with information about user’s head and hand 3D motions, are mostly designed to cover the entire workspace provided by the VR system. As for today the deployment of these consumers systems is often made based on previous experience and intuition. As such, the design of Projection-Based Systems (PBS) is not always well adapted to the end-use application, partly due to the lack of usage analysis. Even though usage data is strongly dependent on the application, it could help defining guidelines for designing and deploying PBS systems better adapted to their industrial context of use. Such guidelines or rules could assist engineers when designing cost-efficient and application-driven PBS systems.

In this chapter we propose a pilot study that follows this path. We focused on a specific planning/validation application of the construction industry and a standard CAVE-like projection-based system. We recorded the end-user’s behavior (head and hand 3D motions) in “out-of-the-lab” conditions of experimentation. The experiment was carried out during a construction industry exhibition in which data from 58 participants was recorded. The acquired information was used to analyze the user’s motion behavior when immersed in the MR application.

In the remainder of this chapter we first present our analysis and its main components such as the application, the projection-based setup, or the recording procedure. Second, we discuss the results and the resulting design guidelines. The chapter ends with a general conclusion.

3.1 Analysis of user motion in a CAVE-based industrial application

In this thesis we aim at exploring ways to improve the usage of Projection-Based Systems (PBS) for mixed reality industrial application. In order to approach PBS and identify the main leads and perspectives for improvement, we first propose a pilot study to characterize the usage of such systems in an industrial context. Therefore, we carried out a study in “out-of-the-lab” conditions during an industrial exhibition. A PBS was presented during a french construction exhibition that aimed at popularizing Virtual Reality (VR) in the construction industry. Fifty-eight naive participants from the construction industry were able to test the system. Their 3D motions (head and hand) were recorded in order to analyze the trends that can be found in the usage of a specific CAVE-based VR environment. In this section we present the different components of the study.

3.1.1 Selection of the industrial application

In the context of construction industry, we chose to present the users with a planning/validation construction application. The application was mainly addressed to Small and Medium Businesses (SMB) in order to introduce them to Virtual Reality (VR) technologies. The concerned SMB were mainly kitchen and bathroom designers.
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Such companies can take advantage of virtual reality to visualize and dynamically design their project together with their own clients that are generally private individuals. Using VR in this context generally enables Realyz clients to save time during the design phase of the project due to a fastest validation with their clients.

In the following we give details about the applications, the projection-based system and the 3D interaction that we chose for the study.

Virtual reality application

The participants were immersed in a construction application (Figure 3.1). The proposed virtual environment was a 3D model of a $200\,m^2$ house (constructed in a $900\,m^2$ field) in which most of the objects could be selected, manipulated and changed. The house could be redesigned and rearranged at will.

The house was built on 2 floors. The ground floor presented an open kitchen and a living room. From the living room a corridor led to a large bathroom and a bedroom. In the living room, a bay window led to a large garden with a swimming pool and stairs led to the first floor. The first floor was composed of a bedroom and bathroom located at the end of a corridor. It also had a playroom with toys and playful objects. Figure 3.1-left illustrates the application with a top view of the 3D model of the ground floor. Figure 3.1-right illustrates a density map that corresponds to the accumulated trajectories of the participants. We can notice that the participants spent most of the time in the kitchen and bathroom.

![Figure 3.1](image-url) – 3D scene of our VR application dedicated to the construction field: a top-view of the ground floor (2-floor house, garden and parking lot), the kitchen is depicted in red, the bathroom in green (left) and the density map corresponding to the accumulated trajectories of the 58 naive users who participated in our study (red-blue-green code, red=high density) (right).
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**Projection-based system**

The participants were immersed in a CAVE-like display composed of four front-projected screens providing a volume of 2.5×2.2×2 meters (Figure 3.2-left). An Optitrack\(^1\) tracking system made of four Prime 13 cameras was used to provide the application with user’s 3D motion information. Figure 3.3 illustrates the positioning of the optical tracking system on the VR setup and the corresponding workspace covered.

**Figure 3.2** – Our pilot study VR application in use: a user interacting in the CAVE display (left) and a first-person view during the selection an object made with a virtual ray controlled by the Wand device (right).

**Figure 3.3** – Workspace covered by the tracking system (in grey) used in our pilot study. The blue cones are the 4 tracking cameras.

**3D user interactions**

The 3D interaction techniques implemented in our construction application are standard implementations of the literature [Mine et al., 1995]:

- The **3D navigation** in the application is a hand-directed navigation technique that makes use of a wand-based pointing technique [Mine et al., 1995] to define the navigation direction. Then, the wand’s joystick enables the users to move

\(^{1}\)Optitrack - [http://optitrack.com](http://optitrack.com) - Accessed: 2016-10-08
forward and backward. When pushing the joystick toward the right or left a rotation around the vertical axis (Z) is performed. Maximum navigation speed is set to \(2 \text{.0} \text{m.s}^{-1}\) for translation and \(30^\circ \text{s}^{-1}\) for the rotation. A linear ratio is used, thus when the users push the joystick to 50% of its maximum they directly navigate at 50% of the maximum speed.

- The **3D selection** technique is a standard ray-casting technique as implemented by Mine et al. [1995]. The users can select the object pointed by the ray by pressing a button (Figure 3.2-right). The **3D manipulation** of a selected object is a free manipulation. The users move the wand controller they are holding to move the object through the environment with a direct 6DoF mapping where the pivot is located in the wand.

3.1.2 Participants

A total of 58 participants were recorded, with 47 males (81.0%) and 11 females (19.0%) leading to a mean height of 1.74m. In terms of age there were: 8 under 20 (13.8%), 28 participants having between 20 and 40 years old (48.3%), and 22 over 40 (37.9%).

Most of the users did not had previous experience with VR. 41 participants were beginners (70.7%), 10 intermediates (17.2%) and 7 experts (12.1%). Finally most of the users, 54, were right-handed (93.1%) and only 4 (6.9%) were left-handed.

A high number of participants were from the construction industry. Most of them were kitchen or bathroom designers that show interest in VR to visualize and modify the arrangement and design of their construction project before validating it.

3.1.3 Procedure

The experiment was conducted during the famous ARTIBAT\(^2\) construction industry exhibition that took place in Rennes in October 2016. The participants had to sign a consent form informing that they could stop the data acquisition whenever they wanted or could ask that their data was erased. They were also informed of the anonymity of the collected data and of the research purpose of the recording.

Since the data acquisition was made in end-use conditions during an exhibition, the data recording was triggered manually by the experimenter. Indeed, participants were accompanied of a salesperson that was in charge of introducing them to the CAVE-like system and the application. The salesperson assisted the user during the first seconds of usage by equipping them with the glasses and the wand. Then the participant was left alone in the VR system to manipulate and move freely. Data was recorded from the moment the participant was alone and stopped when the participant wanted to leave the CAVE. The initial position of the users and the types of interaction were not previously defined and were set free to user’s will.

3.1.4 Collected data

For every participant we collected the following data:
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- The position and orientation of the user’s head (cyclop) were recorded respectively in meters (3D vector) and radians (quaternion). In the following the Cyclop refers to the point in the middle of the user’s eyes.

- The position and orientation of the user’s hand (wand) were recorded respectively in meters (3D vector) and radians (quaternion). In the following the Wand refers to the 3D pointing device held in the user’s hand and used to interact with the application.

- The interaction state that corresponds to the interaction the user is currently performing. It can be: Navigation if the user is navigating through the environment, Manipulation if the user has selected an object, or No Interaction if neither Navigation nor Manipulation are active.

Tracking data was provided by the OptiTrack tracking software, which is computed from four cameras placed at the top of the VR system. Around 3 hours of raw data was acquired for both the Cyclop and the Wand at a rate of 10Hz.

## 3.2 Results

3D and 2D graphs were computed according to the acquired data and illustrate the different parameters of the usage of the VR system. The positions of either the Cyclop or Wand illustrate the volume where the users moved their head and hand when using the application. As a first result, a density map is presented in Figure 3.1-left to visualize the areas of the application where the participants spent most of the time. Regarding the interactions, the users spent 58.0% of the time in the No Interaction state, 39.3% in the Navigation state and 2.7% in the Manipulation state. In the following we present the analysis of the acquired data.

### 3.2.1 Cyclop (Head) and Wand (Hand) 3D positions

In order to visualize the space distribution of both Cyclop and Wand, each position was drawn as a 3D point in a representation of the 2.5m×2.2m×2m VR display. Figure 3.4 illustrates the spatial distribution of the Cyclop and Wand positions. An ellipsoid was computed to cover 84% of the data [Payton et al., 2003]. The point cloud was projected along each axis to visualize the distribution according to every plane of the system. The ellipses drawn on each plane cover 84% of the 2D projected data. Such elliptic shapes were computed with a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm which extracts the 2 or 3 principal axes of the data distribution for respectively 2D and 3D data.

Then the 3D positions of both Cyclop and Wand were separated according to the interaction state. Figure 3.5-top illustrates the planar distribution of the data according to each 3D axis as function of the different interactions. The data distribution of the Cyclop and Wand positions are approximated by 84% confidence ellipses on each plane.

Finally the data was also separated, according to the user’s past experience with VR, in two groups: Beginners and Intermediates and Experts. The results for both
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Figure 3.4 – 3D positions of the Cyclop (left) and the Wand (right) in a 2.5m×2.2m×2m CAVE-like display. The 3D point cloud is projected on each plane to visualize the 2D distribution of the points according to each direction. The 2D and 3D point clouds are estimated with elliptic shapes that include 84% of the data.

Figure 3.5 – Influence of interaction state and user’s past experience with VR on head and hand 3D positions. Projection of the data on the left, front and floor screens according to the interaction state (top) or the user’s past experience with VR (bottom). Each dataset projection is approximated with a 84% confidence ellipse.

groups are presented in Figure 3.5-bottom with the planar distribution of the data according to each 3D axis.
3.2.2 Cyclop and Wand 3D orientations

The orientations of the Cyclop and the Wand represent, respectively, the direction the user is looking at or pointing the wand at. Such data can be visualized by depicting the point of intersection between the ray cast from either the Cyclop or the Wand and the different screens of the VR display. Figure 3.6 presents the results by approaching the data with a 84% confidence ellipse shared by the four screens. Similarly to the 3D position analysis, the orientations were also separated according to interaction state (Figure 3.6-top) or user’s past experience with VR (Figure 3.6-bottom).

Figure 3.6 – Influence of the interaction state and the user’s past experience with VR on 3D head and hand orientations. Distribution of the intersection between the 4 screens and the Cyclop’s sight or Wand’s pointing direction according to each interaction state (top) or the user’s past experience with VR (bottom). Each dataset is approximated with a 84% confidence ellipse.
### 3.2.3 Cyclop and Wand speeds

The Cyclop and Wand speeds were computed from the raw position data. Speeds were computed for each interaction state. Figure 3.7-top illustrates the percentage of sample moving at every speed for both Cyclop and Wand during each interaction. The 95% confidence speed of each curve is drawn as a vertical line in Figure 3.7. Same procedure was used to depict the head and hand velocities according to user’s past experience with VR (see Figure 3.7-bottom).

![Diagram of Cyclop and Wand speeds](image)

**Figure 3.7** – Speeds of the Cyclop and the Wand depending on: the interaction state (top) or the user’s past experience with VR (bottom). The vertical lines represent the 95% confidence speed values for each condition.

### 3.3 Discussion

The recorded data is homogeneous and shows that the participants were well engaged in the application in “out-of-the-lab” conditions. Figure 3.1 shows that the users did not try to cross walls and did not principally go outside. Since most participants were kitchen and bathroom designers, they spent most of their time in the kitchen and bathroom. Moreover the hand speed profiles are consistent with the speeds found for aiming tasks in virtual environments [Liu et al., 2009].
An unexpected result was that the users only used a minimal amount of the available tracking volume of the VR system. Indeed, from the above data an approximated motion volume was computed for the Cyclop and Wand. By computing the volume of the 84% confidence ellipsoids the actual Cyclop’s motion volume is of around 0.15m$^3$ and the Wand’s one is of around 0.25m$^3$. By simply adding both volumes one can consider an effective volume of 0.40m$^3$. Since the VR display provides 11m$^3$, the effective volume represents between 5 and 10% of the total volume. When considering an ellipsoid covering the 95% of the used volume the effective volume still corresponds to 10% of the global volume.

Moreover the users, no matter their past experience with VR, were mainly stationary in the setup. Indeed, Figure 3.7-bottom depicts slow motions (from 0.13m.s$^{-1}$ to 0.47m.s$^{-1}$). Nevertheless experienced users tend to move faster (40% faster for the head and 65% faster for the hand) and to move their hand in a larger range along the Z-axis (Figure 3.5-bottom). According to Figure 3.4 and 3.5 the user’s hand and head rarely left the center of the tracking volume which almost corresponds to the center of the VR display.

Interaction state has also an impact on the head and hand motions. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, head range of motion is restricted when the user is manipulating an object. Such result is confirmed by Figure 3.7-top, head is almost stationary when manipulating. When navigating both head and hand motions are restricted and their speeds are close one from another (Figure 3.7-top). This can be due to the fact that the hand directs the navigation and the users may need to look at the direction they are moving to.

The orientations of the head and hand (Figure 3.6-bottom and 3.6-top) also provide unexpected results since almost no user looked or pointed the wand toward the floor screen. We can even say that they spent most of the time looking and interacting with the front screen. The orientations also confirm that expert users are more comfortable with hand motion.

### 3.4 Main outcomes and guidelines

The results of the analysis highlighted trends in the usage of projection-based systems. In general the participants tend to be static within the display and to move slowly. An open question remains on how to encourage the users to take advantage of the overall system. Also, a difference can be perceived regarding the usage of the systems when comparing beginners and experienced users. Some users, who were mainly inexperienced with VR, pointed out that sometimes “it is difficult to apprehend the virtual environment”. Such a difference can suggest that using the system may not always be intuitive or comfortable. Therefore and open question remains on how to adapt the system and the application to increase the user experience and comfort.

From the analysis we identified some leads that could help adapting the design of Projection-Based Systems (PBS) to specific industrial applications:

- The tracking system could be adapted to provide optimal performances in the areas of interest while providing enough liberty on the usage of the overall PBS.
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- The overall system could be revised to encourage the users to move through all the display volume and take advantage of the entire environment and immersion.

- The application could be adapted to increase the user experience and perception in PBS leading to a better understanding of the virtual world and its physical constraints.

To sum up, from this pilot study and for the purpose of this thesis, we can identify two main challenges that could be addressed to adapt PBS to the end-use industrial application. First a technical challenge could aim at adapting the technical components (tracking and display) of PBS in order to enable the users to take advantage of the overall range of interactions and workspace provided. Then, a user-centered challenge could aim at improving the user experience and propose more realistic real-life professional situations when using industrial applications in PBS.

3.5 Conclusion

We carried out an analysis of head and hand 3D motions in a CAVE-like VR system within a predefined construction VR application. Our results show that, in “out-of-the-lab” conditions, 90% of the volume proposed by the VR system was not used. Moreover the users remained mainly stationary and their motion velocities were small (less than 0.5\( m.s^{-1} \)). The user’s past experience with VR influenced to some extent its behavior with wider hand motion for expert users. The interaction state has an impact on the head and hand motions since the head is more stationary when manipulating. It is noteworthy that the orientations of head and hand are centered in the middle of the front screen and spread across the horizontal axis.

As a pilot study, these results promote the idea of adapting different components of a MR system to the application and usage. In fact the tracking system could be adapted to the actual usage of the MR system and propose cost-effective solutions that provide a larger workspace and interaction volume. Therefore it will facilitate the conception of the final MR system and ease the usage of the application.

Regarding the user behavior, this study could suggest doing some improvement on how the users could have a better perception of the virtual environment. Such improvement could lead to a better user experience that enables user to make the most of the MR applications.
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Chapter 4. Increasing optical tracking workspace for mixed reality applications

The optical tracking techniques are probably the most commonly used in MR applications. They perform with infrared (IR) light visible by the sensors. Several industrial actors’ optical tracking systems, such as Vicon, NaturalPoint or ARTracking, use a similar technique performing with high accuracy and frequency (metrology instrument). These methods require a stereo configuration (multiple cameras) to provide tracking data. Thus such systems present an inherent limitation regarding the workspace they cover.

In this chapter we present an approach which intends to maximize the tracking volume (or workspace) of optical tracking systems used in Projection-Based Systems (PBS). Our approach could also overcome some occlusion problems by relaxing the current constraints on camera positioning and multi-view requirements. As such, since adding cameras can be expensive and is not always possible (due to the lack of space) we propose not to use additional ones.

To achieve this goal, the contributions of this chapter are:

- **MonSterTrack** (Monocular and Stereo Tracking): When the tracked target is no longer visible by at least two cameras, we occasionally enable switching to a monocular tracking mode using 2D-3D registration algorithms (Figure 4.1-top-right). The localization accuracy remains precise enough although more noisy.

- **CoCaTrack** (Controlled Camera Tracking): A control scheme that allows the camera to remain centered on the target (Figure 4.1-bottom-left). It allows to track the target through a larger volume. Thus, the multi-view registration can be achieved as much as possible. This is carried out by a visual servoing process with cameras mounted on pan-tilt heads.

Numerous previous works in computer vision exist on designing and improving these two techniques independently. In this work, we adopt a different perspective and consider their introduction in the field of Virtual Reality (VR) and 3D interaction. We propose to reconsider these tracking techniques as alternate means to extend the 3D workspace, enabling to relax the current constraints on camera positioning and stereo requirements.

In the remainder of this chapter we first introduce our global approach for maximizing VR optical tracking workspace. Second we detail the geometry of two-view optical systems. Third, we detail our first method, i.e., our hybrid scheme based on stereo and monocular registrations. Fourth, we detail our second method, i.e., our VR tracking based on controlled cameras. Fifth, we present two illustrative prototypes of VR setups that were developed based on our approach. Sixth, we give the performance and results obtained with our systems. The chapter ends with a discussion and a general conclusion.

### 4.1 General approach: Increasing the optical tracking workspace of mixed reality applications

We propose an approach that intends to maximize the workspace of optical tracking systems using a small number of cameras. This approach is composed of two methods, that can be combined.
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Figure 4.1 – Compared to current optical tracking systems (top-left) our approach increases the workspace with two methods: (top-right) enabling a monocular tracking mode when stereo registration is no longer available (MonSterTrack method), or (bottom-left) using controlled cameras able to follow a target (CoCaTrack method - illustrated here with one controlled camera). Both methods can be combined (bottom-right) to provide an even larger tracking workspace.

We propose a first method called **MonSterTrack** that occasionally switches to a monocular tracking mode if and only if the stereo mode is no longer available. We expect to increase the workspace by providing tracking data for the entire monocular space covered by each camera. Besides, some occlusion problems should be solved when the occlusion is not present in all the views. We anticipate to have slightly lower performances with monocular registrations. However we consider that the monocular registration should be used at the boundaries of the workspace, whereas stereo-based tracking should be kept for the most critical (inner) area of the workspace.

As a second and complementary method, we propose **CoCaTrack**, a method that allows the cameras to move during the tracking. Using controlled cameras enables to follow the tracked marker through the workspace and make it visible as long as possible by as many cameras as possible. Such method should considerably increase the stereo workspace of a two-camera based tracking systems. We anticipate to have a bias on 3D reconstruction when using the controlled cameras due to calibration errors. Nevertheless these errors can be mitigated using a thorough calibration step.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the global architecture of our approach. Whenever a controlled camera is available it is used to follow the markers thanks to visual servoing. As such the stereo workspace should increase. The visual servoing loop is independent of the
tracking, so that the camera movements do not impact the tracking latency. Then, when stereo is no longer available the system switches to a monocular tracking. Calibration steps are required for the tracking to be robust and accurate. They will be presented in the following sections together with the stereo registration algorithms.

### Figure 4.2 – Global architecture of our approach for maximizing the tracking workspace with controlled cameras and hybrid stereo/monocular tracking. This pipeline is performed when the marker is visible by at least one camera. The visual servoing runs in a parallel loop when controlled cameras are available.

## 4.2 Fundamentals of optical tracking

In order to introduce the contributions of this chapter we first describe the fundamentals of optical tracking. The fundamentals of optical tracking are detailed in the following by first presenting the camera geometry and then the epipolar geometry.

The camera geometry is used to define the mapping between a 3D space point and a 2D image point. In fact the 2D image point will be the projection of the 3D point in the focal plane of the camera according to a perspective projection model.

Then, the epipolar geometry represents the relations that exists between two views. It is independent of the scene structure and only depends on the cameras’ internal parameters and relative pose. In the following we first present a standard camera model, then we introduce the principle of epipolar geometry used in two-view systems.

### 4.2.1 Perspective camera model

The perspective camera model is based on the human vision and and on the theory of perspective which was discovered in 1435. One of the most basic and common camera model is the pinhole camera model created from the camera obscura invention. This model uses central projection to determine the image of an object (see Figure 4.3).

#### 4.2.1.1 The pinhole model

When using the pinhole camera model we assume that the image is formed on the plane $Z = f$ where $f$ is the distance from the center $C$ of the camera to the focal plane of the camera. Then the projection of a point $X = (X, Y, Z, 1)^T$ on the focal plane is given by the point $x = (x, y, 1)^T$ with:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x &= fX/Z \\
    y &= fY/Z
\end{align*}
\]
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4.2.1.2 Principal point offset and pixels size

The principal point of the focal plane is the point $p = (0,0,1)^\top$ in the camera frame (expressed in the normalized metric space). However this point is not always placed at the origin of the focal image frame. Moreover the pixels may have different vertical and horizontal physical sizes on the sensor ($l_x$ and $l_y$). Assuming that the principal point’s pixel coordinates in the image frame are $p = (u_0,v_0,1)^\top$, the projected point $u = (u,v,1)^\top$ expressed in pixel in the image frame has the following expression:

\[
\begin{aligned}
    u &= p_x x + u_0 \\
    v &= p_y y + v_0
\end{aligned}
\]

where $p_x = f/l_x$ and $p_y = f/l_y$. Equation (4.2) can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    u \\
    v \\
    1
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
    p_x & 0 & u_0 \\
    0 & p_y & v_0 \\
    0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
    x \\
    y \\
    1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where matrix $K$ is called camera calibration matrix and its entries are the intrinsic parameters that can be computed thanks to a calibration process [Brown, 1971; Zhang, 2000] (see section 4.3.1.1).

4.2.1.3 Lens distortion

Lens distortion are part of the intrinsic parameters of the camera that can be estimated through calibration. Lens distortions are visible on the image because of a deformation that can take different shapes. The most important distortion is the radial distortion [Zhang, 2000] that impacts the image as shown in Figure 4.4. According to Wei and De Ma [1994] modeling the distortions could be limited to the radial distortions since taking into account more elaborated distortions can cause numerical instabilities.

If no distortion model is considered equation (4.3) is valid. Nevertheless when considering radial distortions, with coefficient $k_1$ and $k_2$, the undistorted point $x' = (x',y',1)^\top$ will have the following coordinates [Zhang, 2000]:

\[
\begin{aligned}
    x' &= x + x(k_1(x^2 + y^2) + k_2(x^2 + y^2)^2) \\
    y' &= y + y(k_1(x^2 + y^2) + k_2(x^2 + y^2)^2)
\end{aligned}
\]
Other distortions can be present in the images as reported by Weng et al. [1992]. Decentering distortions combine radial and tangential deformations. These distortions occur because the lens is not always parallel to the image plane which creates trapezoid deformations. Correcting decentering distortions is performed in two steps. First a radial correction is applied to the original point $x$ to obtain $x'$ with equation (4.4). Then tangential corrections are applied to $x'$ to determine the undistorted point $x'' = (x'', y'', 1)^\top$ as follows [Weng et al., 1992]:

$$
\begin{align*}
x'' &= x' + p_1(3x^2 + y^2) + 2p_2xy \\
y'' &= y' + 2p_1xy + p_2(x^2 + 3y^2)
\end{align*}
$$

(4.5)

where $p_1$ and $p_2$ are the distortion coefficients of the tangential deformations.

**Important note:** In the following we consider that the cameras have been calibrated offline [Zhang, 2000] and we assume that the images of the cameras have been corrected by applying radial en tangential corrections. Therefore we consider rectified cameras and the projection $x$ of a 3D point $X$ is always expressed in the normalized metric space (in meters).

### 4.2.1.4 Transformation between 3D frames

Considering two frames $F_a$ and $F_b$, a 3D point $\bar{X} = (X, Y, Z)$ in non-homogeneous coordinates can either be expressed in $F_a$ or $F_b$ coordinate system as, respectively, $a\bar{X}$ and $b\bar{X}$. The transformation from $F_a$ to $F_b$ is given by a rotation matrix $bR_a$ and a translation vector $b_t_a$ and we have:

$$
\bar{b}X = bR_a a\bar{X} + b_{t_a}
$$

(4.6)

Equation (4.6) can be rewritten in a matrix form in homogeneous coordinates as:

$$
\bar{b}X = \begin{pmatrix} bR_a & b_{t_a} \\ 0_{1 \times 3} & 1 \end{pmatrix} a\bar{X}
$$

(4.7)
where $^bM_a$ represents the transformation matrix from $\mathcal{F}_a$ to $\mathcal{F}_b$.

By inverting equation (4.6) we have:

$$^a\bar{X} = ^bR_a^\top ^bX - ^bR_a^\top ^at_a$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

and

$$^aM_b = \begin{pmatrix} ^bR_a^\top & -^bR_a^\top ^at_a \\ 0_{1\times3} & 1 \end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

As an example, in order to use equation (4.1) the original 3D point $X$ needs to be expressed in the camera frame $\mathcal{F}_c$. However this point is generally known in the object frame $\mathcal{F}_o$. Thus point $^oX$ needs to be transformed to $^cX$ through the transformation matrix $^cM_o$ as follows:

$$x = \Pi^cX = \Pi^cM_o^oX$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

where $\Pi$ is the projection matrix deduced from equation (4.1).

### 4.2.2 Epipolar geometry

In this section we consider two cameras $c_1$ and $c_2$. The projection of a point $X$ in $c_1$ and $c_2$ are respectively $x_1$ and $x_2$ and the center of the cameras are respectively $C_1$ and $C_2$. Given a point in an image, the epipolar geometry enables finding its correspondence in the image of the second camera. The standard situation is depicted in Figure 4.5 [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003].

![Figure 4.5 – Standard two-view situation](image)

As depicted in Figure 4.5, if a 3D point $X$ is projected on camera on the 2D point $x_1$, then the corresponding 2D point $x_2$ should be lying on a line called *epipolar line*. This line goes through the *epipole* ($e_2$) which is the projection of the center of the first image in the second image (see section 4.3.2.2 for additional details).
4.2.2.1 Essential matrix

As we can see in Figure 4.5 the points \( X, x_1, x_2, C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are coplanar. This coplanarity involves that:

\[
C_1x_1.(C_1C_2 \times C_2x_2) = 0 \tag{4.11}
\]

Developing equation (4.11) leads to the following relation [Ma et al., 2012]:

\[
x_1^\top [c_1 t_{c_2}] \times c_1 R_{c_2} x_2 = x_1^\top c_1 E_{c_2} x_2 = 0 \tag{4.12}
\]

where \([c_1 t_{c_2}] \times\) is the skew-symmetric matrix [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003] defined by the translation between camera \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) and \( c_1 R_{c_2} \) is the rotation associated. By definition the matrix \( c_1 E_{c_2} \) is called essential matrix and is given by:

\[
c_1 E_{c_2} = [c_1 t_{c_2}] \times c_1 R_{c_2} \tag{4.13}
\]

By taking the transpose of equation (4.12) we have \( x_2^\top c_1 E_{c_2}^\top x_1 = 0 \) where \( c_1 E_{c_2}^\top = c_2 E_{c_1} = [c_2 t_{c_1}] \times c_2 R_{c_1} \).

Note that the points use to define the essential matrix are taken in the respective camera frame (normalized coordinates) meaning that the calibration matrices \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) from \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are known. If this is not the case the essential matrix is called fundamental matrix. It is generally written as \( c_1 F_{c_2} \) and verifies the epipolar constraint in a digitized space (pixel coordinates) as follows:

\[
x_1^\top c_1 E_{c_2} x_2 = u_1^\top K_{c_1}^{-\top} c_1 E_{c_2} K_{c_2}^{-1} u_2 = u_1^\top c_1 F_{c_2} u_2 = 0 \tag{4.14}
\]

This epipolar constraint specifies the equation of the epipolar line where the correspondent point should lie. Indeed equation (4.12) constrains the point \( x_2 \) to be on the line directed by the vector \( x_1^\top c_1 E_{c_2} \).

4.2.2.2 Essential matrix estimation

As defined in the previous section, the essential matrix can be simply computed if the translation and rotation between the two views is known. However this is not always the case and in many application the essential matrix needs to be estimated in order to retrieve the relative position between the two cameras. Many algorithms in the literature propose linear and non-linear solutions for estimating the essential matrix. One of the first implemented algorithms was the 8-point algorithm [Longuet-Higgins, 1987]. This algorithm as been improved by Hartley et al. [1997] with normalization techniques but is still outperformed by the non linear approaches from Luong et al. [1993], Zhang [1998] or by the “Gold-Standard” approach that can be found in the text book from Hartley and Zisserman [2003].

8-point algorithm

The 8-point algorithm as been first referenced by Longuet-Higgins [1987] and estimates the essential matrix from several points. Considering a set of \( i \) corresponding points
(x_1, x_2), the epipolar constraint is satisfied for every i: x_i^\top c_1 E c_2 x_i = 0. This set of epipolar constraint equations can be rewritten as

\[ A e = 0 \] (4.15)

where e contains the element of the essential matrix

\[ e = (E_{11} \ E_{12} \ ... \ E_{32} \ E_{33})^\top \] (4.16)

and A is a \( n \times 9 \) matrix depending on the observations

\[ A = \begin{pmatrix} x_2, x_1, x_2, y_1, x_2, y_1, x_2, y_2, y_1, 1 \\ \vdots \\ x_1, y_1, y_2, x_1, y_1, y_2, x_1, y_1, 1 \end{pmatrix} \] (4.17)

A solution to equation (4.15) can be found using the least-squares method and assuming that \( ||e|| = 1 \). However the essential matrix is of rank 2 meaning that it only has 2 non null singular values. Thus, the smallest single value of the Single Value Decomposition (SVD) of \( c_1^\top E c_2 \) should be set to 0.

**Normalized 8-point algorithm**

Hartley et al. [1997] proposed an improvement on the condition of the matrix \( A^\top \) which is used to find the least-squares solution of equation (4.15). They claim that these conditions should lead to improvements on the stability of the results. The normalization is made by transforming and scaling the input data before writing the equations to solve.

The normalization step suggests that the coordinates in each image are translated so that the centroid of the set of points is at the origin. Then the coordinates are scaled so that the average distance of a point \( x \) from the origin is \( \sqrt{2} \), meaning that the average point has the coordinates \((1, 1, 1)^\top\).

**Non-linear approaches**

Non linear approaches of the essential matrix estimation are referenced in many papers and proceed by minimizing either the distance from the 2D point to its corresponding epipolar line [Luong et al., 1993] or the re-projection error [Hartley et al., 1997].

A physically meaningful quantity to minimize should be something measured in the image plane because the extracted information (2D points) comes from an image. Such quantity can be the distance from a point \( x_i \) to its corresponding epipolar line \( l_i = (l_{i1}, l_{i2}, l_{i3}) \) as define by Zhang [1998]:

\[ d(x_i, l_i) = \frac{x_i^\top l_i}{\sqrt{l_{i1}^2 + l_{i2}^2}} \] (4.18)

The criterion to minimize is then defined by the following formula for \( N \) points:

\[ C = \sum_{i=1}^{N} d(x_1, c_1^\top E c_2 x_1)^2 + d(x_2, c_1^\top E c_2 x_1)^2 \] (4.19)
This problem can be solved using an iterative linear method or a non linear minimization in parameter space. Interested readers are invited to look at the work from Zhang [1998] for more details.

### 4.3 MonSterTrack: Increasing optical tracking workspace with hybrid stereo/monocular tracking

In this chapter we propose an approach for increasing the optical tracking workspace that is based on two methods. As a first method we introduce MonSterTrack (“MONocular and STEReo TRACKing”), a method that enables extending the workspace of optical tracking systems by occasionally switching to a monocular tracking mode when the stereo tracking is no longer available. The tracking takes two different paths depending on the condition “Stereo Available” (Figure 4.2). If stereo is available then the localization is performed using 3D-3D registration else 2D-3D registration is performed. As in many tracking devices, the system requires an off-line calibration process to determine the internal parameters of the cameras and their relative positions.

Monocular tracking is generally constrained to use an external motion capture system to precalibrate the markers [Tjaden et al., 2015] and to define a reference frame [Vogt et al., 2002]. Indeed information about the markers structure is required to perform the pose estimation. By using a stereo mode we are relieved of using external systems. The stereo mode enables reconstructing the targets’ points and defining their structure. Moreover the reference frame $F_w$ is set with a specific target that defines its X and Z-axes.

In the following we consider an optical system composed of two cameras (see Figure 4.6). Nevertheless everything can be transposed to multi-view systems [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003] composed of N sensors.

![Figure 4.6 – Two-view optical tracking aims at recovering the pose $^oM_w$ of an object ($F_o$) in the reference frame $F_w$. In VR $F_w$ links the tracking coordinate system to the visual display coordinate system and therefore link the virtual and real environments.](image-url)
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4.3.1 Off-line system calibration

The calibration process aims at recovering the internal and external parameters of the system. The calibration is performed in two steps: internal camera calibration and calibration of the relative transformations between the cameras.

4.3.1.1 Internal calibration

The goal of internal calibration is to estimate the internal parameters (also called intrinsic parameters) of each camera (principal point, focal length and distortion coefficients). To perform the internal calibration, several points are needed and their coordinates in the object frame $F_o$ need to be known. In practice we use a calibration chessboard that has several point which position are known within the pattern. Then the positions of the corners of each black square are extracted in the image. Moreover several views of the chessboard are captured (as depicted in Figure 4.7) to provide a more reliable estimation.

![Figure 4.7](image)

During the internal camera calibration process, several views of a chessboard are captured and 2D features are extracted to compute the internal parameters of the cameras.

Once the different views are captured (hereafter indexed $j$), the following equation is solved:

\[
(\hat{\mathbf{q}}_j, \hat{\mathbf{K}}) = \arg \min_{\mathbf{q}, \mathbf{K}} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{i=1}^{N} d(\mathbf{x}_i, \mathbf{K}\Pi^{c}\mathbf{M}_{o_j}^{c}\mathbf{X}_i)^2
\]  

(4.20)

with $\mathbf{q}_j = (t_{o_j}, \theta_j, u_j)^T$ a minimal representation of $^{c}\mathbf{M}_{o_j}$ where $\theta_j$ is the angle and $u_j$ the axis of rotation $^{c}\mathbf{R}_{o_j}$. $d(\cdot, \cdot)$ represents the Euclidean distance between two points in homogeneous coordinates. $N \times M$ represent the overall number of points captured in all the chessboard views.

A linear solution can be computed as the one proposed by Faugeras and Toscani [1986]. Then, the solution can be improved with a closed-form solution, like the one
from Zhang [2000]. However the system is non-linear and non-linear approaches are very popular in the literature [Brown, 1971]. They are even called “Gold-Standard methods” in the text book from Hartley and Zisserman [2003]. The non-linear solution of equation (4.20) can be found by using an iterative minimization method such as Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Manquartd approaches. These non-linear approaches are detailed in section 4.3.2.4 and the Jacobian is given by Marchand and Chaumette [2002].

### 4.3.1.2 Calibration of the relative transformation between two cameras

The second step of the calibration process determines the relative transformation between each pair of cameras $c_1$ and $c_2$ (*external or extrinsic calibration*). This transformation, $c_1M_{c_2}$, is determined by both a rotation matrix $c_1R_{c_2}$ and a translation vector $c_1t_{c_2}$ (see section 4.2.1.4).

According to equation (4.13) both $c_1R_{c_2}$ and $c_1t_{c_2}$ are present in $c_1E_{c_2}$. Therefore, by estimating and decomposing $c_1E_{c_2}$ the relative pose between the cameras can be determined.

**Estimation of the essential matrix.** The essential matrix is estimated with a normalized 8-point algorithm with RANSAC refinement [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003]. As mentioned in section 4.2.2.2 at least 8 points visible from both views are required. In practice, more points are used. In our case we calibrated the external parameters of the system by moving a single marker across the workspace visible by both cameras (see Figure 4.8-left). By doing so, we acquire hundreds of images from both cameras where one point is present. This is equivalent to acquiring one image from both cameras where hundreds of points are present. The estimation of the matrix is carried out on all the images once enough images have been captured.

![Figure 4.8](image)

**Figure 4.8** – Calibration of the relative transformation between two cameras. The transformation $c_1M_{c_2}$ relating both cameras is estimated by moving a single marker over the working volume (left) and the world reference frame $F_w$ is given with a particular constellation (right).

**Decomposition of the essential matrix.** To decompose $c_1E_{c_2}$, a Single Value Decomposition (SVD) is carried out to have $c_1E_{c_2} = U\Sigma V^\top$ where $\Sigma$ is a diagonal matrix. Then $c_1E_{c_2}$ is rewritten $c_1E_{c_2} = SR$ where $R$ is a rotation matrix and $S$ a skew-symmetric matrix. This is made possible by introducing two new matrices [Hart-
ley and Zisserman, 2003]:

\[
W = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\quad \text{and} \quad
Z = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\quad \text{(4.21)}
\]

when using \(W, Z\) and the SVD of \(c_1E_{c_2}\), four solutions \((R_i, t_i)\) are found for \(c_1R_{c_2}\) and \(c_1t_{c_2}\). Among the four solutions, two will not be valid because the matrix \(R_i\) will not be a rotation matrix (\(\det(R_i) = -1\)). The two remaining solutions are then given by (see [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003]):

\[
S_1 = -UZU^T, \quad R_1 = UW^TV^T \quad \text{and} \quad S_2 = UZU^T, \quad R_2 = UWV^T
\quad \text{(4.22)}
\]

From these equations, the final solution for \(c_1t_{c_2}\) can be found in the third row of \(U\) and can be scaled with a scalar factor without modifying the null-space condition. Finally, in order to select the valid rotation between \(R_1\) and \(R_2\), one condition is added: the visible point has to lie in front of both cameras. Only one rotation satisfies this condition.

**Positioning the world reference frame.** Finally, many VR systems require to have a reference world which is placed according to the VR display. This reference frame enables linking the tracking coordinate system to the virtual environment coordinate system. In this work we define the reference frame \(F_w\) by using a specific marker that defines the X and Z-axis of the frame (see Figure 4.8-right). Therefore every parameter of the system is calibrated and the pose \(wM_{c_i}\) of each camera in the reference frame is available.

### 4.3.2 On-line real-time stereo tracking

The on-line real-time stereo tracking performs the localization of a target in the reference frame whenever the target is visible by both cameras. It first requires a 2D feature extraction to determine the position of the markers in the different images. Then the 2D features are correlated and triangulated to perform a 3D-3D registration.

**4.3.2.1 Feature extraction**

The feature extraction determines the position of the bright markers of the target on the different camera images. The images are captured in black and white and the sensors are equipped with infrared filters. The markers emit or are lighten with infrared light. Therefore the markers appear really bright in the images while the environment appears generally dark (see Figure 4.9-left). To extract the markers position in the image, first a binary threshold is applied to the overall image (see Figure 4.9-right). Then a recursive algorithm is used to find the different sets of connected bright pixels before computing the barycenter of each independent set. These barycenters define the centers of the light blobs. Once the markers positions are retrieved in the image, they corrected by taking into account the internal parameters of the cameras. The resulting positions are then undistorted by applying radial and tangential corrections (see section 4.2.1.3). Two distortion models were implemented to correct either standard or wide angle lenses.
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4.3.2.2 Feature correlation

The feature correlation associated the points from one image with their corresponding points in the other images. Matching the points from one image with the points in the other images is possible by using the epipolar constraint (see section 4.2.2) that states that two corresponding image points $x_1$ and $x_2$ (respectively from $c_1$ and $c_2$) in an epipolar configuration should fulfill:

$$x_1^TC_1E_cx_2 = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.23)

where $C_1E_c$ is the essential matrix computed as in section 4.2.2.2. Equation (4.12) constrains the point $x_2$ to lie on the line directed by the vector $L_1 = x_1^TC_1E_c$. Thus $L_1$ is the epipolar line of $x_1$ on the second image. Figure 4.10 depicts an epipolar configuration where the epipolar lines for each point are drawn over the camera planes.

4.3.2.3 Triangulation

The problem of triangulation can be formulated as: Given the projection $x_1$ and $x_2$ of a world point $X$ respectively in camera $c_1$ and camera $c_2$, compute the 3D location of the world point $X$. This problem assumes that the transformation matrix $C_1M_{c_2}$ between the cameras is known. At first this problem seems straightforward to solve since the ray cast from the projected points should intersect in space.
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Let's assume that we have two points \( x_1 = (x_1, y_1, 1) \) and \( x_2 = (x_2, y_2, 1) \). We want to find the coordinates \( c_1^X \) of point the 3D \( X \) in the camera frame \( F_{c_1} \). According to Longuet-Higgins [1987] we have:

\[
Z_{c_1} = \frac{(r_1 - x_2 r_3), c_1 t_2}{(r_1 - x_2 r_3) x_1} \quad \text{and} \quad c_1^X = \begin{pmatrix} x_1 Z_{c_1} \\ y_1 Z_{c_1} \\ Z_{c_1} \end{pmatrix}
\] (4.24)

where \( r_i \) is the \( i^{th} \) row of \( c_1 R_{c_2} \). However, there are errors in the measurements and the epipolar constraint is generally not be perfectly satisfied. Therefore the cast rays will generally not meet in space. These uncertainties can be due to essential matrix estimation errors, camera calibration errors or the noise that is present in the images.

To solve these accuracy issues, several triangulation algorithms have been tested and assessed in the literature survey from [Hartley and Sturm, 1997]. In our work we principally use the DLT algorithm [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003] as follows:

Considering the projection \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) of the 3D points \( X \) in camera \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) can be written as:

\[
x_1 = \Pi_1 c_1 M_{c_1} c_1^X = P_1 c_1^X \\
x_2 = \Pi_2 c_2 M_{c_1} c_1^X = P_2 c_1^X
\] (4.25)

where \( c_1^X \) denotes the coordinates of the 3D point \( X \) expressed in \( F_{c_1} \). From the previous equations we have:

\[
x_i \times (P_i c_1^X) = 0.
\] (4.26)

Therefore, by developing equation (4.26) and by denoting \( p_i^T \) the \( j^{th} \) row of \( P_i \)

\[
\begin{cases}
x_i (p_i^3 c_1^X) - (p_i^1 c_1^X) = 0 \\
y_i (p_i^3 c_1^X) - (p_i^2 c_1^X) = 0 \\
x_i (p_i^2 c_1^X) - y_i (p_i^1 c_1^X) = 0
\end{cases}
\] (4.27)

where the two first equations are linearly independent. System equation (4.27) can be rewritten as:

\[
A c_1^X = 0 \quad \text{where} \quad A = \begin{pmatrix}
x_1 p_1^3 - p_1^1 \\
y_1 p_1^3 - p_1^2 \\
x_2 p_2^3 - p_2^1 \\
y_2 p_2^3 - p_2^2
\end{pmatrix}
\] (4.28)

The reconstructed 3D point \( c_1^X \) expressed in camera \( c_1 \) frame is obtained from equation (4.28) as the unit singular vector corresponding to the smallest singular value of \( A \).

4.3.2.4 Registration

The final step of real-time stereo tracking recovers the pose (position and orientation) of the target in the reference frame [Besl and McKay, 1992; Fitzgibbon, 2003; Marchand et al., 2016]. If the target is visible from several views then the registration matches a 3D point cloud to a 3D model.
When using a rigid constellation the position \( aX_i \) of each marker \( i \) is known within the object frame \( F_o \). The 3D-3D registration estimates the transformation \( c^1M_o \) that defines the pose of the tracked object in camera \( c_1 \) frame (see Figure 4.6). The estimation is achieved by minimizing the error between the 3D reconstructed points \( c^1X_i \) (expressed in the camera frame) and their corresponding 3D points \( aX_i \) (expressed in the object frame) transferred in the camera frame through \( c^1M_o \). By denoting \( q = (c^1t_o, \theta u)^\top \) a minimal representation of \( c^1M_o \) where \( \theta \) is the angle and \( u \) the axis of \( c^1R_o \), the problem is reformulated:

\[
\hat{q} = \arg\min_q \sum_{i=1}^N (c^1X_i - c^1M_o aX_i)^2. \tag{4.29}
\]

The problem is solved by initializing the pose \( c^1M_o \) with a linear solution [Arun et al., 1987]. Then the solution is refined with an iterative non-linear minimization such as the Gauss-Newton method which minimizes the cost given by:

\[
||e(q)|| = e(q)^\top e(q)
\]

where

\[
e(q) = x(q) - x
\]

and

\[
x = (... c^1R_0 [c^1t_o aX_i, ...]^\top
\]

A first order Taylor expansion of \( e \) is given by:

\[
e(q + \delta q) \approx e(q) + J(q)\delta q \tag{4.31}
\]

where \( J(q) \) is the Jacobian of \( e \) in \( q \). The minimization problem can be solved with an iterative least-squares approach and:

\[
\delta q = -J(q)^+ e(q) \tag{4.32}
\]

where \( J^+ \) is the pseudo inverse of the \( 3N \times 6 \) Jacobian \( J \) given by:

\[
J = \begin{pmatrix}
-1_{3 \times 3} & \cdots & [c^1M_o aX_i] \\
... & ... & ...
\end{pmatrix} \tag{4.33}
\]

Since the method is iterative, at each iteration \( q \) is updated as:

\[
q_{i+1} = \exp^{\delta q} q_i \tag{4.34}
\]

where \( \exp^{\delta q} \) denotes the exponential map of \( \delta q \) [Ma et al., 2012].

A complete derivation of the problem, including the Jacobian derivation is given by Chaumette and Hutchinson [2006]. This method requires a good initialization of \( c^1M_o \) in order to converge to the global minimum and can be initialized with linear solutions. The same optimization process can be used for both the essential matrix estimation and the internal calibration (see sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.3.1.1).
4.3. MonSterTrack: Increasing optical tracking workspace with hybrid stereo/monocular tracking

4.3.2.5 Transformation to reference frame

Once \( c_1 M_o \) is estimated, either with stereo or monocular registration, the pose \( w M_o \) of the constellation in the world frame can be recovered with \( w M_o = w M_c_1 c_1 M_o \) (Figure 4.6). Matrix \( w M_c_1 \) defines the pose of camera \( c_1 \) in the reference frame \( F_w \) and will vary with the controlled cameras. An additional calibration process will then be required (see section 4.4.1). Once the position of every object is registered in the world frame \( F_w \), the tracking data can be sent to the MR application. Note that when using AR systems, \( F_w \) is generally the same as \( F_{c_1} \). This is not the case for VR applications since \( F_w \) enables linking the tracking coordinate system to the virtual environment coordinate system.

4.3.2.6 Filtering

An optional low-pass filtering process is performed at the end of the registration. It may be useful for some applications in order to smooth the output of the registration process. Filtering helps reducing noise and preventing some drop outs but may add little latency. As an example we have implemented a predictive kalman filter [Bar-Shalom and Li, 1993] with a constant velocity state and position measurements model.

With a constant velocity and measured position model, the state vector at iteration \( k \) is given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{x}_k &= \begin{pmatrix} x_k \\ \dot{x}_k \end{pmatrix} \\
\quad \text{with} \\
\dot{x}_k &= x_{k-1} + (\Delta t) \dot{x}_{k-1} + \gamma \\
\ddot{x}_k &= \ddot{x}_{k-1} + \zeta
\end{align*}
\] (4.35)

where \( \gamma \) and \( \zeta \) denote noise terms. Equation (4.35) can be rewritten as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{x}_k &= \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ \Delta t \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x_{k-1} \\ \dot{x}_{k-1} \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} \gamma \\ \zeta \end{pmatrix} = F \mathbf{x}_{k-1} + \mathbf{w}
\end{align*}
\] (4.36)

Regarding the measure, it is given at instant \( k \) by:

\[
y_k = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x_k \\ \dot{x}_k \end{pmatrix} + \eta = H \mathbf{x}_k + \eta
\] (4.37)

where \( \eta \) denotes a noise term.

Note that every noise term is calculated thanks to the jitter evaluation that has been carried out on the system. This evaluation is presented in section 4.6.1.3.

The state vector is initialized at iteration 0 and 1 as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{x}_0 &= \begin{pmatrix} y_0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \\
\mathbf{x}_1 &= \begin{pmatrix} y_1 \\ (y_1 - y_0)/\Delta t \end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}
\] (4.38)

This filtering model is applied independently to each parameter of the pose (3 for the translation and 3 for the rotation). However, the parameters of the pose are not independent since the rotation has an influence on the translation vector. Therefore filtering independently each parameter of the pose can not be theoretically done. A filtering process over the overall pose should then be considered, like the one used by Rambach et al. [2016]. But in practice, only a small difference will be perceived.
4.3.3 Monocular tracking mode

The monocular tracking mode is used to localize the target if it is visible by only one camera, camera $c$. Thus, the tracking is still carried out when the target is out of the field of view of almost all the cameras. Since the target is visible by only one camera, the feature correlation and triangulation steps can not be processed. Thus the localization is directly performed from the 2D extracted features and is called 2D-3D registration. During the 2D-3D registration, the transformation $^cM_o$ between the camera frame and the object frame is estimated by using the 2D projected points $x_i$ and their corresponding 3D target points $oX_i$.

The estimation of $^cM_o$ can theoretically be represented by six independent parameters thus three points should be enough to have a solution. This problem is called Perspective from 3 Points (P3P). However with three points there are four possible solutions. It is then necessary to have four points [Hartley and Zisserman, 2003] (in our case we construct our rigid bodies with at least 4 markers). Quan and Lan [1999] extended the P3P problem to the P4P, P5P and eventually Perspective from n Points (PnP) problem. The solution of the P3P can be found in two steps:

1. Estimate the unknown depth $^cZ_i$ of each point in the camera frame. This is made by using the triangle $C^oX_i, oX_j$, where $C$ is the camera center. Since the real distance between $oX_i$ and $oX_j$ is known, as well as the directions $C^oX_i$ and $C^oX_j$, according to Quan and Lan [1999], the points depths can be estimated by solving a 4th order polynomial equation.

2. Once the 3D points coordinates are known in the camera frame the rigid transformation that links the camera frame $(F_c)$ to the object frame $(F_o)$ is estimated. $^cM_o$ is estimated by solving a least-squares equation with SVD [Ameller et al., 2000]. A close form solution proposed by Horn [1987] allows to retrieve the rotation represented by quaternions.

A more recent study from Kneip et al. [2011] proposes to directly compute the rigid transformation without the intermediate derivation of the points in the camera frame. This is achieved by adding an intermediate camera and world frame. This close-form solution is then faster to compute. Thus, by adding an outlier rejection process such as RANSAC, the fast P3P method [Kneip et al., 2011] seems to be a good candidate for pose estimation. RANSAC can also be used to solve the P3P in an iterative way as proposed by Fischler and Bolles [1981].

However pose accuracy increases with the number of points used in the estimation. Thus several studies have been made on PnP. For solving the PnP, one method can be to do like the P3P, by estimating the coordinates of the points in the camera frame and then achieve a 3D-3D registration. Other methods have been developed to perform the estimation in one step. DLT is one of the common linear methods performing un one step. Although this method is not very accurate and PnP is not a linear problem, a linear solution can be considered. The estimation is made for the 12 entries (4 × 3 matrix) of $^cM_o$ by solving an equation $Ah = 0$ where $A$ contains the observations and $h$ depends on the rotation and translation parameters [Sutherland, 1974]. The solution
of the system is given by the eigenvector of $A$ corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. Being over-parametrized, this solution is sensitive to noise.

An alternative method that takes into account the non-linearity of the problem has been proposed by Dementhon and Davis [1995], the POSIT method. With this method they propose to iteratively go back from the scaled orthographic projection model to the perspective one since the pose estimation is linear under the scaled orthographic projection model.

In our work we used, according to Hartley and Zisserman [2003] and Marchand et al. [2016], the “Gold-Standard” approach which is based on a non-linear estimation of the transformation $\mathcal{C}M_o$. In this case the estimation problem can be written:

\[
\hat{q} = \arg\min_q \sum_{i=1}^{N} d(x_i, \Pi \mathcal{C}M_o \mathcal{O}X_i)^2 \tag{4.39}
\]

where $\Pi$ is the projection matrix, $q$ is a minimal representation of $\mathcal{C}M_o$ and $d(x, x')$ is the Euclidian distance between two points $x$ and $x'$. The problem is solved by initializing the pose $\mathcal{C}M_o$ with a linear solution based on an EPnP approach [Lepetit et al., 2009] and refining with a non-linear Gauss-Newton estimation [Marchand et al., 2016] like the one presented in equation (4.30) but with:

\[
x(q) = (\ldots, \Pi (\mathcal{C}1 \mathbf{R}_o | \mathcal{C}1 \mathbf{t}_o) \mathcal{O}X_i, \ldots)^\top \quad \text{and} \quad x = (\ldots, x_i, \ldots)^\top \tag{4.40}
\]

In this case the $2N \times 6$ Jacobian $J$ is given by, e.g., [Marchand and Chaumette, 2002]:

\[
J = \begin{pmatrix}
-\frac{1}{Z_i} & 0 & \frac{x_i}{Z_i} & \frac{y_i}{Z_i} & x_i y_i & -(1 + x_i^2) & y_i \\
0 & -\frac{1}{Z_i} & \frac{x_i^2}{Z_i} & \frac{1 + y_i^2}{Z_i} & -(1 + y_i^2) & -x_i y_i & -x_i \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots
\end{pmatrix} \tag{4.41}
\]

Equation (4.39) provides several solutions when only three 3D points are considered. Thus we built the targets (constellations) (Figure 4.13) with at least four non-coplanar points so that the 2D-3D registration gives a unique solution. The registration algorithms presented above assume that the matching between the $x_i$ and the $\mathcal{O}X_i$ is known. In our implementation of the approach, the matching is carried out using brute force and minimizing equation (4.39) for all the combinations of points. Once $\mathcal{C}M_o$ is estimated, the transformation to the reference frame and the filtering steps can be performed as for stereo tracking. Results of monocular tracking compared to stereo tracking are presented in section 4.6.

### 4.4 CoCaTrack: Increasing optical tracking workspace with controlled cameras

To further increase the workspace we propose a second method called Controlled Camera Tracking (CoCaTrack), that consists in moving the cameras. In that way, the cameras are able to track the movement of the target (constellation) and keep it in
their field of view. Even if only one camera can move, the stereo workspace increases. Moreover, the monocular workspace gained with MonSterTrack becomes even larger.

Controlled cameras have been used in video surveillance for a while to track a target. Our method uses similar techniques for visual servoing but, in our case, an additional difficulty is introduced. Indeed our method must perform 3D reconstruction and compute the 3D pose of the target in a reference frame.

A visual servoing process controls the camera so that the target projection is close to the image center. The automation is made through robots on which the cameras are fixed on. Using a camera mounted on a robot requires an off-line calibration process to determine the position of the camera frame, $\mathcal{F}_c$, in the robot’s end-effector frame, $\mathcal{F}_e$, which is required to recover the position of the camera in the reference frame, $\mathcal{F}_w$, and perform pose estimation. In the following we consider a pair of camera $c_1$ and $c_2$ where $c_1$ is a controlled camera mounted on an actuator. Nevertheless the approach can be transposed as is to multiple controlled cameras.

### 4.4.1 Off-line controlled camera calibration

The controlled camera calibration process recovers the pose $^c \mathbf{M}_{c_1}$ of the camera in the end-effector frame of the robot [Tsai and Lenz, 1989] which is constant. In practice, when fixing a camera to a robot, matrix $^c \mathbf{M}_{c_1}$ needs to be known to compute the transformation $^{c_2} \mathbf{M}_{c_1(t)}$ that relates both cameras at each instant $t$. In fact when using controlled cameras, the calibration of the relative transformation between the cameras (section 4.3.1.2) needs to be performed on-line. The computation of $^c \mathbf{M}_c$ is carried out off-line.

**Statement of the problem.** When considering one controlled camera (in our case camera $c_1$) $^{c_2} \mathbf{M}_{c_1(t)}$ is computed as:

$$^{c_2} \mathbf{M}_{c_1(t)} = ^{c_2} \mathbf{M}_w \, ^w \mathbf{M}_{c_1(0)} \, ^c_1(0) \, ^e_0 \mathbf{M}_e \, ^e(t) \mathbf{M}_e \, ^e_0 \mathbf{M}_e \, ^e_0 \mathbf{M}_e \, ^c_1(t)$$

(4.42)

where for each $t$

$$^c_1(t) \mathbf{M}_e(t) = ^c_1(0) \mathbf{M}_e(0) = ^c_1 \mathbf{M}_e.$$  

(4.43)

$^{c_2} \mathbf{M}_w$ is known by the previously made extrinsic calibration. Same goes for $^w \mathbf{M}_{c_1(0)}$ since the extrinsic calibration is made at $t = 0$. Matrix $^c(0) \mathbf{M}_e(t)$ which represents the transformation of the end-effector frame at instant $t$ in the end-effector frame at instant $t = 0$ varies but is known by odometry measurements. Thus the only matrix that remains unknown in equation (4.42) is $^c \mathbf{M}_{c_1}$. Figure 4.11 illustrates the different frames that take part in equation (4.42) at instant $t = 0$ and justifies equation (4.43).

**Estimation of $^c \mathbf{M}_{c_1}$.** To obtain the unknown matrix $^c \mathbf{M}_{c_1}$ an additional calibration process is introduced. this calibration is performed off-line since matrix $^c \mathbf{M}_{c_1}$ is constant. To estimate $^c \mathbf{M}_{c_1}$ we used a stationary calibration chessboard and estimated its monocular pose for different positions of the robot’s end-effector frame (In practice we used 4 positions). Figure 4.12 illustrates the calibration setup for 2 positions of the the robot’s end-effector frame $e(t_0)$ and $e(t_1)$ at two distinct instants $t_0$ and $t_1$ that lead to 2 positions of camera $c_1$, respectively $c_1(t_0)$ and $c_1(t_1)$. 
4.4. CoCaTrack: Increasing optical tracking workspace with controlled cameras

Figure 4.11 – Cameras configuration with two cameras and one pan-tilt head. The transformation matrices $M$ are either estimated on-line or off-line.

![Figure 4.11](image)

Figure 4.12 – Frame configuration for controlled camera calibration with 2 camera positions (in practice 4 positions were used). The only unknown matrix is $c_{1}^{e}$ and its estimated thanks to the other matrices that are known.

![Figure 4.12](image)

Since the object frame, $F_{o}$, and the robot reference frame, $F_{f}$, are fixed $f_{M_{o}}$ is constant and given by (see Figure 4.12):

$$f_{M_{o}} = f_{M_{e(t_{0})}} c_{1}^{e(t_{0})} M_{o} = f_{M_{e(t_{1})}} c_{1}^{e(t_{1})} M_{o}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.44)

where for each instant $t_{i}$ the transformation $f_{M_{e(t_{i})}}$ is given by the robot configuration (odometry measurements) and the transformation $c_{1}^{e(t_{i})} M_{o}$ can be estimated through
monocular registration (see section 4.3.3). Therefore equation (4.44) needs to be solved to obtain $^cM_{c_1}$.

From equation (4.44) the rotation and translation parts of the transformations can be separated to obtain two solvable equations [Tsai and Lenz, 1989]. For the rotation part, the following system has to be solved:

$$A^cR_{c_1} = ^cR_{c_1}B$$ (4.45)

where $A$ and $B$ are rotation matrices computed from the measurements. For the translation, the system is the following:

$$A^c t_{c_1} = ^cR_{c_1} b$$ (4.46)

where $A$ and $b$ are a matrix and a column vector computed from the measurements.

Equation (4.46) can be solved for $^ct_{c_1}$ with a least-squares linear method once the solution $^cR_{c_1}$ of equation (4.45) is found [Shiu and Ahmad, 1989]. Finding $^cR_{c_1}$ involves converting equation (4.45) to a linear least-squares system by using a different representation of the rotation. For a rotation $R$ of angle $\theta$ and unit axis $u$, the vector $p_R = 2\sin(\theta/2)u$ is defined and equation (4.45) can be rewritten as:

$$\text{Skew}(p_A + p_B)x = p_B - p_A.$$ (4.47)

However $\text{Skew}(p_A + p_B)$ has rank 2 so at least 3 positions are required to solve the system. Finally the angle $\theta$ and the unit axis $u$ can be extracted from $x$ to recover $^cR_{c_1}$. Once $^cR_{c_1}$ is estimated, equation (4.46) can be solved [Tsai and Lenz, 1989] to recover $^ct_{c_1}$.

Now that $^cM_{c_1}$ is estimated, matrix $^cM_{c_1}(t)$ can be computed by using equation (4.42) at each instant $t$ even if camera $c_1$ moves. Then, since $^cM_{c_1}(t)$ is known, all the steps of the tracking can be performed.

### 4.4.2 Registration

After computing $^cM_{c_1}(t)$ on-line, the registration of the tracked targets can be carried out with either stereo or monocular registration algorithms:

- If stereo tracking is available, the stereo registration is performed as in section 4.3.2.4, by solving equation (4.29).
- Otherwise the monocular registration is performed as in section 4.3.3, by solving equation (4.39).

### 4.4.3 Controlling camera displacements: visual servoing

To achieve the control of the cameras, we consider a visual servoing scheme [Chaumette and Hutchinson, 2006]. The goal of visual servoing is to control of the dynamic of a system by using visual information provided by one camera. The goal is to regulate an error defined in the image space to zero. This error, to be minimized, is based on visual features that correspond to geometric features. Here we consider the projection of the
center of gravity of the constellation $\mathbf{x} = (x, y)^\top$ that we want to see in the center of the image $\mathbf{x}^* = (0, 0)^\top$ (coordinates are expressed in normalized coordinates by taking into account the camera calibration parameters).

Considering the actual pose of the camera $\mathbf{r}$ the problem can therefore be written as an optimization process:

$$
\hat{\mathbf{r}} = \arg \min_{\mathbf{r}} ((\mathbf{x}(\mathbf{r}) - \mathbf{x}^*)^\top (\mathbf{x}(\mathbf{r}) - \mathbf{x}^*))
$$

where $\hat{\mathbf{r}}$ is the pose reached after the optimization process (servoing process). This visual servoing task is achieved by iteratively applying a velocity to the camera. This requires the knowledge of the interaction matrix $\mathbf{L}_x$ of $\mathbf{x}(\mathbf{r})$ that links the variation, $\dot{\mathbf{x}}(\mathbf{r})$, to the camera velocity and which is defined as:

$$
\dot{\mathbf{x}}(\mathbf{r}) = \mathbf{L}_x \mathbf{v}
$$

where $\mathbf{v}$ is the camera velocity (expressed in the camera frame). In the specific case of a pan-tilt camera that is considered in this chapter, $\mathbf{L}_x$ is given by:

$$
\mathbf{L}_x = \begin{pmatrix} xy & -(1 + x^2) \\
1 + y^2 & -xy \end{pmatrix}.
$$

This equation leads to the expression of the velocity that needs to be applied to the robot. The control law is classically given by:

$$
\mathbf{v} = -\lambda \mathbf{L}_x^+ (\mathbf{x}(\mathbf{r}) - \mathbf{x}^*)
$$

where $\lambda$ is a positive scalar and $\mathbf{L}_x^+$ is the pseudo-inverse of the interaction matrix. To compute, as usual, the velocity in the joint space of the robot, the control law is given by:

$$
\dot{\mathbf{q}} = -\lambda \mathbf{J}_x^+ (\mathbf{x}(\mathbf{r}) - \mathbf{x}^*)
$$

where $\dot{\mathbf{q}}$ is the robot joint velocity and where Jacobian $\mathbf{J}_x$ is given by Chaumette and Hutchinson [2006]; Marchand et al. [2005]:

$$
\mathbf{J}_x = \mathbf{L}_x c \mathbf{V}_e \mathbf{e} \mathbf{J}(\mathbf{q})
$$

$\mathbf{J}(\mathbf{q})$ is the classical robot Jacobian expressed in the end effector frame (this Jacobian depends on the considered system). $\mathbf{c} \mathbf{V}_e$ is the spatial motion transform matrix [Chaumette and Hutchinson, 2006] from the camera frame to the end effector frame (computed using $\mathbf{c} \mathbf{M}_c$, see section 4.4.1). It is a constant matrix as soon as the camera is rigidly attached to the end effector.

The positive scalar $\lambda$ is adapted as a function of the distance of the visual feature, $\mathbf{x}$, from the center of the image. We define a dead zone in the image where the velocity of the robot is set to zero whenever the visual feature is located in this zone. The dead zone is defined by an ellipse of center $\mathbf{x}^* = (0, 0)^\top$ with a long axis of length $w/8$ and a

\footnote{Note that the interaction matrix presented in equation (4.50) is defined for a pan-tilt system but the proposed method can scale to any kind of camera motions (up to 6 degrees of freedom).}
short axis of length $h/8$, where $w$ and $h$ are, respectively, the width and height of the image. We choose a tanh function to adapt $\lambda$ as follows:

$$
\lambda(x) = \alpha(\tanh(d(x) + \beta) + 1)
$$

(4.54)

where $d(x)$ defines the distance between $x$ and the ellipse. The parameter $\alpha$ regulates the slope coefficient and $\beta$ the slope position in the image.

Note that we considered that only one constellation was followed. If there are several constellations, one is free to define $x$ as the barycenter of the points of both constellations or as the barycenter of a priority constellation.

### 4.5 Proofs of concept

We have designed two prototypes to test and illustrate our approach based on two different Virtual Reality (VR) setups: an holobench display and a wall-sized display.

**Prototype 1: Holobench with MonSterTrack**

![Prototype 1: Holobench with MonSterTrack](image)

*Figure 4.13 –* First prototype based on an holobench display. Such a $75$ tracking system hardware has been engineered and deployed at Realyz. Both cameras are Sony PSEye. An active constellation was built on purpose using a rigid structure and infrared emitting LEDs.

Our first prototype was designed within an holobench display (Figure 4.13). In such configuration the number of cameras and their positions are constrained. In order to make it suitable for SMBs, a low production cost was targeted, ending up with a minimal number of cameras ($n = 2$). The MonSterTrack method was implemented and enable covering a larger workspace and, in particular, the boundaries of the manipulation volume.

The tracking system was composed of two Sony PSEye cameras (providing 320x240 images) at a 150Hz refresh rate (Figure 4.13). The cameras were modified with short
focal length lenses (2.1mm) providing a final field-of-view of $87^\circ$ by $70^\circ$ each. An infrared band-pass filter was added to each lens. The constellations were designed on purpose with at least 4 non-coplanar active infrared LEDs and built on a 3D printed CAD rigid structure (Figure 4.13). Since active infrared markers were used, the cameras did not have to wear infrared LED rings. In order to make the light diffusion isotropic, a diffuser was added to each LED marker. Our setting has been deployed successfully at Realyz.

Prototype 2: Wall-sized display with MonSterTrack and CoCaTrack

Figure 4.14 – Second prototype based on a wall-sized display. One of the two Sony PSEye cameras is embedded on a TracLabs Biclops pan-tilt head. A VR application is projected on the wall using stereo projection.

Our second prototype was designed within a wall-sized display (Figure 4.14). This prototype takes advantage from the combination of our two methods MonSterTrack and CoCaTrack. It relies again on two cameras, but one of them is a controlled camera that can follow the target across the VR workspace.

The system is still composed of two Sony PSEye camera. One camera is mounted on a TracLabs Biclops pan-tilt head (Figure 4.14). The pan-tilt head is controlled via a RS-232 connector with 115200 baud. The manufacturer framework is used to control the pan and tilt axes in velocity. The Biclops has two mechanical stops per axis allowing a range of rotation from $-170^\circ$ to $+170^\circ$ for the pan axis and from $-60^\circ$ to $+60^\circ$ for the tilt axis. The biclops is able to provide a rotation angle with a resolution of 0.03°. The TracLabs Biclops pan-tilt head is very robust but relatively expensive. Cheaper pan-tilt actuators could be found in the market. They may not be made of aluminum and may not be usable in outdoor applications but they are cost-effective and they fulfill the requirements of many VR applications.
4.6 Performance

4.6.1 Main results of our global approach

The results presented in this section were obtained with our second prototype. The tests were run without filtering so that we could extract the exact jitter of the localization and its variation when switching tracking modes or when using controlled cameras.

4.6.1.1 Workspace gain

![Figure 4.15 – Workspace gain compared to state of the art stereo optical tracking (top-left): our MonSterTrack method (top-right), our CoCaTrack method (bottom-left), and both methods at the same time (bottom-right). Points drawn in green were computed with the stereo tracking and the ones in red with the monocular one. The two pyramids illustrate the fields of view of the two cameras used by the system (blue: a controlled camera, red: a stationary camera).](image)

We compared the optical tracking workspace of our approach with a state-of-the-art stereo tracking. To visualize the tracking workspace of the different solutions we computed tracking data through the entire workspace. First, we did it for state-of-the-art stereo tracking with two cameras (Figure 4.15-top-left). Then we computed tracking data using MonSterTrack. Thus the monocular tracking was active when the stereo was
not available. Several poses were computed with monocular tracking at both sides of the stereo space. In our case (Figure 4.15-top-right) there were almost as many stereo registrations as monocular registrations so we estimated a workspace gain of around 100%. A third test was to activate the controlled camera mounted on the pan-tilt actuator (blue cone in Figure 4.15) and compute stereo tracking data as depicted in Figure 4.15-bottom-left. Finally we merged our two methods and, by using the controlled camera and the monocular tracking, we obtained a far wider tracking workspace (Figure 4.15-bottom-right).

### 4.6.1.2 Calibration bias

The stereo mode was considered as ground truth and we compared the pose computed with the monocular mode and the controlled cameras to the pose given by the stereo one. In order to do that a constellation was placed at a stationary position (30cm of the cameras) in space and its stereo pose was logged. Then one camera was occluded in order to make the system switch to monocular mode and the monocular pose of the same constellation was logged. Figure 4.16-left illustrates the bias of the monocular mode which is of around 0.3cm. This bias can be mainly introduced by the internal calibration of the camera used to compute the tracking data (see section 4.3.1.1).

![Figure 4.16](image)

**Figure 4.16** – Bias introduced by the monocular tracking mode (left) and by the calibration of the controlled camera (right). The green point cloud represents the ground truth and the red one represents the measurements with monocular tracking or controlled camera tracking. The blue distance represents the distance between the barycenters of the red and green point clouds.

An analogous test was made to quantify the controlled camera calibration bias. Indeed the controlled camera calibration has an impact on the position of the camera according to the reference frame and calibration errors may spread to the final tracking data. To estimate this bias a constellation was placed at a stationary position. This position was chosen so that the projection of the constellation in the controlled camera was on the right border of the camera frame. Thus, by activating the pan-tilt actuator the camera rotated toward the constellation. We computed the stereo pose for the initial position of the camera and for the final one. Figure 4.16-right illustrates the
bias introduced by the camera motion. This error is of around 0.3-0.4cm, due to the accuracy of the controlled camera calibration (see section 4.4.1).

4.6.1.3 Jitter

Jitter was measured using a protocol similar to one used by Pintaric and Kaufmann [2007]. A constellation was left at a stationary position and its pose was recorded during 600 measurements without filtering process. The constellation was placed at around 30cm of the cameras. Figure 4.17 illustrates the spatial distribution of the reconstructed constellation’s position. The mean squared distance of the points from their mean-normalized center equals 0.08mm for stereo and 0.33mm for monocular. The 95% confidence radius of the distribution lies at 0.15mm for stereo and 0.76mm for monocular. Figure 4.18 illustrates the jitter in degrees of each rotation parameter of the computed poses.

Figure 4.17 – Jitter of the localization computed with: stereo (left) and monocular (right) modes.

Figure 4.18 – Jitter of the rotation (in degree) computed with: stereo (left) and monocular (right) modes.
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4.6.1.4 Transitions between monocular and stereo tracking

We analyzed the transition from one tracking mode to another by recording data for a random movement of the constellation translation of the constellation through the workspace. As depicted in Figure 4.19-left, the transition has a slight influence on the localization. Indeed, when changing the tracking mode, the localization can vary up to 0.5cm. Figure 4.19-left also confirms the results on the jitter: monocular tracking is slightly more noisy than the stereo one. However Figure 4.19-right illustrates how a Kalman filtering process can be used to efficiently smooth the tracking data.

![Figure 4.19](chart.png)

**Figure 4.19** – Transitions from a stereo to a monocular tracking mode, and vice versa (green zone for monocular and red one for stereo) without filtering (left) and with a Kalman filter (right). A slight variation of the pose can be perceived in the data when changing the tracking mode. The filtering process absorbs this variation.

4.6.1.5 Latency

The VR application runs at 60Hz. Positions and orientations are provided to the application every 17ms. With a 150Hz refresh rate on the cameras, the internal latency of our current tracking software implementation is around 10ms. On the holobench setup (Figure 4.14), the end-to-end latency was measured around 50ms including rendering and display latency.

4.6.1.6 Summary

Our approach is based on two complementary methods which were implemented and tested on two prototypes. Using CoCaTrack together with MonSterTrack enabled to considerably increase the VR tracking workspace up to 100% and more. The implemented systems perform with \( \sim 10 \text{ms} \) internal latency, 50ms end-to-end latency on a specific VR use case, \( \pm 0.5 \text{cm} \) accuracy and a jitter of 0.02cm for stereo and of 0.1cm for monocular.

4.6.2 Comparison with Vicon’s optical tracking

Our tracking system was also installed in a room equipped with a Vicon optical tracking system composed of 8 Bonita 10 (1024×1024 at 250Hz) and 4 Vero v1.3 (1280×1024 at 250Hz) cameras. A Parrot AR.Drone 2.0 was tracked. Four non-coplanar active infrared LEDs were rigidly attached to the UAV (Figure 4.20). As active markers were
used, the cameras did not have to be equipped with infrared LED rings. A diffuser was added to each LED to provide isotropic light diffusion.

With such installation we were able to compare the performance of our approach with the Vicon’s performance. Nevertheless we did not try to overtake Vicon. Our goal was to provide a large tracking volume at low cost. Indeed the Vicon installation costs around 150 000€ while our prototype costs around 3 000€. In the following a qualitative comparison between the two systems is introduced.

![Figure 4.20 – Our optical tracking approach for UAV localization and for comparison with Vicon’s optical tracking system.](image)

**Pose estimation**

The pose of a flying UAV was estimated, at each instant, with our system and with the Vicon tracker. Figure 4.21-left illustrates the variations for the three components of the translation vector $\mathbf{t}$, while Figure 4.21-right illustrates the three components of the Rodrigues representation of the rotation matrix $\mathbf{R}$. The grey zones define the moments when our tracking was performed using MonSterTrack. At these instants the UAV was visible by only one of the cameras in our system. Since the calibration was made separately and the systems were not synchronized the error between both measurements is not of interest and a qualitative comparison of the pose is proposed.

**Jitter**

Jitter was measured by leaving the UAV at a stationary position and recording its pose during 7000 measurements without filtering process. The UAV was placed at around 2.5m of the cameras. Figure 4.22 illustrates the spatial distribution of the reconstructed positions. With Vicon measurements the 95% confidence radius of the distribution lies at 0.18mm. For our stereo tracking it lies at 0.86mm. The measurements with the monococular tracking are more noisy since the 95% confidence radius lies at 10.2mm. Nevertheless this noise is reduced when getting closer to the image frame of the camera. Some tests were carried out at 60cm of the camera and the 95% confidence radius lied at 1.4mm. These uncertainties are mainly oriented along the depth axis of the camera frame and are affected by the spatial resolution in the image.
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![Graphs showing Vicon's and our position and rotation over time]

**Figure 4.21** – Pose comparison with Vicon’s optical tracking: Comparison of position components (left) and rotation components (right).

![Graphs showing 95% confidence regions for Vicon’s and our position and rotation]

**Figure 4.22** – Positional jitter of Vicon’s optical tracking (top-left) compared to: our stereo tracking (top-right), our monocular tracking (bottom-left) and our close-range monocular tracking (bottom-right).
Summary

Considering the Vicon as ground truth, our system shows good performances for such a low-cost device. Nevertheless the calibration of both systems was made independently and they were not synchronized. Thus a quantitative comparison was unfortunately not possible. Since the Vicon tracker was composed of 12 high-resolution cameras (1MP) to cover all of the required volume it could be interesting to compare our performances with the ones of a Vicon tracker composed of at most 3 cameras.

4.7 Conclusion

We proposed an approach that maximizes the workspace of optical tracking systems when using Projection-Based Systems (PBS). Our approach is based on two complementary methods.

As a first method, we proposed MonSterTrack, a method that enables to rely on a monocular registration when the stereo registration is no longer available. MonSterTrack can help providing a larger tracking workspace even with a small number of cameras. In fact when the targets are not visible by at least two cameras, the tracking is performed with monocular registration.

As a second method, we introduced CoCaTrack, a method that relies on controlled cameras. The controlled cameras are able to follow the target constellations through all the available workspace thanks to visual servoing. Therefore, CoCaTrack can bring more liberty when positioning the cameras in the Mixed Reality (MR) PBS. Also it enables performing stereo tracking in a larger workspace and can be combined with MonSterTrack to maximize the workspace.

We have designed two proofs of concept targeting different VR setups: a holobench and a wall-sized projection-based display. Our prototypes are based on two consumer-graded cameras and a pan-tilt head and implements both MonSterTrack and CoCaTrack. Our system has also been compared to a VICON tracking system in an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) localization context. With both MonSterTrack and CoCaTrack the optical tracking workspace of PBS can be considerably increased, with up to 100% gain. The tracking is uninterrupted when the users move out of the stereo space. Some occlusion problems can be mitigated since a part of the constellation can be occluded from one camera but visible by another. Taken together our results suggest that our approach is affordable for Small and Medium Businesses with an interest in PBS for industrial applications.
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Many industrial actors have adopted Augmented Reality (AR) Projection-Based Systems (PBS) [Bimber and Raskar, 2005] due to the possibility they offer in terms of direct collaboration. Indeed, compared to other AR technologies, such as Optical See-Through (OST) AR or Video See-Through (VST) AR, Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) projects virtual content that can be directly shared with external persons. Also, SAR systems generally provide a larger field-of-view with a reduced latency. However SAR systems are mostly static (e.g., due to the use of a projector) which often restricts their usage when mobility is required.

In this chapter, we promote an alternative approach for head-mounted spatial augmented reality which enables mobile and direct 3D interactions with real tangible 3D objects, in single or collaborative scenarios. Our novel approach, called MoSART (for Mobile Spatial Augmented Reality on Tangible objects) is based on an “all-in-one” headset gathering all the necessary AR equipment (projection and tracking systems) together with a set of tangible objects and interaction tools (Figure 5.1). The tangible objects and tools are tracked thanks to an embedded feature-based optical tracking providing 6-DoF positioning data with low latency and high accuracy. The user can walk around, grasp and manipulate the tangible objects and tools augmented thanks to projection mapping techniques. Collaborative experiences can be shared with other users thanks to direct projection/interaction. In a nutshell, our approach is the first one which enables direct 3D interaction on tangible objects, mobility, multi-user experiences, in addition to a wider field-of-view and low latency in AR.

Figure 5.1 – Our MoSART approach enables Mobile Spatial Augmented Reality on Tangible objects. MoSART relies on an “all-in-one” Head-Mounted-Display (left). The users can walk around and manipulate tangible objects superimposed with the projected images (center). Tangible tools can also be used to interact with the virtual content (right).

To summarize, the main contributions of this chapter are:

- **MoSART**, a novel approach for spatial augmented reality that can simultaneously enable: mobile SAR on movable objects, 3D interactions with tangible objects, single and/or collaborative scenarios and experience sharing in AR applications.

- An operational prototype of the MoSART concept based on: 1) a novel all-in-one headset gathering head-mounted projection and optical tracking, and 2) a set of tangible objects and interaction tools.

- Several use cases that illustrate the potential of MoSART in different application contexts such as virtual prototyping and medical visualization.
In the remainder of this chapter we first describe the MoSART concept for mobile spatial augmented reality on tangible objects. Second, we present a proof of concept with the design of a MoSART prototype, and we assess its main characteristics and performances. Third, we propose two use cases of MoSART for virtual prototyping and medical visualization purposes. The chapter ends with a discussion and a general conclusion.

### 5.1 The MoSART approach: Mobile spatial augmented reality on tangible objects

![MoSART Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.2** – Main components of the MoSART approach. MoSART involves head-mounted projection (1) and tracking (2). Direct 3D interactions are made possible with the tangible objects (3) and tools (4). Collaboration and multi-user scenarios can be addressed with or without additional headset(s).

The MoSART approach is a novel approach for mobile spatial augmented reality on tangible objects. MoSART enables mobile interactions with tangible objects by means of head-mounted projection and tracking. MoSART also allows to straightforwardly and directly manipulate 3D tangible objects and interact with them using dedicated interaction tools. It also makes it possible to share the experience with other users in collaborative scenarios.

The main components of the MoSART system are: (1) a head-mounted projection, (2) a head-mounted tracking, (3) tangible object(s), (4) several interaction tools. These main components are illustrated in Figure 5.2 and explained hereafter:

1. **Projection**: Head-mounted projection is used by MoSART to display the virtual content in the field-of-view and workspace of the user in a direct and unobtrusive way allowing to augment the objects located in the user’s field of view. This also
implies that projection mapping techniques are required to match the 3D surface of the tangible object with the virtual content.

2. Tracking: Head-mounted tracking is used to follow the tangible objects and enable their manipulation in the workspace/FoV of MoSART. It enables users to walk and move around the objects, manipulate (rotate/translate) them at will. This naturally implies that the projector must be intrinsically tracked by the system.

3. Tangible objects: The use of 3D tangible objects is at the core of the MoSART approach. Thus the approach requires having both a physical model and a 3D virtual model of the object the users are interacting with.

4. Interaction tools: Tangible tools can also be incorporated straightforwardly within MoSART. Such tangible tools can benefit from the projection and tracking features of the system. This means that the tool surface can be used to project virtual content, and that the tools need to remain inside the projection/tracking volume. This also implies that dedicated 3D interaction techniques and metaphors need to be designed for every tool.

- **Head-Mounted:** To free the hands and provide an entire mobility to the user, all the projection and tracking features are mounted on the head.

- **Direct interaction:** Direct 3D interaction is a main advantage of MoSART thanks to the use of tangible objects. With MoSART the users can grasp tangible objects, and then manipulate (rotate/translate) them at will, within the field of view of the projector.

- **Collaboration:** Collaboration and multi-user interactions are a main advantage of MoSART. Two complementary collaborative modes are made possible. First, if there is only one user equipped with a MoSART headset (single-device configuration), MoSART allows other user(s) to share the direct projection controlled by the main user. The other users can also manipulate the tangible object(s) and/or some interaction tool. Second, if other headsets are available (multiple-devices configuration), the different projectors can be used to increase the projection area having for instance one user projecting on one side of the tangible object, and another user projecting on another side.

A prototype of the MoSART concept is introduced in the following section, and implementation details are provided regarding each MoSART component.

## 5.2 Proof of concept

We have designed a proof of concept of the MoSART approach. Our prototype includes a headset (Figure 5.3) and a specific set of tangible objects (Figure 5.4) and tangible tools (Figure 5.7), coming with dedicated 3D interaction techniques.

Our headset is composed of one short throw pico-projector (Optoma ML750ST) and two infrared cameras (PSEye). The cameras are rigidly attached on both sides of
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The prototype of MoSART headset is composed of a pico-projector (for projection mapping) and two infrared cameras (for optical tracking). The projector is used to perform projection mapping (see section 5.2.2) on the tangible objects that are tracked with the optical tracking system (see Figure 5.3). The cameras are used to provide 6-DOF tracking data of the tangible objects thanks to a feature-based stereo optical tracking based on the one presented in chapter 4. An off-line initial calibration step is required to estimate the position and orientation of the projector with respect to the cameras. Such a configuration (projector and tracking...
system attached) allows the system to be moved around the scene. The system does not need to track the projector localization anymore since the relative cameras/projector transformation is constant.

The tangible objects are ideally (but not necessary) white or covered with a reflective white paint coating, allowing to provide better results in terms of image color and contrast when projecting over the object. Several reflective markers (commonly 4 or 5) are positioned at the surface of every tangible object (see Figure 5.4), and are used to track and localize it using the optical tracking system.

5.2.1 Optical tracking

The tracking system mounted on the helmet is used to localize the tangible objects and interaction tools. The objective is to compute the position and orientation of the objects according to the projector. The system computes tracking data from the video streams provided by the two infrared cameras and it relies on feature-based stereo optical tracking. Feature-based optical tracking provides generally better performances than model-based tracking techniques in terms of accuracy and jitter. Localizing a rigid structure of markers (constellation) can be done generally faster than localizing a model. Moreover tracking several objects can be straightforwardly achieved by using different constellations for different objects. Also, using markers makes the tracking independent of the geometry of the objects, only the markers’ disposition matters. Nevertheless it requires to add physical markers all over the tangible objects. To be able to localize a constellation it requires to have at least 3 markers (typically 4 or 5) and the distances between them have to be all different [Pintaric and Kaufmann, 2007]. Such constellation configuration reduces the ambiguities when computing the 3D registration to recover the pose of the objects (see section 4.3.3).

The tracking process is performed with both off-line and on-line steps. Optical tracking systems usually require an offline calibration process. Such calibration estimates the relative position $^{c_1}M_{c_2}$ between camera $c_1$ and camera $c_2$ (see Figure 5.6) in order to be able to correlate the visual features in each view and to recover the 3D position of each reflective marker (see section 4.3.1.2). It also estimates the camera internal parameters and distortion coefficients (see section 4.3.1.1). Once the tracking system is calibrated four main online steps are performed to provide 6-DOF localization of the object as presented in section 4.3.2:

1. The **features extraction** determines the position of the bright markers in the images acquired by the two cameras.

2. The **features correlation** is performed thanks to the off-line calibration: the points from one image are associated with their corresponding points in the other images.

3. The **triangulation** process recovers the 3D points coordinates. The computation of the 3D coordinates is derived from the projections of the 3D point in the two image planes knowing the calibration parameters of the system.

4. The **3D registration** estimates the transformation $^{c_1}M_o$ that defines the pose of the object in one of the camera frames (in our case $c_1$).
The tracking of several tangible objects can be performed. Each object pose is sent to update a virtual scene. Thus, this virtual scene matches the real environments and the projected image can be rendered (see Section 5.2.2.3).

The tracking system of the MoSART prototype was built based on the tracking system presented in chapter 4. It is composed of two Sony PsEye cameras providing $320 \times 240$ images at 150Hz. Infrared rings and infrared filters have been added to the cameras to capture the infrared light reflected by the reflective markers in order to ease the features extraction process.

### 5.2.2 Projection mapping

The projection mapping consists in mapping the virtual 2D image of a tangible object to the physical model on the same objects. To achieve this goal the application needs to have full knowledge of the object’s shape and of the projection model. The projection model determines how a 3D point is projected into the image frame (3D-2D projection). In this case the projection model of the projector needs to be known to perform an “inverse-projection” (2D-3D projection). An off-line calibration process is used to determine such projection model. Regarding the object’s shape, an off-line process is performed to scan and reconstruct the tangible object and incorporate its model in the application. Once both side of the system are known a virtual 3D scene can be generated to exactly fit the real scene. Figure 5.5 summarizes the projection mapping pipeline. The different steps of this pipeline, namely: virtual object creation, projector calibration and virtual scene generation, are detailed in the following.

**Figure 5.5** – Projection mapping pipeline. The object part (top) is responsible of the virtual object creation. The projection part (bottom) is responsible of the projector calibration. A virtual scene is created on-line to match the real environment.
5.2.2.1 Virtual object creation

A first requirement for projection-based augmented reality on tangible objects is to have access to the 3D model of the objects. This model is obtained with a 3D scanning technique. A structured light (infrared) depth sensor provides a depth map of the environment where the object is located and by moving the sensor around the object several maps are captured. An Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm is used to match each dense map to the global model. Then the depth maps are fused to build a model of the tangible object (e.g., [Newcombe et al., 2011]). The 3D model of the object has its own coordinate system that we call virtual object frame ($F_{vo}$). The physical objects has no predefined frame but its frame, $F_o$, is defined by the tracking system. For a matching between the virtual scene and the real scene frame $F_{vo}$ and frame $F_o$ need to be the same. Thus another ICP algorithm is used to match at least four points of the virtual model to the same four points in the physical model. Once this matching process is carried out the transformation between $F_{vo}$ and $F_o$ is known and remains constant.

5.2.2.2 Projector calibration

The projector calibration is one of the most sensitive steps of projection mapping. Indeed the projection model and the projector pose need to be accurately known to ensure an acceptable mapping. This calibration is carried out once for each system so it needs to be as accurate as possible.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the different frames ($\mathcal{F}$) and transformations ($\mathbf{M}$) that take part in the MoSART calibration process.

Figure 5.6 – Frame configuration for the MoSART calibration process. The estimation of $c_1 \mathbf{M}_{c_2}$ is explained in section 4.3.1.2, $c_1 \mathbf{M}_o$ is given by the tracking system and $p \mathbf{M}_p$ is computed with monocular tracking similar to the one presented in section 4.3.3. $c_1 \mathbf{M}_p$ is computed during the projector pose estimation.

Projection model estimation

The projection model of a projector is very similar to a camera model and it consists in a projection matrix and distortion parameters. The projection matrix and the distortions
are estimated thanks to a calibration process [Yang et al., 2016]. The projection matrix determine the projection model and how a 3D point is projected into the image. The distortions enable to determine the corrections that need to be applied to the image to perfectly fit the tangible objects of the real scene. Camera-projector calibration algorithms are adapted to this case. The calibration involves a projector and a camera that are stationary relatively to each other. A 9x6 black and white chessboard is used for the calibration and several positions of this chessboard are capture by the camera. For each position of the chessboard 4 corners are selected by the user in the projector frame and an homography is computed between the projector frame and the camera frame. This homography is used to find the position of all the remaining corners of the chessboard in the projector frame. With these positions the projection matrix and distortions parameters of the projector can be estimated. The same method is used to calibrate the camera (Section 4.3.1.1 provides additional details on camera calibration).

**Projector pose estimation**

Once several views of the chessboard have been captured, the pose $c_1M_p$ of the projector in the camera frame can be computed from the measurements. Indeed the pose $oM_{c1}$ of the camera and the pose $oM_p$ of the projector according to each chessboard position can be estimated with a PnP algorithm on planar objects [Lepetit et al., 2009; Marchand et al., 2016]. Then the relative pose between the projector and the camera can be computed with:

$$c_1M_p = c_1oM_o oM_p.$$  \hfill (5.1)

**5.2.2.3 Virtual scene generation**

The virtual scene is generated as a reconstruction of the real scene. This reconstruction is possible thanks to the tracking data and the 3D shape of the objects. The tracking data enables to position the 3D models of the tangible objects in the virtual scene. The projector is simulated as a virtual camera that has the exact same projection model and position. Thus the relative transformation between the 3D models and the virtual camera match as close as possible the real transformation between the projector and the tangible objects. The virtual scene is rendered in the virtual camera and the projector projects the rendered image over the real scene.

If the different steps of Figure 5.5 are correctly performed then the projection perfectly matches the real scene.

**5.2.3 Interaction tools**

Tangible tools enabling interaction techniques in Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) scenarios have been proposed by Marner et al. [2009] and by Marner and Thomas [2010]. For our MoSART prototype we have specifically designed two tangible interaction tools. The first tool is the *interactive Panel* (Figure 5.7-left). It is a squared white board used to display information. The second tool is the *interactive Stylus* (Figure 5.7-right) which looks like a pen.

Several 3D interaction techniques have been designed to exploit these two tools within MoSART:
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1. The **interactive Panel** is primarily used as a control screen (Figure 5.8-left). It can be straightforwardly used to dynamically display 2D menus with various items. It can also be used as a specific tool, such as: a magnifying glass [Brown et al., 2003] or an “X-ray” visualizer.

2. The **interactive Stylus** is primarily used as a 3D pointer. The stylus serves as a selection tool in order to activate options and select items by touching them on the control panel (Figure 5.8-right). But it can also be used as a specific tool as well, such as: a painting tool, a light torch or a laser beam.

The user interactions are taken into account in the virtual scene generation so to modify the content projected over the tangible objects and tools. Other usages of these tools are depicted in the use cases presented later in section 5.3. Of course, other tangible tools and interaction techniques could be added to MoSART in the future.

5.2.4 Adding collaboration

An main advantage of MoSART is that it can be used in presence of multiple users. Indeed when only one user is equipped with a MoSART headset any external person
can still watch the augmented tangible object and exchange orally with the main user. The other persons can also manipulate the tangible object and/or the interaction tools, although being constrained to remain in the workspace of the main user corresponding to the field-of-view of the head-mounted projector. Such collaboration mode could be useful in the context of education/training scenarios in which an external user shares information with the main user.

An extension with multiple devices, which we have not implemented yet, is discussed in section 5.4. This mode could enable several users to be equipped with MoSART headsets (see a photomontage illustration in Figure 5.13).

### 5.2.5 Characteristics and performances

The main characteristics of our MoSART prototype are summarized in Table 5.1. The system performances have been computed using an MSI GE72 2QE laptop (CPU core i7 2.70GHz, 8Go RAM, SSD, GPU Nvidia GTX965M).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>1kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV (H×V)</td>
<td>61° × 38°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking Accuracy</td>
<td>1.0mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter</td>
<td>±0.08mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end Latency</td>
<td>60ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>1280×800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast</td>
<td>20,000:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>800 Lumens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overall weight of the headset is around 1 kilogram, corresponding to: 472g for the projector, 170g for each camera, and around 200g for the helmet. The prototype currently runs on a laptop computer which can be worn in a backpack. Future work would be needed to further miniaturize the components and embed the computation and the battery directly in the headset.

The projector provides a short-throw ratio of 0.8:1.0 equivalent to an approximate effective Field-of-View (FoV) of 61° × 38° with an image resolution of 1280 × 800 pixels. The projector provides images with a maximal brightness of 800 Lumens and a contrast of 20,000:1 which ends up with better performances when using the device at an arm distance (between 0.3 and 0.7 meter) and acceptable ones when projecting on large objects that are further away (e.g., a car mock-up at a scale close to 1).

The overall latency of the system depends on the tracking and projection display performances. Regarding the tracking system, the performances were computed similarly to the ones presented in section 4.6 by considering only stereo tracking. The implemented system performs with ~10ms internal latency, 60ms end-to-end latency, ±0.1cm accuracy and a jitter of 0.08mm.
5.3 Use cases

The MoSART approach offers numerous possibilities in terms of interaction and visualization for single and/or collaborative situations. In this section, we present two different use cases designed and tested with our prototype, for: (1) virtual prototyping and (2) medical visualization purposes.

5.3.1 Virtual prototyping

MoSART enables to augment physical mock-ups with an infinite number of virtual textures. The users become able to interact with the mock-up directly, editing and visualizing the textured variants of the same object.

In our scenario, the user intends to choose the most suitable visuals and dressing of a teddy bear (see Figure 5.9). This use case could of course be transposed to other kinds of 3D objects, such as for the automotive or clothes industry. The user can switch between different textures that are applied to the tangible object. The selection of textures is made using a 2D menu displayed over the interactive Panel. A previsualization of each available texture is displayed on the Panel (Figure 5.8-right). The selection is achieved by pointing at the Panel’s right location with the interactive Stylus.

Second, the user becomes able to edit and change the texture by applying virtual painting over the tangible mock-up. Our interaction tools are also used for this purpose. The interactive Panel is used to display several painting options such as the different available colors (Figure 5.10-left). The interactive Stylus acts like a paintbrush enabling the user to select a desired color, but also a brush size or a brush shape. Then, the user can directly paint the tangible mock-up with the Stylus as if he/she was painting a statue (see Figure 5.10-right).

Then, Figure 5.1-right illustrates how two users can collaborate during the painting task. One user is wearing a MoSART headset and holding the tangible object. The other user is painting the model according to the main user’s instructions.

Figure 5.9 – Several textures can be applied to an object for virtual prototyping purpose. The original teddy bear tangible object (left) is augmented with various textures selected on the interactive Panel.

Figure 5.10 – The interactive Panel is used to display several painting options such as the different available colors. The interactive Stylus acts like a paintbrush enabling the user to select a desired color, but also a brush size or a brush shape.
5.3. Use cases

Figure 5.10 – Virtual painting. The user can select a color on the Panel (left) and paint the tangible object with the Stylus (right).

5.3.2 Medical visualization

Our second use case is a medical visualization scenario allowing to interact with a tangible body shape. To illustrate this use case, a women chest mannequin is used as a tangible object. The user can visualize different inner components (e.g., bones or organs) positioned with respect to the tangible human body. On Figure 5.11, the left image illustrates the visualization of the chest bones and the right image illustrates the visualization of both bones and organs of the human chest.

The interaction tools can first be used to change the visualization state of the application to either: display the bones, the organs, the digestive system or the whole. To do so, the interactive Panel displays a menu with two-state buttons (see Figure 5.8-left) that the user can toggle with the interactive Stylus used as a pointer. Then, in another interaction mode, the Panel and Stylus can be used to further explore the virtual inner components of the human body. The user can use the Panel as a magnifying glass (see Figure 5.12-left) to be positioned in front of an area of interest (such as for observing some small hidden organs of the chest). The Stylus can also serve as a flashlight (see Figure 5.12-right) to illuminate the organs and have a better perception of their geometry and material.

This visualization use case could inspire similar setups for education or training purposes, in single or collaborative conditions, without being limited to the medical field. Besides, by placing reflective markers over the body of a real person, MoSART could actually be used with a real body and a real patient [Ni et al., 2011]. This could be interesting for educational purposes, but also before or during a surgical operation. However, a technical challenge would consist here in accurately tracking the deformable body in real-time.
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Figure 5.11 – Medical visualization on a tangible chest with MoSART. The user is able to visualize the bones (left) with or without the organs (right).

Figure 5.12 – Exploration of 3D medical models. The Panel can be used as a magnifying glass (left) to visualize details or hidden organs. The Stylus can simulate a flashlight (right) to better perceive depths and illuminate some parts of the virtual models.

5.4 Discussion

MoSART provides mobile spatial augmented reality on tangible objects and has been tested within several use cases. During the informal tests MoSART was found very promising in terms of 3D interactions, both for direct manipulation of the physical mock-ups, as well as by means of our dedicated interaction tools.

Considering the current limitation of a majority of AR systems regarding Field-of-View (FoV), it is noteworthy that MoSART can considerably increase the FoV and the interaction workspace, especially compared to OST-AR (e.g., Microsoft Hololens). The weight of the first MoSART prototype still remains above the usual weight of commercial OST-AR headsets (less than 600 grams for the Hololens for instance). But
the design of our prototype has not been fully optimized and miniaturized yet, and we can anticipate a reduction of the total size and weight in the following versions. Future studies could be carried out in order to compare the MoSART approach to other existing head-mounted AR systems (e.g., OST-AR or VST-AR).

Regarding the technological evolution of MoSART, we envision several paths for future works. The calibration process could first be fully automatized using a similar technique as the one proposed by Moreno and Taubin [2012] which could also improve the 2D-3D matching performance of our system. Then, as mentioned in section 5.2.4, a multi-user collaboration could be implemented to support several MoSART systems at the same time (see photomontage of Figure 5.13). In this case a master computer can handle the rendering of the virtual scene in the different virtual cameras corresponding to the different MoSART projectors enabling to generate the virtual scene only once and to avoid inconsistencies when projecting. Such implementation may required to have a blending of the multiple images and the jitter of the distinct devices should still be taken into account. Moreover, if the users are facing each other there is a risk of potential blindness due to the projection light. All these potential issues could thus be investigated.

MoSART has only been tested with rather small tangible objects that can be held in the hand. Thus, it could also be interesting to test the MoSART concept with medium (e.g., chairs, tables) and large objects (e.g., cars, rooms). Using MoSART on larger objects might notably require an improvement of the projection performance to keep bright and contrasted projections. Also, a user study could be carried out to evaluate the performances of MoSART in terms of user experience and comfort in comparison with stationary SAR and OST-AR systems.
5.5 Conclusion

We have introduced a novel paradigm for Mixed Reality (MR) Projection-Based Systems (PBS). Our approach, called MoSART, proposes mobile spatial augmented reality with tangible objects. MoSART enables mobile interaction with tangible objects thanks to head-mounted tracking and projection. The tracking enables localizing both the tangible objects and tools while the projector is used to superimpose virtual content over them. With MoSART, the users are able to move around and to directly manipulate the tangible objects. They can also interact with the objects and modify their behavior by using dedicated interaction tools. In addition, due to the projection system, MoSART makes it possible for external users to share the experience with the main user for collaborative scenarios (e.g., training or assistance).

A proof of concept has been designed based on an “all-in-one” headset providing head-mounted projection and feature-based optical tracking. For this purpose, a pico-projector and two consumer-graded cameras were rigidly attached to a helmet. Localization algorithms were implemented based on infrared optical tracking and the objects were equipped with infrared markers. Projection mapping algorithms were implemented to make it possible for the projector to project consistent content over 3D tangible objects. The approach enables augmenting 3D objects that have complex geometries and structures. Two tangible interaction tools, the Stylus and the Panel, were designed for the users to interact with the tangible objects.

Our prototype shows good performances compare to current Augmented Reality (AR) systems. The system was illustrated on two industrial use cases: virtual prototyping and medical visualization. Taken together, our results suggest that the MoSART approach enables a straightforward, mobile, and direct interaction with tangible objects, for a wide range of projection-based augmented reality applications in single or collaborative conditions.
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When using Projection-Based Systems (PBS) the users are generally aware of the real environments and in particular they are aware of their own body. In some cases this awareness can be an asset (e.g., having a real reference, reducing motion sickness). However the awareness of the real environment can, sometimes, reduce the immersion and the user experience which can lead to a less accurate and comfortable perception of the virtual environment.

In this chapter we propose to project a representation of the user in the virtual environment by using a virtual and dynamic shadow in PBS. In fact, shadows are paramount in our everyday life as they provide information about depth, proximity, or shape of our environment [Puerta, 1989]. One particular shadow is the one cast by our own body which in combination with a virtual avatar can reinforce the user’s virtual experience [Slater et al., 1995] and theoretically it can also enhance spatial perception. However using avatars is generally not possible in PBS. Therefore, is it possible to embody someone else in a CAVE environment even though the users are aware of their own body? Does the virtual shadow influence the users interaction behavior? To answer these questions we carried out an experiment in order to assess the user’s virtual embodiment and the user’s 3D performance in presence of a virtual shadow. The virtual shadows enabled to provide a virtual representation of the user which differed from their own physical body even though they were still able to see it. In particular, we studied how the users appropriate different virtual shadows (male and female shadow) and how does the virtual shadow affects the user behavior when performing a 3D positioning task. The results showed that the shadow can have an influence on the user’s behavior while interacting, and that participants seemed to prefer virtual shadows which were closer to their own body.

To summarize, the contributions of this chapter are:

- An approach for introducing virtual and dynamic shadows as the representation of the user in the virtual environment of projection-based systems.

- A study to assess the influence of the users’ virtual shadows on users’ virtual embodiment and 3D performance when using projection-based systems.

In the remainder of this chapter we first make an overview of previous work that has been done on adding virtual shadows in virtual environment. Second we describe the experiment that aims at studying the influence of virtual shadows on the user comfort and presence and on the environment understanding. Third we present the results of the experiment. The chapter ends with a discussion and a general conclusion.

### 6.1 Related work on virtual shadows

Increasing the embodiment of the users in virtual reality applications has been studied in a number of different works. Although the majority of works have been focusing on the user’s avatar [Kilteni et al., 2012], several works have also addressed the use of virtual shadows to reinforce the effect. For example, [Slater et al., 1995] carried out a study on the influence of the presence of shadows in HMD virtual environment. They did not find any influence of the shadows on depth perception but they found that
adding a static shadow increases the user presence and that adding a dynamic shadow increases it even more. This study focused on the object shadows and no user dynamic shadow was considered. In later work they introduced the dynamic shadow of the user in HMD to confirm that the realism of the scene has an impact on the user behavior [Slater et al., 2009]. Even though users virtual shadows have not been widely studied, avatars are commonly used in virtual reality HMDs. There even were studies on the influence of the morphology of the virtual avatar on the user behavior and embodiment in HMD [Peck et al., 2018]. Nevertheless they did not carry out any study on immersive projection systems.

Indeed using avatars in IPS or screen displays can be harder since the users are aware of their own body. When using such systems, casting shadows can still be a solution to enhance the user experience. Even though, in 1995, Slater et al. did not find any influence of the shadows on depth cue, later studies [Hubona et al., 1999] found out that when using screen displays adding objects shadows increases the accuracy during positioning tasks. However the study focused on the object shadows and no user shadow was considered. Moreover the study was carried out on screen displays that do not provide any immersion. Such results were confirmed in later studies carried out on augmented reality displays [Diaz et al., 2017; Sugano et al., 2003]. Adding shadows to the virtual objects integrated in the real world increases the objects presence and provides depth cues that increase the spatial perception. [Hu et al., 2000] also confirmed the results in VR HMD. Regarding the user shadow, altering the shadow behavior compared to the user’s body behavior can modify the user perception of the environment. [Ban et al., 2015] carried out a study where the shadow was more or less independent from the user. The shadow was then able to move differently from the user movement. The users were then confused and were not always able to tell if they or their shadow were moving. Moreover their movement were altered by the shadow movements. Such study was carried out by projecting shadows on a wall but no virtual reality environment nor interaction were considered.

[Steinicke et al., 2005] were the first ones to introduce user shadows on IPS. They added the presence of users’ virtual shadows and reflections on a responsive workbench. The real reflection of the user (captured with a camera) was added on a metallic surface and a virtual shadow of the user’s hand was cast on the same surface. The authors claim that it increases the realism of virtual objects but no study was made to evaluate how this approach increases users perception and improves objects interaction. More recent work from [Yu et al., 2012] proposed to increase the realism of virtual environments in CAVE displays. They confirmed that the user presence was increased when having shadows and reflections that corresponded to the users’ body movements. The body movements were forced by the application and the task consisted in naturally walking in the display to avoid a collision with a virtual character. Nevertheless no complex 3D interaction task was proposed to study the influence on depth perception. Later work from [Kwon et al., 2015] enhanced wall-sized VR application by adding objects shadows on the real floor in front of the display. They carried out a study were users had to touch the virtual objects with a direct touch metaphor. Their results suggested that the shadow cue is even more important than the stereoscopic cue. Regarding the shadow of the user, no study was considered.
6.2 Studying the use of virtual shadows in projection-based systems

6.2.1 Objective

We aimed at studying the use of virtual shadows in Projection-Based Systems (PBS). To do so we focused on the influence of a virtual shadow on the presence, the embodiment and the precision of the participants when performing a 3D interaction in a CAVE-like display. We designed a 3D positioning task in which participants had to place a physical ball over virtual targets placed on virtual planar surfaces, such as tables or walls. The goal of the positioning task was to place the ball as close as possible to the target areas without going through them. During the experiment the participants were presented with three virtual shadow conditions: A male shadow (M), a female shadow (F) and no shadow (N). We hypothesized that the possibility to see their virtual shadow can influence both the users perception on their shadow and the way users perceive and interact in the virtual environment, thus, two main research questions were addressed:

- **Q1**: Is it possible to embody someone else in an IPS even though the users are aware of their own body?
- **Q2**: Does a user’s virtual shadow increases the user’s spatial perception of the virtual environment in an IPS?

6.2.2 Apparatus

Participants were immersed in the virtual environment using a 9.6×2.9×3.1 meters CAVE display. The CAVE system is built with 4 screens: one on the floor, one on the front and one on each side. The projection on the screens is made using Barco F90-4K13 laser projectors. Every screen but the floor is back-projected. The tracking data is provided by an infrared optical tracking system from Optitrack\(^1\). The optical tracking is composed of 12 cameras (4 Optitrack Prime 13W and 8 Optitrack Prime 13).

The dynamic virtual shadow is created from a virtual 3D model of a humanoid. For the purpose of the experiment we chose to have a male and a female 3D model (see Figure 6.1). Such models have been chosen to fit the human proportions and to relieve the experiment from a cumbersome calibration process. Thus the matching between both the virtual and the real body are simply made by scaling the model so that its height corresponds to the participant’s height.

Regarding the dynamic part of the shadow, an inverse kinematics (IK) algorithm was used to provide movement to the shadow and to make its position correspond to the user’s one. The Final IK\(^2\) Unity asset was used to optimize the position of the rigged models to fit the actual position of the user. The Final IK algorithms were able to converge to an optimized solution by providing the position of both feet, both hands.

\(^1\)Optitrack tracking hardware [http://optitrack.com/hardware/](http://optitrack.com/hardware/)
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Figure 6.1 – Two 3D models were used to cast a virtual shadow in the virtual environments: a male 3D model (left) and a female 3D model (right).

and the head of the user. Therefore, the participants were equipped with tracking devices on the feet, hands and head (see Figure 6.2-left). Finally due to experimental testing we noticed that providing the orientation of the pelvis to the IK algorithm gave better visual performances. Thus, the participants were also equipped with an additional tracking marker in the waist to track the pelvis. To simplify the experiment and the recorded data, a physical ball was placed on the participants right hand as an extension of their arm and body. A controller was hold on their left hand (see Figure 6.2-right). The 3D model that matches the user position is introduced in the virtual environment but no rendering of the model’s mesh was done, only the cast shadow was displayed.

Since the ball was not perfectly rigidly attached to its tracking constellation and that the participants were able to grab it as they wanted to, a calibration step was introduced during the experiment. The calibration step aimed at computing the distance between the physical ball and the virtual ball (used to cast the ball shadow). The participants were asked to place 3 times the physical ball over a physical table whose height was perfectly known (see Figure 6.3). Then the offset between the physical and virtual balls was computed and used to correct the recorded data. The calibration step was performed at the beginning and at the end of each experimental condition.

Regarding the lighting of the scene we chose to use 3 directional lights to provide the participants with 3 virtual shadows of themselves. Two lights were oriented of around 45° according to the wall normal vector and one light was almost collinear with the wall normal. Such lighting configurations provided the scene with two shadows cast half on the floor and half on the wall and one shadow that is almost only cast on the wall (see Figure 6.4). The VR application was developed using Unity 5.6.1f and ran at an average frame rate of 60 fps.
Figure 6.2 – Six infrared constellations (red) were placed over the participants (left) to provide tracking data to perform the inverse kinematics optimization. A ball was placed in their right hand, as an extension of their arm, and a controller in their left one (right).

Figure 6.3 – The calibration step enables to compute the offset between the physical ball and the virtual ball at the beginning and end of each virtual shadow condition (N, F or M).

6.2.3 Participants

27 participants from the university campus took part in the experiment (Age: min = 23, max = 55, and avg = 31 ± 8), recruited both among general students and staff. For the purpose of the experiment we chose to recruit 14 women and 13 men since the participant were confronted to a male and a female shadow. Participants were recruited asking for minimal previous experience in VR: 18 subjects had none to very limited previous experience with virtual reality, 7 had some previous experience, and only 2 were familiar with VR. None of the participants knew about the experiment being tested, or that they would be presented with virtual shadows. All participants were right-handed since the ball was placed in their right hand for the positioning task.
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6.2.4 Experimental task

Participants were asked to position a physical ball (7cm radius, see Figure 6.2-right) over circular green target areas (2.5cm radius). The target areas were positioned over 2 virtual tables and a virtual wall (Figure 6.4). Only one circular target was displayed at a time in order to help the users know which target they had to focus on. Every run of the experiment started with a target on the left table, then a target on the wall and then a target on the right table and so on. Once the participants were satisfied with the placement of the ball on the target, they had to validate the positioning of the ball by pressing the trigger of the controller placed on their left hand (see Figure 6.2-right). In order to reduce the required time to perform the task, a timer was added. The timer was depicted by changing the color of the current target area. The target areas appeared green, they went orange after 3 seconds and red after 6. Participants were asked to try and validate the positioning of the ball before the target became red. Nevertheless they were told to be as accurate as possible even if they had to spend more time for each target.

Figure 6.4 – Virtual environment of the experiment. The participants were asked to place the physical ball over the green target areas that were displayed on both tables and on the wall. Three different point lights generated three different virtual shadows at the same time.

In order to decrease learning effects, participants had to face a different number of target configurations. Three target positions were defined for each table and for the wall. Moreover the tables were positioned at a variable height (90cm or 110 cm).

6.2.5 Experimental protocol

An informed consent form was signed by each participant before starting the experiment. The form stated the participants’ right to withdraw and presented the experiment and the main goal of the research. In addition, it also asked their consent
regarding image and video copyright. In order to minimize the priming of participants, little details were provided regarding the purpose of the shadow. Mainly, participants were told that the experiment aimed at assessing people precision when performing 3D positioning tasks. They were also told that the virtual shadow conditions of the scene could vary but no additional details about the shadows were given.

The experiment was divided into 3 blocks. During each block the participants were presented with one virtual shadow condition which was either No shadow (N), Male shadow (M) or Female shadow (F) (see Figure 6.5). Each participant performed entirely the positioning task for each one of the 3 conditions.

![Figure 6.5](image)

The participants performed the positioning task with 3 different virtual shadow conditions: None (N) (left), Male (M) (middle), Female (F) (right). The real shadow of the user is visible on the floor but does not match the natural behavior of a shadow in the virtual environment and is not taken into consideration.

Considering all possible target combinations, three targets (wall, left table, right table), two heights and three positions, participants had to perform the placement task 18 times for each condition. Moreover, as three repetitions were considered, each block resulted in 54 trials. Finally, a training period of half a run (9 targets) was present at the beginning of each block. To counterbalance the influence of the running order of the conditions on the participants behavior, the participants were divided into 6 groups (M/F/N, M/N/F, F/M/N, F/N/M, N/M/F and N/F/M). Each group was composed of at least 2 male and 2 female participants.

After each block participants were asked to fill in a subjective questionnaire (see Table 6.1) in order to evaluate their subjective appreciation of the experiment and collect their feedback. The questionnaires began with 5 question to evaluate the presence of the user following the suggestions of Usoh et al. [Usoh et al., 2000]. Then, there were questions regarding the ownership and some questions about the task and the user comfort. Finally the participants were free to comment their strategy to perform the task and to detail their feelings and comments in presence or absence of a shadow.

While performing the positioning task the participants were immersed in the CAVE. After each condition the tracking constellations were removed and the users had to fill in the questionnaire on an independent laptop. Then they were reequipped with the tracking constellation and reintroduced in the CAVE. The whole experiment including the questionnaires lasted around 45 min in total (15 min per virtual shadow condition).

In addition to the subjective questionnaires assessments the following information was recorded for each positioning task:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P₁</td>
<td>I had a sense of “being there” in the virtual house living room space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₂</td>
<td>There were times during the experience when the living room space was the reality for me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₃</td>
<td>The living room space seems to me to be more like images that I saw or somewhere that I visited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₄</td>
<td>I had a stronger sense of being elsewhere or being in the living room space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₅</td>
<td>During the experience I often thought that I was really standing in the living room space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA₁</td>
<td>When positioning the ball on the tables I felt that the virtual shadow was useful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA₂</td>
<td>When positioning the ball on the wall I felt that the virtual shadow was useful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA₃</td>
<td>I felt that the virtual shadow was a good indicator of the proximity of the ball with the tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA₄</td>
<td>I felt that the virtual shadow was a good indicator of the proximity of the ball with the wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA₁</td>
<td>I felt that I was accurate on positioning the ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA₂</td>
<td>I felt that the positioning of the ball was rather easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₁</td>
<td>I felt as if the virtual shadow was my own shadow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>I felt as if the virtual shadow was from someone else’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₁</td>
<td>I felt as if the virtual shadow moved just like I wanted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₂</td>
<td>I expected the virtual shadow to react in the same way as my own body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₃</td>
<td>I felt like I controlled the virtual shadow as if it was my own shadow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The depth error (Y axis for the tables and Z axis for the wall) between the ball and the target area when the position is validated by the participant. The error is positive when the ball is positioned over the surface and negative when its position inside the surface.

- The time the participant took to perform one positioning task. As the trials were performed sequentially, the task completion time matches the time between two validations.

6.3 Results

During the analysis we explored the effect of the participants’ gender on the results. If the gender did not significantly influence the results, data was pooled. Regarding the ANOVA analysis, effect sizes are expressed using the partial eta squared (\(\eta^2_p\)). The general rules of thumb given by [Miles and Shevlin, 2001] state that the qualifiers “small”, “medium” and “large” correspond to cases where \(\eta^2_p > 0.01\), \(\eta^2_p > 0.06\) and \(\eta^2_p > 0.14\) respectively. Only significant effects are discussed. We first discuss performance measurements and then the subjective appreciations of participants.

6.3.1 Performance measurements

The main indicators of task performance were the final depth position (see Figure 6.6) and the task completion time. We first analyzed the effect of the Shadow type and the Task on the depth error using a two-way ANOVA analysis considering participants as a random factor. The ANOVA analysis showed a main significant effect for Shadow \([F_{2,52} = 8.99, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.25]\) and Task \([F_{2,52} = 39.67, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.60]\), no interaction effect was found \([F_{4,104} = 0.26, p = 0.9]\). Tukey post-hoc tests showed that for the male shadow condition participants were more conservative while performing the
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Task \( M = 3.2\, \text{cm}; \ SD = 3\, \text{cm} \) compared to the female shadow \( M = 1.4\, \text{cm}; \ SD = 3.3\, \text{cm} \) and without shadow \( M = 0.9\, \text{cm}; \ SD = 3.7\, \text{cm} \). In general, in the condition without shadows participants were more prone to go through the target surface. On the contrary when a virtual shadow was present the user tend to stop their movement before going through the target surface. Regarding the Task, post-hoc tests show that participants were able to place the ball closer to the target for the Left table \( M = 0.8\, \text{cm}; \ SD = 2.3\, \text{cm} \) and the Right table \( M = 0.0; \ SD = 2.8\, \text{cm} \) compared to the Wall \( M = 3.7\, \text{cm}; \ SD = 3.6\, \text{cm} \). The higher depth error for the wall condition can be explained by the fact that the wall was a flat homogeneous surface which did not provide enough depth cues.

![Figure 6.6 – Mean interval plot (CI 95%) for the depth positioning error, grouped by the Virtual shadow condition and the Task.](image)

Regarding the task completion time (see Figure 6.7), the ANOVA analysis showed a main effect on the Task \( [F_{2,52} = 68.24, \ p < 0.001, \ \eta_p^2 = 0.72] \) and an interaction effect \( [F_{4,104} = 4.13, \ p < 0.01, \ \eta_p^2 = 0.13] \), there was no effect on Shadow \( [F_{2,52} = 0.72, \ p = 0.49] \). Tukey post-hoc tests showed that participants required significantly more time to perform the task in the Left table condition \( M = 2.65\, \text{s}; \ SD = 0.51\, \text{s} \) compared to the Right table condition \( M = 2.28\, \text{s}; \ SD = 0.49\, \text{s} \) and the Wall condition \( M = 2.32\, \text{s}; \ SD = 0.48\, \text{s} \). This result can be explained by the fact that all participants were right handed and required more time to access the left table. Post-hoc tests were not conclusive for the interaction effect.

### 6.3.2 User experience questionnaires

The different questions of the subjective questionnaires have been classed into several categories: Shadow Appreciation (SA), Task Appreciation (TA), Agency (A), Ownership (O) and Presence (P). Table 6.1 gathers all the questions for the different categories. In the following, the statistical analysis of each questionnaire category is presented.
6.3. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Shadow</th>
<th>Right Table</th>
<th>Front Wall</th>
<th>Left Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMF</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMF</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMF</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMF</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.7 – Mean interval plot (CI 95%) for the task completion time, grouped by the Virtual shadow condition and the Task.

Shadow appreciation

In general participants considered that the shadow helped them to perform the task (SA1: $M = 5$; $IQR = 2$, SA2: $M = 5$; $IQR = 2$) and also that it was a good indicator of the proximity of the ball with respect to the targets (SA3: $M = 5$; $IQR = 2$, SA4: $M = 5.5$; $IQR = 2$) (Figure 6.8). Wilcoxon signed rank test showed that the male shadow was perceived to provide significantly better assistance when performing the table task (SA3, $p < 0.05$). A similar trend was observed for the wall task, but results were not significant (SA4, $p = 0.09$).

Agency

In overall, participants felt that the virtual shadow moved (A1: $M = 6$; $IQR = 2$), reacted (A2: $M = 6$; $IQR = 2$) and that they could control it (A3: $M = 6$; $IQR = 1$) as if it was their own shadow (Figure 6.8). Wilcoxon signed rank tests did not show any significant differences between the male and female shadows.

Task appreciation

Friedman rank sum test was used to analyze how participants perceived their accuracy while performing the task ($TA_1$) and the perceived difficulty ($TA_2$) considering each level of Shadow (Figure 6.9). The Friedman analysis of $TA_1$ showed that the virtual shadow condition had a significant effect [$\chi^2(2) = 10.89; p < 0.01$]. Pairwise Wilcoxon tests showed that the condition without shadows was perceived as less accurate (both $p < 0.05$). Similarly, the analysis of $TA_2$ also showed a significant effect on Shadow [$\chi^2(2) = 12.11; p < 0.01$]. Again, pairwise Wilcoxon tests showed that the condition without shadows was perceived to be more difficult (both $p < 0.05$).
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Figure 6.8 – Boxplot summarizing ratings for the shadow appreciation (SA) and agency (A) questionnaires. In general, participants appreciated the fact of having a shadow and felt a strong sense of agency.

Figure 6.9 – Boxplot summarizing the ratings for the presence (P) and task appreciation (TA) questionnaires.

Presence

In general, participants experienced a moderate sense of presence. Although participants seemed to rate lower some of the questions for the condition without shadow (see Figure 6.9), the analysis of the presence questionnaire results did not show any significant effect on the Virtual Shadow condition.
Ownership

In the results related to the feeling of ownership ($O_1$ and $O_2$), we observed an interaction effect due to the gender of the participant. In order to analyze the results we considered whether the shadow was consistent with the gender of the participant or not (see Figure 6.10). A Wilcoxon signed rank test showed that participants had a higher feeling of ownership ($O_1$) when the shadow gender was consistent with theirs ($p < 0.05$). The control question ($O_2$) showed the same result ($p < 0.05$).

![Boxplot of the ownership ratings regarding the shadow consistency in terms of the gender. Ownership ratings were significantly higher when the shadow gender was consistent with the participant’s gender.](image)

6.4 Discussion

Taken together the results should help answering Q1 and Q2 to give a lead on, respectively, if virtual shadows can provide a sense of virtual embodiment in IPS and if the virtual shadows increase the spatial perception of the users. In the following we discuss the influence of the virtual shadow on both issues.

6.4.1 Virtual shadows and virtual embodiment

One of the major research questions in this chapter was: Is it possible to embody someone else in an Immersive Projection-based Systems (IPS)? The questions from categories A and O are taken into account to discuss the virtual embodiment of the users in presence of the virtual shadows. In terms of agency, subjective ratings showed that participants had a strong feeling of agency towards their virtual shadow. Participants
had the feeling that the virtual shadow was moving in a natural way and that it correspond to their shadow position. Some users did not even noticed the shadow at first since it is natural for them to have one: “I did not payed attention to the shadow: it was natural I guess.”. This effect was not dependent on the morphology of the shadow. Nevertheless, in an IPS users are always aware of their own body and this limitation is reflected on what kind of body the users are able to appropriate. Indeed the ownership measurements depict that, when the morphology of the virtual shadow (or the gender) is not consistent with the user’s morphology, the user tends to feel that the shadow is from someone else. However, as long as the virtual shadow morphology is close enough to the users’ one they feel that the virtual shadow is their own. During the experiment some users reacted to the fact that the shadow was of the opposite gender or that the shadow did not had the same hair style for example: “Is the bun hair style made on purpose ?”, “Oh. I’m a male now.”, “I’ve got muscles!”, “Do I wear a bun ?”. Finally, the results in the literature have shown that virtual shadows can increase the sense of presence. Our results show that there is a trend to rate lower the presence question in absence of the shadow which is consistent with the previous work. Some users even commented the enhanced realism of the scene in presence of the virtual shadow: “The room is not realistic because of the absence of the shadows.”, “I felt like the experiment was less realistic without the shadow.”, “I felt it is more realistic with shadows than no shadow at all.”. To sum up, adding dynamic virtual shadows in IPS, such as CAVE displays, can enable the user to embody a virtual shadow. Nevertheless, in order to achieve a higher degree of ownership, the virtual shadow should be close enough to the users body since they are always aware of it.

6.4.2 Virtual shadows and spatial perception

On the other hand, does the presence of a virtual shadow increase the spatial perception of the users? The performance results, the SA and TA assessments are taken into account to answer it. If we consider SA ratings, participants felt that the virtual shadow could be a good indicator of proximity from the targets and that the shadow was a good assistant to position the ball: “I mainly used the shadow to position the ball over the targets.”, “The shadow has been useful even if it was not mine.”, “The task is more complicated without the presence of a shadow, the distances were harder to estimate.”. The participants had an overall feeling of better perceiving and understanding the virtual environment physical limitations. Moreover, although performance measurements did not show any significant results in terms of task completion time, participants found it easier to perform the task with the presence of a virtual shadow. Some of them even commented it in the questionnaires: “The shadow was helpful for the ball placements.”, “It is helpful to have the shadow to place the ball, particularly on the wall.”. Finally, the analysis of the depth error showed that participants had a more conservative behavior when placing the ball on the targets in the presence of the virtual shadow. Indeed, the presence of the virtual shadow can warn the users that they are approaching a rigid object and that they may not be able to go through it, as if the object was physically there.

An interesting result was the fact that the participants were less accurate when the
target was placed in the wall. The most plausible explanation is that it is harder to
estimate the actual position of the target when it is placed on the wall, but the actual
reasons remain unknown. For the positioning task we chose to add a real ball in the
participants right hand as an extension of their arm. Thus when the virtual shadow of
the participant was removed (condition No Shadow), the shadow of the ball was also
removed. Therefore we did not propose a condition with only the virtual shadow of
the ball. According to the previous work the presence of the shadow of the objects
adds a depth cue and a study with the shadow of the ball should lead to results that
correspond to the previous studies. In summary, these results show that the presence
of virtual shadows provides an increased awareness of the spatial relations between the
users and the virtual environment (less inter-penetrations) and are positively perceived
by the users.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed to introduce users’ dynamic virtual shadows in Projection-
Based Systems (PBS). Our approach aimed at increasing the user embodiment and
spatial perception in such systems. Indeed since the user’s are able to see their own body
in PBS, embodying an avatar is not as straightforward as in Head-Mounted Displays
(HMD). In order to provide the users with a virtual representation of themselves we
propose to introduce their virtual shadow in PBS. The shadow was directly mapped
to the users motion through inverse kinematics algorithms, making them fell like the
shadow was their own.

We carried out a user study to evaluate the influence of the user’s virtual shadow
on the user’s behavior and, in particular, on the virtual embodiment and the spatial
perception. During the study, the participants were immersed in a CAVE display and
they were asked to position a real ball over several virtual planar surfaces (a wall and
two tables). The participants were presented with three virtual shadow conditions: a
male virtual shadow, a female virtual shadow and no virtual shadow. The experiment
showed that the participants had a better spatial perception since they were less prone
to go through the virtual objects whenever a virtual shadow was present. Moreover they
appropriate the virtual shadow whenever its morphology was close enough to theirs.
According to the subjective questionnaires, the participants felt more comfortable when
using the application and they generally felt that the experience was more realistic with
their virtual shadow.

In a nutshell, the results of the experiment promote the use of dynamic virtual
shadows in PBS and lead the way for further studies on “virtual shadow ownership”
toward a better appreciation of the virtual environment in PBS.
Conclusion

In this manuscript, entitled “Contribution to the Study of Projection-based Systems for Industrial Applications in Mixed Reality”, we focused on improving Projection-Based Systems (PBS) and their usage in Mixed Reality (MR) for industrial purposes. Mixed reality proposes an alternative and faster way to dynamically visualize, modify and validate the design of many industrial projects. It also provides new dimensions for training and assisting operators when performing, e.g., maintenance tasks. In the future PBS could constitute an alternative to near-eye displays for industrial applications since they present some advantages compared to Head-Mounted Displays (HMD) such as direct collaboration, communication and in-situ projection. Nevertheless PBS generally require more space, are more expensive, less immersive and are stationary compare to many HMD. To address these limitations, we identified three main axes of research. The first axis aimed at improving the optical tracking by increasing its workspace. The second axis focused on proposing a novel paradigm for mobile spatial augmented reality. Finally the third axis focused on increasing the user perception and experience when using projection-based systems.

Chapter 3 introduced a pilot study of the use of projection-based systems in an industrial context. The study was carried out on a planning/validation application aimed for the construction industry. The users were immersed in a CAVE display and were presented with a virtual house. They were able to move freely and interact with the environment freely. We recorded their behavior during the overall experiment. The results highlighted trends in the usage of projection-based displays and promoted the use of projection-based systems for specific applications and usages. From this study we identified that the tracking system could be adapted to industrial usages of projection-based systems enabling the users to take advantage of the overall range of interactions and workspace provided. Also the applications could be revised to improve the user experience and propose more realistic real-life professional situations.

Chapter 4 focused on improving the optical tracking systems and proposed an approach to increase the optical tracking workspace for Virtual Reality (VR) Projection-Based Systems (PBS). Our approach is based on two methods. The first method, called MonSterTrack for Monocular Stereo Tracking, enables switching between stereo and monocular tracking modes when a tracked target is visible by only one camera. The second method, called CoCaTrack for Controlled Camera Tracking, is based on controlled cameras that are able to follow a target across the workspace and keep it in their field of view. Both methods can be combined to provide an even
larger workspace. Our approach has been tested on different VR systems: a holobench and a wall-sized projection-based display. It has also been tested on an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) application and compared to the VICON optical tracking system. The resulting systems showed acceptable performances for MR applications while providing a large workspace and reducing some occlusion problems. The comparison with VICON was promising since our system is close enough to the VICON performance while using only two cameras.

Chapter 5 focused on proposing a novel paradigm for mobile Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR). We introduced MoSART, an “all-in-one” heaset for mobile spatial augmented reality on tangible objects. The MoSART proof-of-concept has been designed with both the projection and tracking systems mounted on an helmet. Interaction tools have been designed such as an interactive Stylus and interactive Panel. The projector displays virtual content over the interaction tools and tangible 3D objects that are tracked. Then the interaction tools allow the users to interact with the objects and modify the content that is projected over them. Two MoSART use cases have been proposed to validate the concept: virtual prototyping and medical visualization. The users were able to dynamically edit the texture of a tangible object or to visualize medical content for training purposes. MoSART enables straightforward, mobile and direct interaction with tangible 3D objects. A wide range of AR application that require mobility could benefit from MoSART in single or collaborative conditions.

Finally, Chapter 6 focused on introducing users’ virtual shadows in Projection-Based Systems (PBS). Our approach aimed at increasing the user embodiment and spatial perception in such systems. Indeed since the user’s are able to see their own body, embodying an avatar is not as straightforward as in Head-Mounted Displays (HMD). We carried out a study to evaluate the influence of users’ dynamic virtual shadows on the user’s behavior. The shadow was directly mapped to the users motion, making the users felt like the shadow was their own. During the study the users were asked to position a real ball over virtual planar surfaces. They were presented with three virtual shadow conditions: a male virtual shadow, a female virtual shadow and no virtual shadow. The results have proven that the users have a better understanding of the virtual environment and that they better respected its physical limitations when the virtual shadow was present. Moreover they appropriate the virtual shadow whenever the shadow morphology was close enough to their own. Adding virtual shadows also increased their comfort and immersion when using the application.

From the different contributions of this manuscript, several paths of improvement based on our approaches could be investigated in short/middle-term.

Toward an increased tracking workspace for PBS

- **Adapting controlled cameras:** When using our controlled cameras tracking method (CoCaTrack), a calibration bias is introduced if the cameras are not stationary relatively to each other. Therefore, mounting several cameras on the
same motor could be of interest since the performance of stereo tracking may
remain the same whatever the cameras movements. Also, we used only one con-
stellation for the visual servoing process. But if several constellations are used,
it is possible to follow the barycenter of all the constellations or the barycenter
of a priority constellation. Future work could then compare these techniques for
handling multiple constellations with CoCaTrack.

- **Adapting hardware components**: The hardware components (e.g., cameras,
constellation) could be revised to provide better performance for the overall track-
ing system. Following the results of Vogt et al. [2002], the structure of the con-
stellations could be studied to provide better performance in monocular mode
(MonSterTrack). We used wide-angle lenses to maximize the workspace when no
controlled camera was available. But wide-angle lenses induce a loss in resolution
that can degrade the feature extraction and increase jitter. Thus, our approach
could be tested with standard lenses. Higher quality sensors (e.g., high-resolution
 cameras) and/or hardware synchronization could also help reducing jitter and in-
creasing tracking stability and accuracy, but at a higher cost.

- **Performance test and user studies**: The performances of both MonSterTrack
and CoCaTrack showed limited jitter and acceptable accuracy for Virtual Reality
( VR) applications. However a concrete user study could be carried out to evaluate
the influence of both methods on the user experience and comfort when using a
VR Projection-Based Systems (PBS) compared to the pilot study we carried out
in the CAVE display.

**Toward mobile spatial augmented reality**

- **Adding stereoscopic projection**: In some cases, the MoSART system could
benefit from stereo projection. By using a 3D projector and shutter glasses, 3D
content could also be projected over tangible objects. It could provide depth
perception such as the one provided by optical see-through AR devices. However,
a stereoscopic rendering generally induces the additional need of glasses and might
prevent some collaborative scenarios.

- **Handling focus issue**: The focus of the projector can be an issue with our cur-
rent prototype of MoSART. Indeed since the tangible objects can be manipulated
directly, the projection may be done at closer or further distances than the one
on focus. This issue can be solved by using either a laser projector or auto-focus
algorithms. Nevertheless, auto-focus algorithms could add some latency to the
overall system.

- **Providing full portability**: The tracking and projection mapping computations
of the MoSART prototype are currently done on an external computer. This
computer could be embedded on a backpack together with a battery that could
power the projector. The entire system could also be ultimately miniaturized and
put inside the headset.

- **Handling occlusions**: The use of tangible tools with our MoSART approach
can generate partial occlusion problems since the tools can sometimes be located
between the projector and the tangible object. The direct manipulation of the objects with the hands can also be a cause of partial occlusions. This issue could be dealt with by detecting occlusions with a depth sensor and then removing the projection over occluding parts. Work from Zhou et al. [2016] already proposes a solution to this problem as long as the occluding objects are not too close to the manipulated object.

- **Overcoming resolution issues**: When projecting over small surfaces with MoSART (e.g., the interactive panel) the resolution of the image can be rather limited since only a small portion of the projector will be used. Thus displaying detailed information and interacting with small virtual objects over these surfaces can be difficult. A solution to overcome this limitation could be to use a real interactive tablet.

**Toward user’s virtual shadows in PBS**

- **Exploring more realistic/unrealistic shadows**: When studying the influence of the virtual shadows we considered arbitrary human 3D models to generate the virtual shadow of the users. Nevertheless some users may have not been morphologically identified to neither the female nor the male shadow. It might then be interesting to test our approach with the scanned 3D model of the users in the virtual environment. On the other hand, the 3D models used were not excessively different from what a human can expect from a shadow. Thus the morphology of the shadow was generally not disturbing. A user study with a remarkably different shadow (see Figure 7.1) could lead to different results in terms of ownership.

![Figure 7.1](image)

**Figure 7.1** – Virtual embodiment through virtual shadows in a entertainment VR application – The virtual shadow of a cowboy (Inspired from the famous *Lucky Luke* comic book) is displayed in a far west virtual scene in a CAVE display.

- **Studying the lighting conditions**: As mentioned in chapter 6 the lighting of the virtual environment was chosen to provide a noticeable virtual shadow
whatever the user’s position. Nevertheless we did not carry out any study to evaluate the influence of the lighting conditions on the virtual shadow perception. Such study could help creating more natural and realistic virtual shadow configurations.

- **Removing the real shadow**: In this manuscript we proposed an approach to add virtual shadows of the user in immersive Projection-Based Systems (PBS). We noticed that during the experiment the users were less prone to notice their real shadow that was projected on the floor screen of the PBS. This real shadow presents a limitation when PBS are front projected since it can break the immersion and occlude some virtual objects. Therefore an open question remains on how to remove this shadow or at least reduce its influence on user perception.

Regarding long-term perspectives we believe that projection-based mixed reality could present a affordable and competitive alternative to near-eye displays. As of today, Mixed Reality (MR) has taken the path of mounting the overall system on the user’s head (e.g., Microsoft Hololens). The mobility brought by such systems make them attractive and future studies will probably focus on improving and adapting these technologies. Therefore we believe that the studies on projection-based systems should also follow this path and focus on providing mobility. For providing mobility we believe that the system should be **light** and **tiny**, in case of mounting the system on the head. Also the system should be as **unobtrusive** as possible and should not require wired connections in order to not bother the user experience and provide more liberty when moving. Finally the system should be fast to equip and remove.

Other requirements can be considered to design the futuristic PBS. Apart from mobility, the futuristic PBS should also be **independent** and should not rely on other systems. To be independent we believe that the system should first be **self-contained** and should embed all the necessary equipment (e.g., tracking system, projection system, rendering unit and power supply). Also the system should be **cross-application** and adapt itself to the different targeted applications. It should be able to provide both Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) environments without using external systems.

Finally, regarding the application and the user experience the system should be **immersive** and provide the user with real-life conditions in industrial environments. Also, it should be **interactive** in order to propose a large range of interaction scenarios and enough possibilities for designing adapted interaction techniques for each industrial task. Last but not least, the system should propose **direct collaboration** with external persons and should enable designing collaborative scenarios for the fulfillment of complex multi-user tasks in industrial conditions.

To sum up, the futuristic mixed reality projection-based system could be an all-in-one mobile system with embedded tracking, projection and rendering. This system should be capable of providing both VR and AR projective environments with adaptive interactions. Therefore, such a system could enable mobile and interactive experiences within immersive environments in single and collaborative scenarios.
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Résumé :
La réalité mixte apporte certains avantages aux applications industrielles. Elle peut, entre autres, faciliter la visualisation et validation de projets ou assister des opérateurs durant des tâches spécifiques. Les systèmes de projection (PBS), tels que les CAVE ou la réalité augmentée spatiale, fournissent un environnement de réalité mixte permettant une collaboration directe avec des utilisateurs externes. Dans cette thèse, nous visons à améliorer l'utilisation des systèmes de projection pour des applications industrielles en abordant deux défis majeurs: (1) améliorer les composantes techniques des PBS et (2) augmenter l'expérience utilisateur dans les PBS.

En tant que premier défi technique, nous visons à améliorer les systèmes de suivi de mouvements optiques. Nous proposons une approche permettant d'élargir l'espace de travail de ces systèmes grâce à deux méthodes. La première permet de suivre les mouvements à partir d'une seule caméra tandis que la deuxième permet de contrôler les caméras et suivre les objets dans l'espace de travail. Le système qui en résulte fournit des performances acceptables pour des applications en réalité mixte tout en augmentant considérablement l'espace de travail. Un tel système de suivi de mouvement peut permettre de mieux exploiter le potentiel des systèmes de projection et d'élargir le champ possible des interactions.

En tant que deuxième défi technique, nous concevons un casque « tout-en-un » pour la réalité augmentée spatiale mobile. Le casque rassemble à la fois un système de projection et un système de suivi de mouvements qui sont embarqués sur la tête de l'utilisateur. Avec un tel système, les utilisateurs sont capables de se déplacer autour d'objets tangibles et de les manipuler directement à la main tout en projetant du contenu virtuel par-dessus. Nous illustrons notre système avec deux cas d'utilisation industriels: le prototypage virtuel et la visualisation médicale.

Enfin, nous abordons le défi qui vise à améliorer l’expérience utilisateur dans les PBS. Nous proposons une approche permettant d’incamer un personnage virtuel et d’augmenter la perception spatiale des utilisateurs dans les PBS. Pour ce faire, nous ajoutons l’ombre virtuelle des utilisateurs dans les systèmes de projection immersifs. L’ombre virtuelle est directement corrélée aux mouvements des utilisateurs afin qu’ils la perçoivent comme si c’était la leur. Nous avons effectué une expérience afin d’étudier l’influence de la présence de l’ombre virtuelle sur le comportement des utilisateurs.
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Abstract:
Mixed Reality brings some advantages to industrial applications. It can, among others, facilitate visualizing and validating projects or assist operators during specific tasks. Projection-based Systems (PBS), such as CAVEs or spatial augmented reality provide a mixed reality environment enabling straightforward collaboration with external users. In this thesis, we aim at improving the usage of PBS for industrial applications by considering two main challenges: (1) improving the technical components of PBS and (2) improving the user experience when using PBS.

As a first technical challenge, we propose to address the improvement of the tracking component. We introduce an approach that enables increasing the workspace of optical tracking systems by using two methods. As a first method, we propose to use monocular tracking. As a second method, we propose to use controlled cameras that follow the targets across the workspace. The resulting system provides acceptable performances for mixed reality applications while considerably increasing the workspace. Such a tracking system can make it easier to use large projection-based displays and can widen the range of available interactions.

As a second technical challenge, we design an “all-in-one” headset for mobile spatial augmented reality on tangible objects. The headset gathers both a projection and a tracking system that are embedded on the user’s head. With such a system, the users are able to move around tangible objects and to manipulate them directly by hand while projecting virtual content over them. We illustrate our system with two industrial use cases: virtual prototyping and medical visualization.

Finally, we address the challenge that aims at improving the user experience when using PBS. We introduce a method that provides virtual embodiment and increases the spatial perception of the users when using PBS. To do so we add the user’s virtual shadow in immersive projection-based systems. The virtual shadow is dynamically mapped to users’ movements in order to make them perceive the shadow as if it was their own. We then carry out an experiment to study the influence of the presence of the virtual shadow on the user experience and behavior.